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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Simulation is a capable instrument with applications in a wide number of areas. They

allow to understand the conditions as they exist in a system, and improve that system

by employing what-if analyses. But only a small fraction of cases where simulation

might be applicable, actually make use of its advantages [BAN03]. Banks has shown

that simulation is an indispensable methodology to solve problems in fields like the

manufacturing industry, logistics and transportation, and service systems [BAN98]. All

of the company types associated with these individual disciplines generally need to

assemble a wide range of specialized know-how in order to successfully operate.

This is the where the distribution of tasks, summarized under the label of distributed col-

laboration, becomes an essential factor. Distributed simulation allows simulations to be

designed, operated and managed by actors with geographically disparate locations and

different fields of expertise, amongst other, more technical advantages [FUJ00]. There-

fore, it could represent a huge asset to any collaborative effort within specific companies

and even cross-company co-operations. However, the anticipated complexity and costs

attributed to distributed simulation solutions and just simulation as a whole, hinders

managers to realize the potential cost reductions in engineering time or department op-

erations.

1
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Indeed, current distributed simulation solutions are either rather inflexible because they

are tailored for very specific situations, or are highly complex to allow them to be ap-

plicable in a wide array of environments. A fitting example of this problem is the HLA,

being the most established state-of-the-art distributed simulation framework. Its advo-

cates agree that it is one of the most complex standards out there, even if efforts are

underway to make that complexity more manageable [STR06]. A lot of this complexity

stems from the HLA’s original use for military applications within the DoD, the main

focus there being are as-fast-as-possible executions of simulations.

In regards to the concerns of managers of civilian enterprises described above, the em-

phasis of simulations in this sector should be shifted more towards simple and thus

time-effective implementations above all to reduce development costs. It is therefore

the author’s opinion that enhancing the approachability of distributed simulation as a

technology is a key factor to promote its use in a civilian setting. In an effort to work

towards that goal, a distributed simulation framework has been devised that uses well-

known technologies to create an alternative that favors accessibility and simplicity over

performance.

1.2 Subject

The idea to develop such a distributed simulation framework sparked during work on

the Airport2030 cluster of excellence project [AIR11]. Due to the expected air traffic

growth in the near future, the goal of this project is to uncover optimization potential

regarding the apron and terminal processes with new technologies. To this end several

partners have separately implemented three models respectively simulating the transit

connection to the airport, the airport terminal and airport apron.

In order to determine the global influence of all variables these models need to be cou-

pled to create an overall simulation. This task proved to be a major challenge due to

the highly heterogeneous environment. However, it quickly became apparent that the

simulation would exhibit a generally unidirectional flow of information, meaning that

each model would serve as data supplier for the next model, effectively creating a chain
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of models [WHM09]. Therefore, a prototype was created that coupled the three mod-

els using what has been baptized as model pipelines. These manage to encapsulate the

models in web services, regardless of the tools used to design them. The data, which is

translated into XML, is then transferred in between the web services using pipelines.

The basic principle described here is so intuitive and relatively simple to implement,

that from that prototype emerged the distributed simulation framework that is subject

of this doctoral thesis. That framework has the ability to create web service shells for

virtually any model, as long as it can be interfaced in some form. These web services

can then effortlessly be coupled with each other to create more complex simulations.

Furthermore, the framework provides different feedback mechanisms to be able to deal

with simulations with a more arbitrary data propagation. Finally, it also has the ability

to automatically create user interfaces for any of the model pipelines it builds.

As already mentioned, it employs established technologies like web services and XML,

which have the advantage of being supported in a lot of systems and thus are appli-

cable in a wide array of different environments, obviously including the WWW. In-

deed, the framework has the benefit of creating distributed simulations that are natively

executable and manageable from the Internet through their user interfaces using any

standard browser software, which is arguably a very valuable trait in any distributed

collaboration environment.

1.3 Approach

To adequately describe and analyze the model pipeline framework developed in the

context of this thesis, it is important to begin with discussing the basics and current

state of the distributed simulation research. The second chapter will begin by briefly

outlining the history of the subject, and the parallels to distributed collaboration. This

will then serve to identify and study the pivotal qualities when working in distributed

environments. Afterwards, this thesis will present an overview of different architecture
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principles to help gain insight into the inner workings of the HLA, which is the cur-

rently dominating state-of-the-art distributed simulation architecture, and of course of

the model pipeline framework.

The main objective of the third chapter is to study the inner workings of a model

pipeline, using the example of the prototype designed for the aforementioned Air-

port2030 project, which is successfully used to couple three disparate models into a

composed, more complex simulation. At first, the project specifications are explained.

Then the processes of interest for the individual models are identified and described.

This leads to a discussion on how to couple these models, and why the pipelining

schema was a fitting approach. Afterwards follows an in-depth description of the em-

ployed models, how the model pipeline prototype handles the coupling on a technical

level, and how to execute the overall simulation created by it. The chapter is then

concluded with a passage demonstrating the capabilities of the web-based interaction

functionality of the prototype.

Chapter 4 deals with the feedback mechanisms of model pipelines and simulations

in general. After a few basic concepts and their related notions will be laid out, the

chapter will describe a few commonly used synchronization techniques as a reference

for the follow-up, which consists of a comparison between classical and pipeline cou-

pling mechanisms. Afterwards, the two feedback algorithms that can be used in model

pipelines will be examined and subsequently compared by using the already acquainted

prototype as testbed. This will help determine the application scenarios which are best

suited for either of them.

Chapter 5 will then dive into the description of the actual model pipeline framework.

After the characteristics of the runtime environment have been explained, an in-depth

analysis of the web service and web interface structure will follow. The uncomplicated

nature of the operation of the framework stems from the ability to direct the automated

process of building pipelines simply by defining the different data types used in a simu-

lation and its involved models. The chapter is therefore concluded with the specification

of the various data types available in the framework, an explanation on why these are
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sufficient to build model pipelines, and instructions on how to operate the framework

with them.

Chapter 6 is used to demonstrate the validity and applicability of model pipelines. It

achieves it by implementing an exemplary transfer of an HLA simulation to a model

pipeline one. The chapter starts with an in-depth description of the processes involved

in the execution of an HLA federation. Thereafter follows the specification of the par-

ticular HLA federation the author has chosen as testbed. It simulates in a basic fashion

the processes involved in the transport of goods in a dry port scenario. The example

is rather simple but manages to cover a lot of the HLA functionality. The process of

realizing this simulation as a model pipeline is then documented. Finally, simulation

runs of both implementations and their evaluation will aid assessing the two approaches

and determining possible discrepancies between them.

Finally, in the last chapter, this thesis will end with a summary of the previously dis-

cussed subjects, an analysis of the obtained results, and a conclusion if the goal to create

a highly usable and flexible distributed simulation framework was brought to fruition.

Furthermore, an outlook will be presented recommending the direction of further re-

search concerning the model pipeline framework.





Chapter 2

State-of-the-Art of Distributed

Simulation

2.1 Fundamentals

Simulation and its distributed execution has been the subject of research for nearly five

decades. The following section will recapitulate the major achievements and historic

milestones of that time frame, as well as the advancements that the research has brought.

Furthermore, the relevance of distributed collaboration in the appropriate context will

be explained.

2.1.1 Distributed Simulation

Discrete event simulation was successfully used in the development of small applica-

tions since the early 1960’s [TOC63]. Since then, the modeled systems did not stop

growing in scale and complexity. Enabled by theoretical research and advances in net-

work computing, distributed simulation emerged in the late 70’s, Thorpe generally being

credited with the original concept [COS95]. Distributed simulation handles the execu-

tion of simulations on loosely coupled systems, including geographically distributed

computers interconnected by network technology. The benefits of this technology are

7
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substantial in several ways: the possibility to create virtual worlds with multiple phys-

ically separated participants, generating a superior platform for joint projects. Indeed,

undertakings in the industrial, corporate and scientific world have noticed the appeal

of distributed simulations, as there are a multitude of very diverse areas of applica-

tion for simulation in general [LAK00]: designing manufacturing systems, analyzing

transportation systems or optimizing business processes. With distributed simulation,

such projects could accommodate new demands more easily by integrating additional

resources. This would in turn enable dynamic scalability and granularity of any devel-

oped system. Also, distributed simulation makes redundant porting of models obsolete,

since simulations developed in tools by different manufacturers may be hooked together,

increasing cost effectiveness while reducing labor time.

The high performance computing community was largely concerned with using

this technology to help reduce execution time. This was achieved by subdividing

large simulation computations into many sub-computations, and executing these sub-

computations concurrently across different processors. In such cases, the principle is

being referred to as parallel simulation. The simulations would generally not be ge-

ographically distributed, but rather execute in close physical proximity, like on server

farms for example [FUJ00]. The military domain on the other hand, was more inter-

ested in integrating separate training simulations in order to facilitate interoperability

and reusability. The viability of that idea was demonstrated by the SIMNET (SIMulator

NETworking) project (1983 to 1995) [MIT95]. This success led to the introduction of

a set of rules for the interconnection of simulators denominated the Distributed Inter-

active Simulation (DIS) standards, as well as the development of the Aggregate Level

Simulation Protocol (ALSP) (1990). DIS and ALSP have been supplanted by the High

Level Architecture (HLA) protocol since 1996, which now handles interoperability is-

sues for all of the Department of Defense (DoD) simulations [HLA00]. It is apparent

that the correct temporal ordering of the logical processes active in distributed simula-

tions represents a major challenge. To this end, several synchronization techniques can

be employed. A more detailed description of these will be presented later on however,

more specifically in chapter 4.
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2.1.2 Distributed Collaboration

Collaboration is the cooperation of two or more participants towards a common goal.

The essence of distributed collaboration is to reach this common goal by sharing data,

information and actions among the participants. Industrial ventures as well as research

projects continue to depend on the expert knowledge of partnered organizations to cor-

rectly analyze complex problems and implement suited approaches to solve them. Sup-

ported by increasingly sophisticated new technologies, distributed collaboration allows

these individuals or cooperating groups to interoperate, regardless of space, time or

disciplinary disparities [YAG97], [COM99].

Wainfan and Davis have identified the most notable advantages of the virtual aspect of

distributed collaborations as follows [WAD04]:

• Reach: The location of any participant is not a factor for a func-

tioning collaboration. Expert knowledge is not an asset

required to be on-site.

• Responsiveness: Participants have a faster way to interact.

• Adaptiveness: Additional participants may be integrated more easily

into an existing collaboration.

• Cost effectiveness: Heavily reduced travel time and costs.

However, these advantages are also accompanied by less obvious problems. The topic

of virtual collaboration in conjunction with information sharing is an intricate subject.

Usually, a collaborative project endeavors to reach some form of quantitative or qual-

itative objective [TUT99]. To achieve this goal, distributed collaboration may involve

working with the proprietary information of specific participants, possibly pertaining

operating strategies or research details. When secrecy is not an issue, it has proven to

be beneficial to fully disclose all information, like in the area of supply chain manage-

ment [LST00]. But generally speaking, information security is a major concern in the

corporate and scientific world, and to most collaborating ventures protecting knowledge

assets is a critical prerequisite [FAN06].
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The different levels of collaboration and the close relationship to the issue of interop-

erability are demonstrated in the Levels of Information Systems Interoperability (LISI)

Model, developed by the Command, Control, Communications, Computer Intelligence

Surveillance Reconnaissance Integration Task Force (C4ISR ITF) in 1998 on behalf of

the U.S. DoD [IWG98].

Level Description Information Exchange

0. Isolated No connection Manual exchange of hard copy 
data

1. Connected Electronic connection with 
separate data and application 
bases

Homogeneous data exchange

2. Functional Common functionality with 
separate data and application 
bases

Heterogeneous data exchange

3. Domain Shared data and separate 
applications

Shared Databases

4. Enterprise Interactive manipulation with 
shared data and applications

Cross-domain information and 
application sharing

TABLE 2.1: LISI Model

The LISI model seen in table 2.1 defines five levels of system-to-system interaction,

where each level increases the complexity of the collaboration and thus allows for a

higher degree of interaction in between connected systems. But with the gain of inter-

action possibilities, also comes an increased amount of shared information. The domain

and enterprise levels of the LISI model allow for network wide data access. According

to the previous paragraph, they are not an optimal consideration for a solution that tries

to be applicable to a wide variety of environments, because it would put the knowledge

assets of the participants at stake. The approach presented in this contribution therefore

focuses on the level two of the LISI Model. The functional level describes systems in

networks that allow the passing of complex information amongst themselves. Common

functions allow for the sharing of generally heterogeneous data, built from simple for-

mats fused together. The databases however, are kept separately for each member of the

network.
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2.2 Qualities

After having discussed the fundamentals of distributed simulation and collaboration, it

is important to distinguish the many qualities required by the technologies employed

in those fields. Therefore, this section will clarify the significance of composability,

interoperability, reusability and finally integrability.

2.2.1 Composability

With the functionality to exchange logical data models across programs installed on

systems in a network, the possibility to construct modular application-oriented simula-

tions needs to be explored. Kasputis and Henry define "the ability to compose model-

s/modules across a variety of application domains, levels of resolution and time scales"

as composability [KAN00]. The defining characteristic of composability according to

Petty and Weisel however, is the ability to combine modules and sets of modules at

configuration time, in order to build useful and valid simulation systems, tailored to

meet a specific set of objectives [PEW03]. This idea allows the components needed for

the construction of individual simulation systems to be selected from a repository, as

exemplified in figure 2.1.
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In reference to the unit of composition used during the configuration of a simulation, a

total of nine levels of composability have been identified by Petty and Weisel [PEW03].

Due to the modular nature being supported by the approach described in this contribu-

tion, the focus will be on the fifth level. At this stage, simulation system components

are comprised of individual software executables, which may be federates, federations

or even standalone simulations.

A library of such modules must be comprised of valid elements that enable the com-

position of semantically and syntactically sound systems. In composite simulations

consisting of linked models, the input of one component is usually, at least partly, deter-

mined by the output of another component. That information flow has to be compatible

to produce a valid system. This means that each element has to provide clearly for-

mulated descriptions to identify their functions, explicit specifications of the interfaced

inputs and outputs, as well as the intended method of combination. Those rules of op-

eration relate very closely to the idea of interoperability. However, while composability

is the ability to combine components at the configuration phase, prior to run-time, in-

teroperability indicates the possibility to exchange data in between components during

the execution of a modular system. Therefore it can be said that composability does

actually require interoperability.

2.2.2 Interoperability

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines interoperability

as "the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information in a

heterogeneous network and use that information" [IEE00]. To successfully identify

the level of interoperability of a system, Tolk and Muguira have proposed a layered

concept, which they have baptized the Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model

(LCIM) [TOM03]. Their approach is based upon the aforementioned LISI model, and

the NC3TA Reference Model for Interoperability (NMI) [CAR04].

A schematic representation of the most recent version of LCIM is shown in table 2.2

[TUR05]. With each level, the degree of interoperability increases:
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Level Interoperability degree Dimensions

0 None

1 Technical

2 Syntactic

3 Semantic

4 Pragmatic

5 Dynamic

6 Conceptual

Integratability

Composability

Interoperability

TABLE 2.2: LCI Model

• Level 0: Denotes stand-alone systems with no capability to interoperate.

• Level 1: Describes systems that have defined protocols enabling them to

communicate with each other.

• Level 2: Systems interoperating on this level use a common structure to ex-

change information.

• Level 3: Refers to systems that are able to share the meaning of the ex-

changed data.

• Level 4: At this level, mutual awareness of all offered functionalities of the

interoperating systems is assumed.

• Level 5: Characterizes systems that are able to identify the states and their

changes over time of interoperating systems.

• Level 6: Requires all systems to be fully specified and documented for in-

terpretation purposes. This implies a system model free of imple-

mentational dependencies.

These layers concur with the three dimensions of interoperability proposed by Page et

al. [PBT04]. While integrability is the technical possibility to connect multiple systems

on a hardware and/or protocol level, interoperability addresses the communication of

systems on a software level, and composability is the ability to compose systems of

systems on a conceptual level. The distributed simulation approach presented in this
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contribution aims at providing the highest degree of interoperability. This means that

this new technology shall provide interoperability on the conceptual level according to

LCIM, and thusly provide full composability.

Nevertheless, the particular technical interoperability requirements raised by distributed

simulation environments need a more in-depth analysis. A distributed simulation is

composed of models implemented in specific and generally dissociate modeling and

simulation environments. These applications, referred to as Commercial-off-the-shelf

(COTS) Simulation Packages (CSP), provide tools to facilitate model design, simula-

tion, experimentation and evaluation. Since interchange formats like the Simulation

Data Exchange (SDX) only partially support the translation of models in between CSPs

[SLM01], only coupling during runtime is capable of integrating heterogeneous discrete

event simulation packages [SLM01]. But the sensible implementation of a distributed

simulation consisting of individual CSPs with possibly significantly different modeling

approaches and capabilities, is a complex undertaking which calls for a frame of refer-

ence on how to actualize interoperability. In an effort to simplify the process, the Sim-

ulation Interoperability Standards Organization’s (SISO) CSP Interoperability Product

Development Group (CSPI PDG) has identified a series of related problem types, rep-

resented by Interoperability Reference Models (IRMs). The two major questions that

IRMs aim to answer are [TMS07]:

1. How to clearly identify the CSP interoperability capabilities of an existing dis-

tributed simulation.

2. How to clearly specify the CSP interoperability requirements of a proposed dis-

tributed simulation.

To represent these problems effectively, IRMs are defined as basic abstract represen-

tations of problem types identified by the CSPI PDG. The use of common modeling

artifacts in IRMs allows them to be composable and mapped onto specific CSPs. Ulti-

mately, this makes IRMs a perspicuous tool for the simulation community to understand

and interpret interoperability problems.
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Type Description Sub-type Description

A Entity Transfer

1 General Entity Transfer

2 Bounded Receiving Element

3 Multiple Input Prioritization

B Shared Resource 1 General Shared Resource

C Shared Event 1 General Shared Events

D Shared Data Structure 1 General Shared Data 
Structure

TABLE 2.3: IRM Types

Table 2.3 shows the four types of IRMs currently determined by the CSPI PDG

[TMS07]. Each type also comes with at least one sub-type. Type A deals with the trans-

fer of entities in between multiple models. The general process is reflected in sub-type

1. Sub-type 2 takes effect when entities can only be transferred if the receiving model

is not busy, for example if a process can block the acceptance of new entities. Sub-type

3 describes cases where a model can receive entities from different sources simultane-

ously, and thus needs to prioritize its input. Type B refers to resources shared across

multiple models. Likewise, Type C refers to events shared between different models.

Finally, Type D deals with shared data structures that are not defined as resources.

As CSPs are numerous and varied, a heterogeneous distributed simulation involving

different CSPs can theoretically present only one or all of the above problem types. In

the hopes to satisfy the requirements of a multitude of simulation model combinations,

the approach proposed in this contribution plans to provide responsiveness to all four

types of IRMs.

2.2.3 Reusability

The approach to reuse software components was introduced by McIlroy in 1968

[MBN68], due to the emerging difficulty to build large reliable software systems. The
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proposed idea was to use libraries of reusable components to facilitate the configura-

tion of systems fitted for different fields of application. This technique has now gained

a strong foothold in business systems development, on account of lowered production

costs, faster delivery systems and increased quality. Sommerville provides a concise

summary of the benefits component reuse brings to the table [SOM12]:

• Costs: Fewer components need to be specified, designed, im-

plemented and validated.

• Dependability: Components which have been already tried and tested,

are generally more dependable then newly developed

ones.

• Process risk: The costs of existing software is known, whereas new

developments usually represent a risk factor for a project.

• Expert Knowledge: Specialists can create components that encompasses

their knowledge.

• Standards: Reusability promotes the creation and use of standards.

Which makes integration during development easier and

acceptability after release more probable.

• Development: Reductions in both development and validation tend to

speed up system production.

These reasons generally make it more advantageous to develop new systems by defin-

ing, implementing and composing loosely coupled, independent components [PCH93].

Such components however, must exhibit certain characteristics to make their usage vi-

able in the construction of composed systems. According to Krueger, abstraction is the

most important trait of reusable components [KRU92], i.e. an explicit separation of

implementation and interface must exist. On the one hand, a clearly defined interface is

necessary for the developer to understand and successfully integrate a component into

a new project. Furthermore, implementational changes on a component should not im-

pact other parts of a composed system. Another important feature is that components

have to adhere to specified standards to be able to interact with each other; they define
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the interfaces and component communication protocols. Additionally, reuse technolo-

gies typically provide an integration framework, used by developers to combine several

components into a composed system.

In relation to code alterations, two broad reuse strategies can be identified in software

engineering: white-box and black-box reuse. Although white-box reuse gives the devel-

opers the option to adapt a component to their needs at the implementation level, code

modifications also come with complications [RAR03]. The search for components with

a suitable functionality in third-party repositories can be very time consuming. A lot

of components offer similar functionalities, which must all be examined and under-

stood. This makes a diligent documentation a necessity to allow developers to make

an informed choice. This requirement becomes increasingly difficult to fulfill with ever

growing catalogs. Black-box reusability tries to mitigate these complications by pre-

venting alterations to the components code. The needed flexibility is instead realized

by the possibility to modify various input and output parameters. This eliminates the

necessity to understand the inner workings of a component from the users’ point of

view, thus saving precious development time. On the other hand, the developer of a

component does not need to expose the inner workings of his creation. Instead he can

choose the type and amount of data exposed, by configuring the interface appropriately.

In respect to the already discussed data privacy issue, this aspect is particularly inter-

esting in the scope of this contribution. Together with the aforementioned benefits,

the black-box reusability strategy seems most suitable for a distributed simulation ap-

proach, which aims at empowering the component developers to control the amount of

shared information, while still providing flexibility and ease of use.

2.2.4 Integrability

Integrability is one further system quality attribute that should be mentioned when in-

vestigating relevant aspects of distributed simulation. Integrability is an important con-

cern in the designing process of large, complex systems, particularly in distributed en-

vironments. It expresses the ease with which separately developed components of a
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system can be made to work together towards a single goal. To achieve this quality,

Bass et al. advise to keep component interfaces small, simple and stable, while ad-

hering to clearly defined communication protocols and keeping dependencies between

components to a minimum [BCK03]. In a more general sense, Hasselbring explains

that the main focus of systems integration lies on three distinct factors: autonomy, het-

erogeneity and distribution [HAS00]. Integration thus means mitigating the issues that

accompany them. To alleviate the effects of distribution, it is advised to use commu-

nication protocols that create an illusion of a centralization. The Objects Management

Group’s CORBA architecture does this for instance, by extending remote procedure

calls to remote method calls in an object-oriented setting [OMG12]. Web services work

in a similar fashion, by allowing localized access to distant functionality. Heterogeneity

is an attribute of system of systems where different hardware platforms, programming

languages and data models are employed, so that each individual system may reach its

goal in an optimal manner. According to Hasselbring, bridging this factor seems to be

the most challenging undertaking of integration [HAS00]. Part of the solution lies with

the use of common standards like Extensible Markup Language (XML) to define the

shared information [XML08], and wrapping disparate systems in shells that then in-

teroperate trough interfaces, like HLA does for example. Autonomy is a characteristic

describing components that have been developed separately, and thus feature distinct

interaction and execution concepts.
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Although this makes systems flexible and enables them to quickly adapt to new chal-

lenges, it hampers their combination into an integrated environment. Unfortunately, the

best course of action to reduce the impact of highly autonomous systems already begins

in the design process, so that interaction protocols may be clearly defined. Reducing

autonomy afterwards is far too limited. Figure 2.2 expresses schematically the predica-

ment with system integration in a dimensional fashion, with the help of some examples.

Moving towards the origin of the system of coordinates attenuates the problems.

2.3 Architectures

Since the goal of this thesis is to present a novel framework to realize distributed simu-

lations, it is relevant to study the many forms software architectures can take. Once the

most basic structures have been clarified in the following section, the concept of compo-

nent based architectures will be addressed. Afterwards, the currently most widespread

architecture to create distributed simulations, the HLA, will be presented. In contrast

to that, the popular service-oriented architecture will be examined, on which the model

pipeline architecture is based upon, which is introduced at the end of this chapter.

2.3.1 Software Architectures

Software architecture design is a discipline that has emerged more recently as software

engineers were looking for new ways to create large software systems. As the size of the

systems increased, so would the complexity of the overall system structure. It became

clear over time that system design specifications represent a more significant issue than

the actual implementation. Designing software architectures is the exercise of clearly

articulating those design specifications.

An architecture can roughly be understood as the partitioning of a system into parts

that relate to each other according to certain principles. That partitioning is what al-

lows disparate individuals or institutions the building of large systems to solve complex

problems cooperatively. Each partitioned component then interacts with the rest of
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the system through adequate interfaces. Those interaction capabilities are what endows

software architectures with their qualities: stability, flexibility, reusability and increased

performance to name a few.

Architectural structures provide an abstract framework to understand the concerns of a

system in a broader sense; they are key to ascertain the systems abilities and require-

ments. Over the years, several structure patterns have emerged to better describe certain

classes of software. Basically, they describe a repository of components and their mu-

tual interactions capabilities, and define a set of constraints on how those components

may be combined. Very commonly used patterns include pipes and filters, object ori-

ented, event based, layers, repositories, interpreters, and process control [SHG96].

Components of an architecture adhering to the pipes and filter pattern, like programs

written in the Unix shell [BAC86], have a specific set of inputs and outputs. Each

component acts as a filter for an allotted input stream: a set of operations transform

the incoming data within the component, which is then written to an output stream,

effectively acting as what is more commonly known as processors today. Depending on

their position in the pipe structure, these may be designated pre- or post-processors. The

processors interoperate with the help of pipes that connect them, which transport data

from the output of one component to the input of another. Prevalent specializations of

this style include pipelines, which requires the composition of processors to be a linear

sequence; bounded pipes, that limit the data capacity of the pipes; and typed pipes,

which restricts the data within the pipes to a certain type. Figure 2.3 illustrates the basic

principle.
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Pipes and filter structures have the benefit of clearly conveying the input/output behavior

of a system. Furthermore, the simple coupling mechanics promote the reuse of proces-

sors. They also pave the way for flexible system enhancements, as new processors may

be added or old filters replaced relatively easy. This structure however, generally in-

volves implementing complex transformation operations within the processors, which

in turn may hamper the efficiency of the system as a whole during execution.

The widespread object-oriented pattern [KIM89] uses objects as components, which

are instances of abstract data types that encapsulate operative data and their associated

methods. As each object is held responsible for the integrity of its internal data, the

representation thereof is hidden to other objects. They can therefore only interact in a

system through explicit invocations of their respective methods. Then again, this prop-

erty is what leaves interacting objects unaffected by specific implementational details.

Figure 2.4 schematically shows how different objects interoperate through procedure

calls.
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The downside of object-oriented structures is the need to disclose the identity of objects

that need to interact to each other, which is done through importing. This means that

in contrast to pipes and filter structures, altering the composition of an object based

architecture leads to possibly extensive updates on the participating objects.

The idea behind the event-based pattern, is that contrary to object based structures, com-

ponents of a system can invoke a procedure implicitly by broadcasting events [GKN92].

Interested components can subscribe to these events, and the system itself calls upon
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all associated procedures when they occur. Components of an event based structure

are therefore modules whose interfaces provide both access to procedures and a set of

events. Figure 2.5 illustrates how different messages prompt an event based system to

invoke the appropriate procedures from their modules.
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This pattern simplifies the introduction of new components to a system, because they

only need to subscribe to relevant events. This process leaves the interface of other

components unaffected. On the other hand, this approach keeps the components from

directly controlling the performed computations. Additional events may be needed by

the system for processing acknowledgments, which might be detrimental to the overall

performance.

The most widely known examples for layered systems would probably be network com-

munication protocols [COM00]. Structurally, they are a hierarchical composition of

layers, interacting with each other through specific interfaces. Each layer serves as a

client for the layer below, while providing services to the layer above. This topology

allows to partition complex problems into smaller, more manageable ones. One advan-

tage is that alterations to a layered system are rather simple, as it is possible to add,

remove or exchange a layer, while affecting at most two others. Another advantage, is

that such systems support reuse because of their use of interfaces for their interopera-

tion: one layer can provide services to many others, as long as its interface is supported,
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as it is the case with standards like the OSI ISO model [ISO94]. Finding the right lev-

els of abstraction to build a layered system however, can prove to be quite a difficult

undertaking. The pattern is illustrated in figure 2.6.
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The repository pattern features two distinct types of components: a group of indepen-

dent knowledge sources interoperating through a central data structure. These knowl-

edge sources make changes to the main data structure over the course of their oper-

ation, leading to the solution of the problem the system has been designed to solve.

If the state of the data structure triggers executable processes, it is usually referred to

as a blackboard. This sub-type of the repository pattern is often the adopted struc-

ture for cooperating software agent systems [NLJ96]. Should however the transaction

types trigger executable processes, the central data structure generally is some form of

database. This pattern is used for instance in knowledge-based systems for information

processing [TOH90]. Figure 2.7 illustrates the pattern.

This pattern can be very effective in solving complex distributed computing problems.

The scheduling of self-actuating knowledge sources however, can prove to be challeng-

ing.

The interpreter pattern is a structure that builds a virtual machine. It usually comes with

four components: a program, an interpreter engine, the interpreter state and the program

state, as seen in figure 2.8.
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actuating knowledge sources however, can prove to be 
challenging. 

The interpreter pattern is a structure that builds a virtual 
machine. It usually comes with four components: a program, 
an interpreter engine, the interpreter state and the program 
state, as seen in figure 11. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Interpreter architecture 

 

The interpreter pattern is comprised of an interpretation 
engine and the pseudocode being interpreted. While the 
pseudocode includes a program and a record of the execution 
state of the interpreters version of the program (program 
state). The interpretation engine in turn consists of the 
interpreter itself and the current state of its execution 
(interpreter state). Although being hard to test and design, 
this pattern is very flexible and highly dynamic because it 
supports altering the set of capabilities of the system. 

The pattern based upon process control loops should be taken 
into consideration in cases where the system operating 
conditions are not entirely predictable and may be affected by 
external disturbances. So called open-loop systems 
correspond to normal software that involves entirely 
repeatable processes that don't need surveillance. But closed-
loop systems allow to manipulate variables to compensate for 
altering operating conditions. There are two general types of 
this kind of process control: feedback control and 
feedforward control, which are both illustrated in figure 12. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Process control architecture 

 

With reference values called set points, a controller is able to 
maintain certain criteria for the produced output. In the case 
of feedback control, the input is fed to the process, which 
produces the variable to be controlled. The controller then 
analyses the this variable and manipulates its value through 
an algorithm, with the help of a set point (dashed line). 
Feedforward control on the other hand, anticipates future 
effects on the controlled variable and adjusts the value based 
on other process input variables (grey line). However the 
algorithm the controller uses still uses a set point as 
reference. 

Rarely is a complex system entirely homogeneous though. 
These individual architectural styles are typically combined 
in a system in one of several ways [32]. In a hierarchical 
composition, a component of one structural pattern may be 
represented internally as a completely different one. The 
filters of a pipe and filter system for example, may be 
constructed using any other pattern. Another way to combine 
structures, is to enable a components interface to operate in 
multiple ways. For instance can a component act as a 
knowledge source for a repository, while interacting through 
pipes with other components. 

Since modern simulators are among the most complex 
software systems created and maintained in existence [28], it 
is therefore no surprise that the intelligent design of software 
architectures is an important field of research in the world of 
simulation.  

 

9. COMPONENT BASED ARCHITECTURE 

Component based architectures enable the design of 
simulations based upon encapsulated models communicating 
with each other to exchange data and provide global access to 
otherwise not available functionality. This concept was 
spearheaded by people such as Zeigler [40], who exposed the 
advantages of the modular coupling of models. 

 

 

Fig. 13. Modular composition (excerpt of [40]) 

 

The "coupling" of models is a term first introduced to the 
world of simulation in the 1980's by scientists such as Ören 
[41]. Figure 13 shows such a coupled model  AB, composed 
of two atomic models A and B. Zeigler demonstrates in this 
manner, how coupling can generally be achieved between 
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The interpreter pattern is comprised of an interpretation engine and the pseudo-code

being interpreted. While the pseudo-code includes a program and a record of the execu-

tion state of the interpreters version of the program (program state). The interpretation

engine in turn consists of the interpreter itself and the current state of its execution (in-

terpreter state). Although being hard to test and design, this pattern is very flexible and

highly dynamic because it supports altering the set of capabilities of the system.

Rarely is a complex system entirely homogeneous though. These individual architec-

tural styles are typically combined in a system in one of several ways [SHG96]. In

a hierarchical composition, a component of one structural pattern may be represented

internally as a completely different one. The filters of a pipe and filter system for exam-

ple, may be constructed using any other pattern. Another way to combine structures, is

to enable a components interface to operate in multiple ways. For instance can a com-

ponent act as a knowledge source for a repository, while interacting through pipes with
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other components.

Since modern simulators are among the most complex software systems created and

maintained in existence [BCK03], it is therefore no surprise that the intelligent design

of software architectures is an important field of research in the world of simulation.

2.3.2 Component Based Architecture

Component based architectures enable the design of simulations based upon encapsu-

lated models communicating with each other to exchange data and provide global access

to otherwise not available functionality. This concept was spearheaded by people such

as Zeigler [ZEI87], who exposed the advantages of the modular coupling of models.
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FIGURE 2.9: Modular Composition (confer [ZEI87])

The "coupling" of models is a term first introduced to the world of simulation in the

1980’s by scientists such as Ören [OEC80]. Figure 2.9 shows such a coupled model

AB, composed of two atomic models A and B. Zeigler demonstrates in this manner, how

coupling can generally be achieved between arbitrary models, if they describe their in-

and outputs in an interfaced fashion. As can be seen, an input u can result in the output

y by applying the transformation y = (AB)u. This modularization, in turn, enables the

hierarchical construction of models, since this basic principle may be applied over and

over again to create constantly growing models.

Figure 2.10 describes the general pattern with which one may construct hierarchical

models. An atomic model is a singular model that is not coupled to other models.

A composite model on the other hand, is a model comprised of atomic and/or other
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arbitrary models, if they describe their in- and outputs in an 
interfaced fashion. This modularization, in turn, enables the 
hierarchical construction of models, since this basic principle 
may be applied over and over again to create constantly 
growing models. 

 

 

Fig. 14. Hierarchical composition 

 

Figure 14 describes the general pattern with which one may 
construct hierarchical models. An atomic model is a singular 
model that is not coupled to other models. A composite 
model on the other hand,  is a model comprised of atomic 
and/or other composite models. Those models may in turn be 
coupled atomic and / or composite models. This pattern may 
be reiterated to any arbitrary depth, to create increasingly 
complex composite models. 

The benefits of such an approach to model building are 
obvious. One important aspect is the ease to efficiently verify 
more complex models: a system can be dissected into its core 
processes, which in turn can be implemented as atomic 
models. Those can then easily be tested in early development 
stages, simplifying the verification process of the composite 
model of the original system [40]. Another significant factor 
which has already been examined more closely, is the 
reusability of well tested models for the development of new 
complex models. 

The question remains however, on how to define a 
component when talking about the subject of discrete 
simulation. Pidd identified various requirements, that an 
application has to fulfill, to be viable for use in a composite 
model [42]: 

• Encapsulation:  the access to  bundled  data and
   methods of the application has to 
   be restricted  to ensure consistent 
   definition of its functionality. 

• Interfacing:   a component has to feature an  
   interface to allow communication 

   with other components via 
   message passing. 

• Explicitness:  the interface has to be accurately 
   defined, to describe the accepted 
   input and produced output of the 
   component, which also includes 
   error handling capabilities. 

• Accessibility:  all functionality of a component 
   has to be accessible from other 
   components in a system. 

• Conformity:  all components of a system have 
   to abide by the defined coupling 
   rules of this system. 

There are various component based architectures for discrete 
simulation in existence. Approaches such as the Discrete 
Event Systems Specification (DEVS) [43], the Javabeans 
Discrete Simulation (JBDS) [44] or the Visual Simulation 
Environment (VSE) [45] provide platforms for the creation 
and execution of composite models designed to meet the 
above criteria. The popular HLA framework is especially 
relevant in this case, as it takes existing, independently 
executable  models and wraps them inside an object-oriented 
shell to enable the use as component in component based 
simulations. 

 

10. HIGH LEVEL ARCHITECTURE 

In 1996,  the baseline HLA definition "HLA 1.0" was 
approved as the standard technical architecture for all DoD 
simulations [46]. In the following years,  the first 
implementations of the interface specification and the HLA 
Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) ensued.  In the year 2000, the 
version 1.3 of the HLA was accepted as an international 
standard in an almost unchanged form by the IEEE [5]. The 
use of HLA in the civilian simulation community has been 
spearheaded by academia, where it was mostly involved in 
research projects [47], like the HLA simulator for land based 
transportation [48].  

The HLA is an architecture that guides the building of 
systems, with a clear set of rules to direct the interaction 
between their composing elements. It features the 
characteristics of three structural styles: it is a layered system 
of object-oriented components interoperating through implicit 
invocation. The RTI operates as a layer, separating all generic 
interoperability services from the individual simulation 
models. This avoids to implement redundant code within 
them and allows the RTI technology to be updated without 
needing to alter any of the other components. These 
components in turn, are treated as objects by the RTI. They 
may be single atomic simulation models or encapsulate a 
whole other HLA simulation; as long as their interface 
adheres to the HLA principles, the RTI can work with them. 
Lastly, none of the HLA constituent simulations directly 
interact with each other, the RTI is always involved. As 
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composite models. Those models may in turn be coupled atomic and / or composite

models. This pattern may be reiterated to any arbitrary depth, to create increasingly

complex composite models.

The benefits of such an approach to model building are obvious. One important aspect

is the ease to efficiently verify more complex models: a system can be dissected into its

core processes, which in turn can be implemented as atomic models. Those can then

easily be tested in early development stages, simplifying the verification process of the

composite model of the original system [ZEI87]. Another significant factor which has

already been examined more closely, is the reusability of well tested models for the

development of new complex models.

The question remains however, on how to define a component when talking about the

subject of discrete simulation. Pidd identified various requirements, which an applica-

tion has to fulfill, to be viable for use in a composite model [POB99]:

• Encapsulation: The access to bundled data and methods of the applica-

tion has to be restricted to ensure consistent definition of

its functionality.

• Interfacing: A component has to feature an interface to allow com-

munication with other components via message passing.
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• Explicitness: The interface has to be accurately defined, to describe the

accepted input and produced output of the component,

which also includes error handling capabilities.

• Accessibility: All functionality of a component has to be accessible

from other components in a system.

• Conformity: All components of a system have to abide by the defined

coupling rules of this system.

There are various component based architectures for discrete simulation in existence.

Approaches such as the Discrete Event Systems Specification (DEVS) [ZSK95], the

JavaBeans Discrete Simulation (JBDS) [FYW98] or the Visual Simulation Environment

(VSE) [BBE97] provide platforms for the creation and execution of composite models

designed to meet the above criteria. The popular HLA framework is especially relevant

in this case, as it takes existing, independently executable models and wraps them inside

an object-oriented shell to enable the use as component in component based simulations.

2.3.3 High Level Architecture

In 1996, the baseline HLA definition "HLA 1.0" was approved as the standard technical

architecture for all DoD simulations [DFW97]. In the following years, the first im-

plementations of the interface specification and the HLA Runtime Infrastructure (RTI)

ensued. In the year 2000, the version 1.3 of the HLA was accepted as an international

standard in an almost unchanged form by the IEEE [HLA00]. The use of HLA in the

civilian simulation community has been spearheaded by academia, where it was mostly

involved in research projects [SSK99], like the HLA simulator for land based trans-

portation [MOP06].

The HLA is an architecture that guides the building of systems, with a clear set of rules

to direct the interaction between their composing elements. It features the character-

istics of three structural styles: it is a layered system of object-oriented components

interoperating through implicit invocation. The RTI operates as a layer, separating all

generic interoperability services from the individual simulation models. This avoids to
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implement redundant code within them and allows the RTI technology to be updated

without needing to alter any of the other components. These components in turn, are

treated as objects by the RTI. They may be single atomic simulation models or encap-

sulate a whole other HLA simulation; as long as their interface adheres to the HLA

principles, the RTI can work with them. Lastly, none of the HLA constituent simula-

tions directly interact with each other, the RTI is always involved. As specified by an

event-based architecture, the composing simulations have to subscribe to certain events

to be able to act on them. Creating an event thusly means implicitly calling upon the ser-

vices of other participating components of the simulation. It is therefore not necessary

in theory that the composing simulations know of each another. In practice however, se-

mantically coherent simulations obviously still require some level of mutual awareness

during the design process.

In accordance to HLA specifications, a distributed simulation, called a federation, es-

sentially consists of four components: the RTI, a Simulation Object Model (SOM), a

Federation Object Model (FOM) and a set of modular applications, referred to as feder-

ates. Generally, federates are atomic or composed simulations, but may also represent

data viewers or collectors, as long as they incorporate the ability to exchange data with

the RTI. The notion of federates comes from the idea of several states joining together

as a group, a federation, while still retaining a certain personal autonomy. A FOM is

a common structure for the data exchanged in between federates of a specific federa-

tion. A SOM is the documentation of all the simulation functionalities of the federation.

The RTI functions as a control unit, offering the federates services established by the

HLA interface specification. The RTI also represents the central communication hub,

allowing all the connected federates to exchange information. It is not tied to a specific

implementation, and can therefore take a variety of forms. A schematic representation

of an HLA federation is shown in figure 2.11. The functionality of the RTI is described

more closely in a working example of an HLA federation in chapter 6.

The HLA standard is defined by three essential parts which will be discussed in the

following [KWD99]. The HLA rules are a set of conventions that dictate the Interface
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specified by an event-based architecture, the composing 
simulations have to subscribe to certain events to be able to 
act on them. Creating an event thusly means implicitly 
calling upon the services of other participating components of 
the simulation. It is therefore not necessary in theory, that the 
composing simulations know of each another. In practice 
however, semantically coherent simulations obviously still 
require some level of mutual awareness during the design 
process. 

In accordance to HLA specifications, a distributed 
simulation, called a federation, essentially consists of four 
components: the RTI, a Simulation Object Model (SOM), a 
Federation Object Model (FOM) and a set of modular 
applications, referred to as federates. Generally, federates are 
atomic or composed simulations, but may also represent data 
viewers or collectors, as long as they incorporate the ability 
to exchange data with the RTI. The notion of federates comes 
from the idea of several states joining together as a group, a 
federation, while still retaining a certain personal autonomy. 
A FOM is a common structure for the data exchanged in 
between federates of a specific federation. A SOM is the 
documentation of all the simulation functionalities of the 
federation. The RTI functions as a control unit, offering the 
federates services established by the HLA interface 
specification. The RTI also represents the central 
communication hub, allowing all the connected federates to 
exchange information. It is not tied to a specific 
implementation, and can therefore take a variety of forms. A 
schematic representation of an HLA federation is shown in 
figure 15. 

 

 

Fig. 15. HLA federation overview 

 

The HLA standard is defined by three essential parts which 
will be discussed in the following [49]. 

The HLA rules are a set of conventions that dictate the 
Interface Specification (IS) and Object Model Template 
(OMT) design. Furthermore, they assure proper interaction of 
federates during the execution of a federation by formulating 
behavioral principles for both. 

Federation rules:  

• All federations have to define a FOM which adheres to 
the specifications of the OMT. 

• All instances of objects declared in the FOM are located 
in the federates, not the RTI. 

• All the data exchange between federates is conducted by 
the RTI. 

• All federates interact only according to the IS with the 
help of the RTI. 

• During a federate execution, only one federate can hold 
the ownership of an attribute declared in the FOM at 
any given time. 

Federate rules:  

• All federates have to define a SOM which adheres to the 
specifications of the OMT.   

• All federates must be able to operate according to the 
attributes and interactions declared in the SOM 

• All federates must have the ability to dynamically take 
or relinquish ownership of an attribute defined in the 
SOM. 

• All federates must be able to react to the conditions 
defined in the SOM, and handle attribute updates 
accordingly. 

• All federates must manage their internal clock in way 
that lets them coordinate with other federates of the 
same federation. 

The IS defines the interface the RTI presents to federates and 
vice versa. It is an abstract construct that regulates the 
interaction between federates and the RTI by establishing a 
design standard for the offered services of their mutual 
interfaces. These services fall into six possible categories: 

• Federation management:   

Comprised of federation wide operations, e.g. services 
to create a federation execution, control over joining or 
resigning of federates and coordination of federation 
checkpoints. 

• Declaration management:  

Federates do not send data to other federates by name. 
In fact they publish and subscribe to data produced in 
the federation with the help of services. The RTI then 
uses this information to manage the data flow. 

• Object management:   

Services of this category are used for object 
manipulation within a federation, e.g. register new 
objects or update attributes of an existing one. 

• Ownership management:   
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Specification (IS) and Object Model Template (OMT) design. Furthermore, they as-

sure proper interaction of federates during the execution of a federation by formulating

behavioral principles for both.

Federation rules:

• All federations have to define a FOM which adheres to the specifications of

the OMT.

• All instances of objects declared in the FOM are located in the federates, not

the RTI.

• All the data exchange between federates is conducted by the RTI.

• All federates interact only according to the IS with the help of the RTI.

• During a federate execution, only one federate can hold the ownership of an

attribute declared in the FOM at any given time.

Federate rules:

• All federates have to define a SOM which adheres to the specifications of the

OMT.

• All federates must be able to operate according to the attributes and interac-

tions declared in the SOM

• All federates must have the ability to dynamically take or relinquish owner-

ship of an attribute defined in the SOM.
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• All federates must be able to react to the conditions defined in the SOM, and

handle attribute updates accordingly.

• All federates must manage their internal clock in way that lets them coordinate

with other federates of the same federation.

The IS defines the interface the RTI presents to federates and vice versa. It is an abstract

construct that regulates the interaction between federates and the RTI by establishing a

design standard for the offered services of their mutual interfaces. These services fall

into six possible categories:

• Federation management:

Comprised of federation wide operations, e.g. services to create a federation

execution, control over joining or resigning of federates and coordination of

federation checkpoints.

• Declaration management:

Federates do not send data to other federates by name. In fact they publish

and subscribe to data produced in the federation with the help of services. The

RTI then uses this information to manage the data flow.

• Object management:

Services of this category are used for object manipulation within a federation,

e.g. register new objects or update attributes of an existing one.

• Ownership management:

Represents services that facilitate ownership acquisition or transfer of an ob-

ject instance by a federate for attribute updates.

• Time management:

expressed with the abstract notion of logical time. The services of this cate-

gory allow for the coordinated advancement of logical time within a federa-

tion, and take care of the delivery of time-stamped events.

• Data distribution management:

Provides services dedicated to the abstract routing of object instance informa-

tion, i.e. filtering data to reduce irrelevant information from communication

between federates.
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The OMT acts as a meta-model for all FOMs and SOMs, and as such is key in defining

their structure. Essentially, they represent a record of the modeling artifacts used in a

specific federation:

• Object class structure:

A table that lists the namespace of all federation or federate object classes and

the relationships between their subclasses, possibly in a hierarchical fashion.

• Interaction class structure:

A table that lists all possible interactions among objects of a federation or

federate.

• Attribute/Parameter:

A table that describes in detail the characteristics of object attributes and in-

teraction parameters of a federation or federate.

• Data type:

A table that specifies the data representation in the object model of a federa-

tion or federate.

• FOM/SOM lexicon:

A table that documents all the terms of the previous tables, and explains them

verbally to ensure a semantically correct use of them.

It is apparent that in the HLA there is a strict separation of syntactic and semantic

interoperability. While it does provide the necessary syntax for interoperability, the

HLA presents the users with a framework that allows them to define the semantics of

their own simulation by creating the appropriate object models in the FOMs and SOMs.

The process of developing these is supported by different tools, like Pitch Visual OMT

[PIT10].

The HLA has progressed rather rapidly from a concept to a standard in a period of

less than four years, mainly due to the backing of such a strong institutional propo-

nent such as the DoD. Since it used to be a requirement for the HLA to be used across

all DoD simulations in the initial phase, the technology has gained enough users to be

adopted successfully. This has led to a wide range of tools facilitating the development

of HLA enabled simulations, due to the active user base. Still, authors such as Boer
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and Strassburger postulate the thesis that the HLA is far from becoming a mainstream

standard for civilian simulations [BOE05], [STR06]. It is an often heard opinion that

using the HLA is too complex, too error-prone, due to its federate interface specifica-

tion [STR06], [HHH12]. In this context, it has also been noted that the performance

penalties are significant and that the overhead it causes can be problematic [STR06],

[DAM99]. Furthermore, the growing importance of net-centric simulations has un-

covered many deficiencies on interoperability, extensibility and reusability of the HLA

[NHT04]. As an IEEE standard, the HLA needs to be reviewed every five years. And

so it came that the HLA Evolved Web Service API was developed as an enhancement

of the standard, during a revision in 2006 by the SISO HLA Evolved PDG, to face these

issues [MOD06], [MOL06]. Although this constitutes an important advancement of

the technology, many problems of a service-oriented HLA still remain unsolved, such

as sensibly defining interactions between the fine-grained HLA services and their less

detailed web service counterparts [WYL08].

2.3.4 Service-Oriented Architecture

As Papazoglou and van den Heuvel justly put it, services constitute the next major step

in distributed computing [PAH03]. They are interesting for several stakeholders. To

software engineers for example, they are a means to create dynamic and collaborative

applications. To IT managers, they allow for the effective integration of the usually

rather diverse enterprise systems. For business managers on the other hand, service ori-

entation brings information technology investments more in line with business strate-

gies.

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a framework proposed by the Gartner Group

in 1996 [SCN96], which envisages individual units of logic, called services, to work

autonomously, while adhering to a common set of principles. The key aspects of these

principles are as follows [LJD01]:

• Loose coupling: Services only require to be made aware of each other

through service descriptions to minimize dependencies.
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• Service contract: The service description defines communication rules that

the service always has to adhere too.

• Autonomy: Services have exclusive control over the logic they en-

capsulate.

• Abstraction: Services hide the logic they encapsulate, except for what

is specified in their service contract.

• Reusability: Reuse is encouraged by partitioning complex logic into

simpler services.

• Composability: Services promote their assembly into more complex

composite services.

• Statelessness: Services do not persist their state in between activations.

• Discoverability: the service description is designed to be findable and ac-

cessible through the appropriate mechanisms.

Services encapsulate logic in a specific context to retain their independence. Further-

more, they may be comprised of logic provided by other services. This allows to repre-

sent a process as a service, encompassing other services that stand for the steps needed

to execute that process, as seen in figure 2.12.

A very suitable platform to build service-oriented solutions are Web Services (WS)

[WSA09]. It is important to clarify that the architecture and the technology are not

interchangeable: various SOA models existed before the introduction of WS. But WS

are a very successful standard that has proven to be a proficient implementation of SOA

[LJD01].

WS originated from the emerging need of organizations to exchange information be-

tween themselves through the Web in the 90s [SOM12]. Since access through web

browsers or the development of single purpose communication programs is generally

impractical, the idea of a standardized web-based distribution framework arose. The

concept called WS allows to encapsulate the often highly disparate data structures of

different organizations into standardized shells, which allows to offer information as

services to a wide range of users [TBB09]. The public interface of a WS is a cen-

tral component that assigns the WS its identity. This interface is built using the Web
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FIGURE 2.12: Logic Encapsulation with Services (confer [LJD01])

Service Description Language (WSDL), which was submitted to the World Wide Web

Consortium (W3C) in 2001 [WSD01]. The data exchange between WS is usually done

using a standardized messaging protocol, originally defined as Simple Object Access

Protocol (SOAP) [SOA07], although alternatives such as XML remote procedure call

(XML-RPC) exist [LJD01]. Optionally, publication and discovery of WS is supported

by the Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) registry, which was

developed by UDDI.org and the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Infor-

mation Standards (OASIS) [OAS02], but has been superseded in recent years by regular

web search engines [SOM12]. All of these protocols, WSDL, SOAP, XML-RPC and

UDDI, are based upon the XML standard, which was created by the W3C as a deriva-

tive of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) [SGM95]. XML is used

to establish the format and structure of WS messages. Several additional specifications

emerged with XML as a base, which are of great use to the WS standard. The XML

Schema Definition (XSD) language allows to build and confirm valid XML document

data [XML00]. And the eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) stan-

dard is used to transform XML information from one schema to another [XSL99].
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FIGURE 2.13: Basic Components of SOA (confer [LJD01])

Figure 2.13 is a representation of how the basic WS standards interact to create a SOA.

A service provider implements services and specifies their interface with the help of

WSDL. The interfaces are then published in a, possibly UDDI conform, service registry.

A service client is now able to discover these services through their WSDL interface in

the registry, and locate the provider. The client application can then be bound to a

specific service, and communicate with it through SOAP messaging.

The primary characteristics of SOA have been explored by Erl [LJD01], and shall be

summarized here to emphasize the usefulness of the paradigm in distributed modeling

and simulation (M&S) approaches:

• Increased quality of service:

Tasks can be carried out in a secure and reliable manner. What the interface

of a WS exposes, as well as the messaging content, is entirely specifiable and

is inherently protected by the WS standards. Furthermore, message integrity

and delivery, or notification of failed delivery, can be guaranteed.

• Fundamental autonomy:

As previously mentioned, services of a SOA are inherently independent, be-

cause of the requirement to maintain control over their encapsulated logic.

• Use of open standards:

The use of standards like XML, XSD, WSDL and SOAP allow the exchanged

messages to be fully self-contained, due to the data representation only re-

quiring to be specified by the WS description.
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• Intrinsic interoperability:

WS naturally promote interoperability with the requirement to use open stan-

dards. This can significantly reduce the cost and effort to achieve cross-

application integration.

• Federation promotion:

WS do not require to replace any application logic. On the contrary, SOA

serves to encapsulate and expose it via open communication standards, which

promotes unity across non-federated environments.

• Architectural composability:

As has already been pointed out, services exist as independent units of logic.

And a process can be broken down into a series of cooperating services,

demonstrating how a composition of different services can work together.

• Inherent reusability:

Services naturally promote reuse as a side effect, since they encapsulate a dis-

crete functionality, which may be distributed and programmatically accessed

in a variety of projects.

• Immanent extensibility:

SOA oriented solutions can be supplemented rather easily with services

adding extra functionality, while having only minimal impact on their pub-

lished interfaces.

• Abstractional layering:

WS represent access points to a variety of resources and application logic.

All the implementational details and proprietary data formats involved can be

hidden.

• Increased agility:

WS remain largely unaffected by changes in the implementation of an ap-

plication, or the replacement of an established technology, due to the use of

service layers and interfaces, and loose coupling.

Due to these measurable and tangible benefits, several M&S architectures have emerged

in the wake of SOA. The now discontinued Extensible Modeling and Simulation Frame-

work (XMSF) and the still relevant Cosim-grid have been paving the way as a new gen-

eration of web-enabled simulation technologies [TFC06]. XMSF attempts to improve
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the interoperability of M&S applications with XML and Web services in a networking

environment. In this context, XMSF implements a web-based interface for the HLA

RTI, allowing the access through established Internet communication standards such as

SOAP [BZP02]. Also based on HLA, is the service-oriented simulation grid Cosim-

Grid [LCD05]. Its aim is to improve upon HLA by adding mechanisms for dynamical

sharing, increased autonomy, fault tolerance collaboration and security. Model pipelines

have also been implemented using a service-oriented approach by adopting WS and

their auxiliary standards. The framework does however not support the HLA paradigm,

but instead tries to create a more accessible solution for the coupling of simulations in

heterogeneous environments.

2.3.5 Model Pipeline Architecture

Model pipelines are a novel approach to realize distributed simulation, which tries to

emphasize on the collaborative aspects of the subject. This means that the coupling of

disparate simulators in different geographical locations represent a major focus, which

is not the case in classical coupling mechanisms [WHM09]. This allows for a much

more flexible employment of simulation environments, one that is best suited for the

models needed in a joint project. This also allows already existing models to be in-

tegrated without porting their implementation to a new environment. Finally, possible

issues concerning costs of procuring additional licenses for CSPs are remediated.

The foundation for the model pipeline concept has been laid out by Bach et al., while

working on an approach to create an e-learning application capable of granting web-

based access to the "Oxsoft Heart " simulation [BHW03]. To that effect, the simulation

has been embedded in a client-server architecture. This creates an intermediate layer,

separating the model description on the server, from the input specifications and output

representation on the client side. This abstraction makes it possible to personalize or

restrict the user’s view of the simulation. It would also allow to design standardized user

interfaces for simulations created in different simulation packages, removing the need

to familiarize oneself with a constantly changing working environment. Furthermore,

since the simulation and its runtime operate as a black-box behind an interface, only
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limited knowledge of the actual model implementation is necessary to be integratable

in a server environment.

Wittmann et al. have then postulated that, within the scope of a project with multi-

ple collaborating partners, such a configuration could be beneficial [WHM09]. Several

simulations created with different simulation packages, operating on their respective

servers, could interact given the addition of a component containing the necessary in-

formation to describe how to link the individual models. But different models usually

also greatly differ in their adopted paradigms, degree of detail, time resolutions and

overall implementation. Instead of going for a complex scaling approach like what the

HLA offers, Wittmann et al. have proposed a more straight forward solution, in the

hopes of simplifying the coupling process: a one-directional model chain where the

information is passed through pipelines.

The basic idea to couple processes trough pipelines goes back to McIlroy [MCI64] and

became more popular as Thompson implemented them as "pipes" in the Unix operating

system [LIP06]. The principle stipulates that the output stream of a preceding process

is to be used as input stream for a successor process. More than two processes may

be involved in this chain, allowing a process P2 to act simultaneously as successor to a

process P1 and predecessor to a Process P3.

However, the proprietary character of the above client-server concept interferes with

the idea of a simple implementation of an openly accessible model chain. Therefore,

the realization of that idea as SOA was proposed [WHM09]. Instead of proprietary

implementations of servers to interface with the different models, they are to be pub-

lished as WS, by wrapping them in a service-oriented shell. Information exchange in

between WS can then be handled according to the SOAP messaging standard. The al-

ready mentioned component defining the model linkage can be implemented using the

XML Pipeline Language (XPL). This XML-based language has been submitted to the

W3C in 2005 by Bruchez and Vernet [BRV05], and creates a framework for the com-

fortable creation of pipeline structures. It constitutes a core component of the Orbeon

Forms Platform [ORB11], which is an open source solution for the creation of XForms

based web-interfaces [XFO09].
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forward solution, in the hopes of simplifying the coupling 
process: a one-directional model chain where the information 
is passed through pipelines. 

The basic idea to couple processes trough pipelines goes back 
to McIlroy [75] and became more popular as Thompson 
implemented them as "pipes" in the Unix operating system 
[76]. The principle stipulates that the output stream of a 
preceding process is to be used as input stream for a  
successor process. More than two processes may be involved 
in this chain, allowing a process P2 to act simultaneously as 
successor to a process P1 and predecessor to a Process P3.  

However, the proprietary character of the above client-server 
concept interferes with the idea of a simple implementation 
of an openly accessible model chain. Therefore, the 
realization of that idea as SOA was proposed [73]. Instead of 
proprietary implementations of servers to interface with the 
different models, they are to be published as WS, by 
wrapping them in a service-oriented shell. Information 
exchange in between WS can then be handled according to 
the SOAP messaging standard. The already mentioned 
component defining the model linkage can be implemented 
using the XML Pipeline Language (XPL). This XML-based 
language has been submitted to the W3C in 2005 by Bruchez 
and Vernet [77], and creates a framework for the comfortable 
creation of pipeline structures. It constitutes a core 
component of the Orbeon Forms Platform [78], which is an 
open source solution for the creation of XForms based web-
interfaces [79]. Although the model pipeline approach in 
itself is not reliant on specific technologies, Orbeon Forms 
presents a convenient way to implement model pipelines 
trough its multitude of ready-made XPL processors. They 
facilitate many basic tasks like the integration of XML or 
Structured Query Language (SQL) [80] databases, XSLT 
transformations of XML data, the invocation of JAVA 
programs [81], and the delegation of data to the applicational 
logic of external services, like WS. Furthermore, Orbeon 
Forms applications do not only have the ability to consume 
WS, but can be created and exposed as such, trough the use 
of XPL. Therefore, the more complex structure of a 
hierarchical composition of model pipelines could be 
envisaged. 

A system designed with the technologies proposed here, 
would look like what is shown schematically in figure 16. 
Given the proper authorization, a client could access a model 
M, hosted on a server with a WS as interface. This model is a 
chain of the models M1, M2 and M3, which in turn, are 
hosted as WS on different servers, linked together by a model 
pipeline.  To illustrate the hierarchical capabilities of such an 
architecture, in this example, the model M2 is actually 
another model pipeline: it is composed by the models M2-1, 
M2-2 and M2-3, which also have each a WS interface, 
located on distinct servers. So the client is actually working 
with a distributed simulation, composed by five models, 
coupled by model pipelines. 

 

Fig. 18. Accessing a model pipeline 

 
From an architectural stand point, this approach is an 
heterogeneous composition of different styles, as it is often 
the case. The main style here, is obviously a service-oriented 
one. The different models of a distributed simulation realized 
with model pipelines are treated as stand-alone, black-box 
systems. Given a proper interface description, they are then 
exposed as WS to be executed on geographically distributed 
computers. However, the model linkage very much follows 
the style of a pipes and filter architecture, which is analogous 
to the already mentioned Unix pipes. Using figure 16 as 
reference, model M1 is computing data from the simulation 
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Although the model pipeline approach in itself is not reliant on specific technologies,

Orbeon Forms presents a convenient way to implement model pipelines through its

multitude of ready-made XML pipelining language (XPL) processors. They facilitate

many basic tasks like the integration of XML or Structured Query Language (SQL)

[SLA04] databases, XSLT transformations of XML data, the invocation of JAVA pro-

grams [GOS00], and the delegation of data to the applicational logic of external ser-

vices, like WS. Furthermore, Orbeon Forms applications do not only have the ability to

consume WS, but can be created and exposed as such, through the use of XPL. There-

fore, the more complex structure of a hierarchical composition of model pipelines could

be envisaged.

A system designed with the technologies proposed here, would look like what is shown

schematically in figure 2.14. Given the proper authorization, a client could access a

model M, hosted on a server with a WS as interface. This model is a chain of the models

M1, M2 and M3, which in turn, are hosted as WS on different servers, linked together

by a model pipeline. To illustrate the hierarchical capabilities of such an architecture,

in this example, the model M2 is actually another model pipeline: it is composed by the

models M2-1, M2-2 and M2-3, which also have each a WS interface, located on distinct

servers. So the client is actually working with a distributed simulation, composed by

five models, coupled by model pipelines.

From an architectural stand point, this approach is a heterogeneous composition of dif-

ferent styles, as it is often the case. The main style here, is obviously a service-oriented

one. The different models of a distributed simulation realized with model pipelines are

treated as stand-alone, black-box systems. Given a proper interface description, they are

then exposed as WS to be executed on geographically distributed computers. However,

the model linkage very much follows the style of a pipes and filter architecture, which is

analogous to the already mentioned Unix pipes. Using figure 2.14 as reference, model

M1 is computing data from the simulation parameters originally sent by the client to M.

The output stream resulting from M1’s execution is then communicated through its WS

interface as SOAP message to the WS representing M2. M2 in turn, is then using that

information for its own execution to calculate an appropriate output. A similar process

then occurs between M2 and M3. Finally, model pipelines also show characteristics of
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a layered architecture. The WS acts as a client to its model through a specific interface.

This allows to abstract the implementational details from the service requestors, and

enables standard communication protocols in between WS.





Chapter 3

Simulating The Processes in and

around an Airport

3.1 The Airport2030 Project

The first working model pipeline prototype has been implemented within the context of

the Airport2030 project, which is introduced in this section.

Because of the constant growth of the air traffic sector in Germany [IAT11], the Federal

Ministry of Education and Research (FMER) commissioned the Airport2030 cluster of

excellence project, to uncover available optimization potential for the time horizon of

2030. According to the project board, an increase in air traffic of 300% is anticipated

within the next 20 years [AIR11]. For this reason, it has become an important objective

for concerned enterprises and research fields to reduce transport costs, emissions and

noise factors, while improving upon the handling times and punctuality.

With the Airport Hamburg as example, the Airport2030 project wants to develop and

showcase new technological approaches to enhance the execution of ground processes,

which affect the overall quality and performance as well as the environmental impact of

the air transport system. Indeed, the passenger and luggage handling related processes

inside the airport terminal, supplying, loading and unloading planes at the gates, as
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well as the traffic generated on the apron in this manner all show great potential for

improvement. Studies conducted by Airbus have uncovered that with optimized ground

handling processes, it would be possible for an airline to increase profit by 25% by

having the possibility to offer more flights while maintaining their current fleet size

[AIR11]. In addition to the economical factor, efficient ground handling processes also

have the potential to decrease emissions of vehicles on the apron to great effect.

Several partners from universities, research organizations and industry have come to-

gether to focus their expertise in the fields of engineering, logistics, air traffic manage-

ment, system development and simulation, to discover new insights affecting airport

operating procedures and their antecedent and subsequent processes to potentially op-

timize them. These essentially involve everything concerning the passenger flow from

their respective homes to the airport, their navigation trough the terminals, as well as

boarding procedures and all necessary activities to handle the planes. This holistic ap-

proach takes into account the interaction of the networked components of the air trans-

port system. In light of this project, the airport is therefore split into distinct subsystems,

as seen in figure 3.1.
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2. THE AIRPORT2030 PROJECT 

Because of the constant growth of the air traffic sector in 
Germany [1], the Federal Ministry of Education and Research 
(FMER) commissioned the “Airport2030” cluster of 
excellence project, to uncover available optimization 
potential for the time horizon of 2030. According to the 
project board, an increase in air traffic of 300% is anticipated 
within the next 20 years [2]. For this reason, it has become an 
important objective for concerned enterprises and research 
fields to reduce transport costs, emissions and noise factors, 
while improving upon the handling times and punctuality. 

With the Airport Hamburg as example, the “Airport2030” 
project wants to develop and showcase new technological 
approaches to enhance the execution of ground processes, 
which affect the overall quality and performance as well as 
the environmental impact of the air transport system. Indeed, 
the passenger and luggage handling related processes inside 
the airport terminal, supplying, loading and unloading planes 
at the gates, as well as the traffic generated on the apron in 
this manner all show great potential for improvement. Studies 
conducted by Airbus have uncovered that with optimized 
ground handling processes, it would be possible for an airline 
to increase profit by 25% by having the possibility to offer 
more flights while maintaining their current fleet size [2]. In 
addition to the economical factor, efficient ground handling 
processes also have the potential to decrease emissions of 
vehicles on the apron to great effect.  

Several partners from universities, research organizations and 
industry have come together to focus their expertise in the 
fields of engineering, logistics, air traffic management, 
system development and simulation, to discover new insights 
affecting airport operating procedures and their antecedent 
and subsequent processes to potentially optimize them. These 
essentially involve everything concerning the passenger flow 

from their respective homes to the airport, their navigation 
trough the terminals, as well as boarding procedures and all 
necessary activities to handle the planes. This holistic 
approach takes into account the interaction of the networked 
components of the air transport system. In light of this 
project, the airport is therefore split into distinct subsystems, 
as seen in figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Subsystems of an airport (confer [3]) 

 

This arrangement is the basis for the structuration of the 
"Airport2030" project and serves as fundament for the 
development of the necessary models to analyze the current 
state of the airport process flow. The overarching goal of this 
project is to create and evaluate different scenarios with these 
models, representing possible outcomes of new 
organizational and technical developments for the year 2030. 
The aforementioned partners have the task to generate 
models for the transit connection, airport terminal and airport 
apron subsystems, and more relevantly, coupling them into a 
composed simulation to enable an adequate overall analysis.  

 

FIGURE 3.1: Subsystems of an Airport (confer [AIR09])
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This arrangement is the basis for the structuration of the Airport2030 project and serves

as fundament for the development of the necessary models to analyze the current state

of the airport process flow. The overarching goal of this project is to create and evaluate

different scenarios with these models, representing possible outcomes of new organiza-

tional and technical developments for the year 2030. The aforementioned partners have

the task to generate models for the transit connection, airport terminal and airport apron

subsystems, and more relevantly, coupling them into a composed simulation to enable

an adequate overall analysis.

3.2 Processes of Interest

Now that the project has been outlined, it is necessary to identify the relevant processes

that need to be abstracted to build an expressive simulation. It is relevant to note that

the project specifically focused on the processes of outgoing flight procedures. Be-

cause these proved more complex and time consuming than their counterparts during

the arrival of planes, the optimization potential was estimated to be more promising.

Figure 3.2 shows a basic breakdown of the main processes taking place at an airport for

departing flights.

3.2.1 Transit Connection

The Technical University of Hamburg-Harburg (TUHH) as the workgroup dealing with

the transit connection to the airport, has created a multi-modal traffic generation model

for the Airport2030 project. Using synthetic population data, this model aims at repre-

senting the whole of the local traffic of the metropolitan area of Hamburg. This allows

it to simulate the flow of private and public transportation from passengers from their

doorstep to the Airport Hamburg [LBB11]. Each passenger is represented by a set of

data mainly holding information about:

• Their age and sex.
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• Their travel reason (tourist/business).

• The flight they are boarding.

• The aircraft they are boarding.

• The time of arrival at the airport.

• The time of departure of their flight.

• The location they started their voyage.

• The location they are flying to.

• If they are traveling with luggage.

The goal here is to uncover changes in transport demands and how to cater to them

[LOA11]. Three scenarios were created with the help of an intuitive scenario approach

based on an extension of existing ACARE scenarios [ACA04]. The first scenario simu-

lates an inhibited economic growth, the second the rise of more efficient technologies,

while the third anticipates increased attention to security measures. More information

on the specifics of these scenarios can be found in the scenario creation description of

the Airport2030 project in [PHL09].

3.2.2 Airport Terminal

The University of Hamburg (UHH) is responsible for modeling the passenger and lug-

gage flow through the airport terminals. Each terminal has been modeled with dif-

ferent possibilities of checking in, security checks, shopping options and use statisti-

cal data to reproduce the travel time between those stations. Each of these stations is

represented adequately with the necessary metrics like quantity or operational delay

[FFH10], [WWH10]. The complete workflow can be summarized as follows:

1. Passengers reach an airport terminal by car, taxi, bus or subway. These numbers

are simulated by the Transit Connection model.
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2. These passengers then travel from the entrance to the check-in counters. The

model differentiates between manned check-in counters, automated check-in ma-

chines, and online check-in.

3. After receiving their boarding pass and turning in their luggage if any was present,

the passengers travel to the security check stations.

4. After having passed the security check successfully, the passengers travel to their

respective gates.

5. If there is time remaining until boarding, passengers may use the time to take

advantage of the shopping opportunities, or just wait in the appropriate areas.

6. During this time, the baggage items are moved from the check-in counters to a

collecting point, ready to be transported to their assigned planes.

7. Lastly, the passengers go through the boarding process, which includes a check

of the boarding pass and possibly their passport.

It serves the study of the organization of terminal processes and the analysis of new

indoor navigation technology.

3.2.3 Airport Apron

The airport apron subsystem has been modeled by the German Aerospace Center

(DLR). It uses flight plan data to feature stations to simulate ground services and plane

handling processes. Ground-based vehicular traffic and the according pathing problems

have also been implemented to examine possible solutions to reduce transport costs and

emissions while tightening the flight schedule [DZG10]. More specifically, the model

was created by gathering empirical data from the aircraft taxiing at the Hamburg Air-

port, encompassing individual aircraft characteristics and the prevailing environmental

conditions. This information was used to establish stochastic relationships that allowed

the reproduction and generation of realistic traffic scenarios based on certain parame-

ters. The following functions are featured in the finished model:
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• Modular design for easy adjustment of aircraft dynamics, engine performance

and airport geometry.

• Engine emission interface for the determination of pollutants during ground op-

erations.

• Determination of taxi process variables such as taxi time and fuel consumption.

• Simulation of conflict situations with the interaction of several aircraft models.

• Extension opportunities for finding optimized taxi routes for given runways and

gate positions.

3.3 Model Coupling

The distinct models presented in the previous section have been created by different

workgroups, and as such have been implemented with varying modeling paradigms,

levels of detail and time resolutions, in different COTS Packages. Furthermore, their

development and execution takes place in different geographical locations. It is also

important for all the involved parties to be able to access the work done by the various

other partners. Hence, the next step in the Airport2030 project was to integrate all

these sub-models into a consistent and accessible overall simulation. The following

two section will explain why opting for a complex distributed simulation solution like

the HLA did not seem wise, but instead a new, simpler method was developed.

3.3.1 Abstraction Level

Wittmann et al. have observed the importance of harnessing the know-how of all the

partners and therefore to use the resources already at hand [WHM09]. In the case of

this project it was particularly easy, due to the fact the models display a rather abstract

level of results in the grand scheme of the cooperation, in spite of their detailed imple-

mentations. Typical key figures that are of global interest to the project are as follows:
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• Passenger arrivals at the airport

• Passenger and luggage arrivals at the gates

• Turn-around times of the planes

3.3.2 Information Flow

Furthermore, the processes have a distinct forward-oriented flow, with no loops or feed-

backs, similar to pipelines. Figure 3.3 shows an overview of how those sub-models are

linked in the overall process chain. The transit connection model generates passengers

that arrive at the airport terminals at specific times. The passenger and luggage flow in

the terminal model simulate the journey of the passengers and their respective baggage

items through the terminals to their gates. With the additional data from a flight plan, the

ground based processes and flight movements on the apron are then being calculated.
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FIGURE 3.3: Information Flow between the Sub-Models of the Airport2030 project

Because of the abstract nature of the metrics used between the sub-models, and their

unidirectional information flow, it was renounced to use more complex solutions like

the coupling and normalization approaches provided by the High Level Architecture

(HLA), and develop the model pipeline approach instead.
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3.4 Model Pipeline Prototype

Now that the general parameters of the modeled environment have been clarified, the

actual model pipeline prototype is to be described. Following a more technical overview

of the implementation of the models, the coupling process as well as the execution of the

produced overall simulation is outlined. To complete this section, the inner-workings of

the model WSs is analyzed, to gain a better understanding of the processes taking place

on the interface level.

3.4.1 Models

As has been mentioned, the various sub-models have been modeled in distinct CSPs:

• Transit Connection Model:

The TUHH is using several complex and resource intensive simulators to gen-

erate a detailed representation of the traffic in the metropolitan area of Ham-

burg. For that reason, it can take up to 24 hours to calculate the passenger

flow to the Hamburg Airport with a given set of parameters. Within the scope

of this project, it has therefore been decided to reduce the strain on the per-

formance of the execution time of the overall simulation, by choosing a rep-

resentation of the sub-models results in form of a Structured Query Language

(SQL) database [SLA04].

• Airport Terminal:

The UHH decided to model the passenger and luggage flow through the termi-

nals based upon the previously generated arrival rates at the airport in MAT-

LAB SimEvents. SimEvents extends MATLAB with a discrete-event-driven

simulation core and a graphical component library. The advantage it offers, is

that it easily allows to represent the passenger as entities with attributes.
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• Airport Apron:

The DLR is using the flight plan data from a SQL database in conjunction

with the outputs from the terminal model to generate the vehicle and plane

movements and processes on the apron with the tools of the regular MATLAB

environment [MAT11].

3.4.2 Model Pipelines

Model pipelines allow to chain these models together in a hierarchical fashion, as seen

in figure 3.4. The leaves of the tree represent WS interfacing with the individual models.

These WS have been baptized atomic WS, because of their direct link to a single model

of an external CSP. How the interfacing is done on a technical level, is explained in

chapter 5. Below them are WS that thematically unite the atomic WS into so called

composite WS. As the name implies, these are always a union of at least two interacting

WS, exposing their composite service. In this case, the tree first shows a composition

into airport terminal WS and airport apron WS, and a on the level below that, the WS

executing the entire airport simulation.

The Experiment WS at the root of the tree is a key component of this novel architec-

ture. It serves as a common interface for the operation of simulations coupled through

model pipelines. Most importantly, the Experiment WS allows to specify the feedback

mechanism to be used for a certain simulation. More on this matter is described in chap-

ter 4. Furthermore, it enables the user to commission several runs of different model

pipelines in one execution of the WS. Finally, Experiment WS already offers an inter-

face to execute possible post simulation operations, like the evaluation through external

applications.

3.4.3 Simulation Execution

To execute the chain of models composing the airport simulation, an appropriate request

has to be sent through the Experiment WS to the Airport WS. Communications with WS

is done by sending and receiving SOAP messages. Alongside descriptive information,
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FIGURE 3.4: Model Coupling Hierarchy of the Airport2030 Project

the user must compose this XML-based document according to the predefined input val-

ues each atomic WS needs, to instruct the various sub-models through their respective

interface. To illustrate this step of the procedure, the basic structure of such a request is

shown in the code snippet 3.1. A more complete example of a SOAP request to the WS

designed for the Airport2030 project is available in appendix A. It would be tough to

show an example of the produced output, as it contains several hundreds of thousands

of lines of code. The anticipated structure of the output is therefore included in the

provided example.

The Experiment WS has three mandatory parameters: the "address" tag determines the

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the WS to use during the experiment, "iteration"

specifies the feedback handling which will be explained in depth in chapter 4, and "runs"

are used to select the models used. Each model needs a certain set of input parameters

to produce their output, besides the optional descriptional data.
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<soapenv:Envelope>

  <soapenv:Header/>

  <soapenv:Body>   

    <experiment>

      <date/>

      <description/>

      <address>

        http://127.0.0.1:8080/orbeon/service-airport/

      </address>

      <iteration>

        optimistic

      <iteration/>     

      <runs>        

        <run>

          <models>           

            <model>

              <name>

                airport

              </name>

              <description/>            

              <runtime/>

              <parameters>              

                <parameter/>

                ...    

              </parameters>

              <outputs>              

                <output/>

                ...    

              </outputs>

            </model>

            ...

          </models>

        </run>

        ...

      </runs>      

    </experiment>

  </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

CODE 3.1: Basic Structure of a SOAP Request to the Experiment Web Service
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parameters

parameter

scenario

terminals

terminal

terminal-number

check-ins

check-in

designation

check-in-quantity

check-in-capacity

check-in-time

check-in-luggage

check-in-travel-time

gates

gate

gate-number

passenger-gate-travel-time

luggage-gate-travel-time

security

automatic-screening

manual-screening

security-travel-time

security-capacity

passport-check

passport-travel-time

luggage

automatic-screening

level-2-screening

luggage-travel-time

sorting-time

shopping

tourist-distribution

low-cost-distribution

scheduled-distribution

shopping-travel-time

TABLE 3.1: Input Parameters for the Airport WS
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As the Airport2030 project is still in progress, the specific input parameters of the Air-

port WS and the output created during the execution are subject to change. A simplified

representation of the data used for the airport simulation at the time of writing will how-

ever be discussed in the following, to demonstrate the basic makeup of the information

handled inside the model pipeline.

Table 3.1 shows that the input parameters of the Airport WS are made up of six main

categories. The scenario instructs the transit connection WS and flight plan WS which

information to use from their respective databases. A certain scenario specifies the de-

mand for and supply of air travel possibilities. As such it determines the amount of

traffic on the transit ways and the arrival rates at the airport, as well as a matching flight

plan. The remaining parameters are used in the passenger and luggage WS. The "termi-

nals" tag is used to describe the terminals inside the airport. Their defining characteristic

in the abstract model are the check-in stations they provide and how those are operated.

The tags "gates", "security" and "luggage" are handled in a similar fashion. "Shopping"

caters to a distribution function inside the model, to determine which of the passengers

will be spending time shopping.

Table 3.2 shows the output parameters used by the Airport WS. The two main cate-

gories here are "passengers" and "flights". Passengers are entities created by the pas-

senger flow model in accordance to the arrival rates at the airport terminals generated

by the transit connection model. These display all the information regarding how pas-

sengers check in, and the flight they are supposed to catch. Most important here are the

different timestamps: "time-terminal" shows the time when a passenger arrives at the

terminal, "time-gate" when he has gotten through the terminal and arrives at the gate,

and "time-flight" designates when their flight is scheduled to leave. "Flights" holds all

the information generated in the apron WS. Again, the time stamps are key to evaluating

the processes modeled by the airport apron model.

The process to send the input values to the right models and retrieve the output created

is handled by the model pipelines within each WS, starting with the Experiment WS.

A representation of the data flow within the system of pipelines can be seen in figure
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outputs

output

passengers

passenger

id

date

time-terminal

time-gate

time-flight

stay-duration

check-in-type

luggage-present

airline

gate-cluster

flight-number

flight-type

flight-goal

flights

flight

flight-number

aircraft-type

position

date

passenger-amount

passenger-last

time-scheduled-departure

time-actual-departure

time-delay-departure

time-taxi-out

time-wheels-off

delay-possible

TABLE 3.2: Output Parameters for the Airport WS
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3.5. This graphic shows clearly how model pipelines incorporate the pipes and filters

architecture paradigm.
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FIGURE 3.5: Data Flow in the Model Pipeline for the Airport2030 Project

In the case presented here, the Experiment WS is instructed to address the Airport WS,

and thus forwards all information contained in the SOAP request to it. The Airport WS,

as a composite WS, exhibits a chain of commands in its pipeline, which will blindly

send to and receive information from its sub- WS in a specific order. This means that,

at first, it redirects the request sent originally by the Experiment WS to the first WS

in its pipe: the Transit Connection WS. As an atomic WS, its first task is to filter out

the input values of interest to the model it interacts with. After that, the WS translates

that information into a format readable for the simulator the model was created in. The

Transit Connection WS communicates with a SQL database to retrieve all the entries

relevant to a distinct scenario. From the input parameters, it therefore only uses the

value specified in the "scenario" tag shown in table 3.1. From this value it constructs

an SQL command aimed at retrieving the corresponding information from a database.

This is done by sending this command as a request to the appropriate database, and

retrieving the response it produces, using the standard Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP) to communicate. The response is in form of a table

containing all the data necessary to continue with the overall simulation. This means

everything relating to the "passengers" tag as seen in table 3.2, excluding the arrival

times at the gates ("time-gate") and the duration of their stay ("stay-duration"), as this
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information has yet to be computed by the passenger and luggage flow models. The

Transit Connection WS now transforms this information into XML, adds it as output to

the original request, and answers the requesting service client with a SOAP response.

In the case shown in figure 3.5, this refers to the Airport WS, which is now able to

redirect the response as a request to the Terminal WS. As a composite WS, it behaves

analogously to the Airport WS and blindly forwards this request to its sub-WS: the Pas-

senger WS followed by the Luggage WS. As before, these atomic WS each translate

the input information they receive, communicate with the simulator of the models they

are interfaced with, retrieve an output, package it as SOAP response and send it back to

the Terminal WS. The input values used in these two WS is a combination of the orig-

inal input and the output created during the execution of the Transit Connection WS:

both need the information contained in the "terminals", "gates", "security", "luggage"

and "shopping" tags (table 3.1), but will also use the data already saved in "passengers"

(table 3.2). After the execution of the Passenger and Luggage WS, each "passenger"

will now also include data for the tags "time-gate" and "stay-duration". An interesting

point here, is that there is no standardized manner for WS, or any application for that

matter, to communicate with MATLAB SimEvents, which is the COTS package the

passenger and luggage flow models where developed in. To that end, Farschtschi et al.

have developed a MATLAB proxy program for the UHH dubbed JaMaLa, which can

be communicated with through standard TCP/IP, and can interface with MATLAB and

the libraries expanding it [FWH12]. This way, both WS simply need to exchange data

with JaMaLa to execute their respective models. More on the possibilities of seamlessly

adding applications to interface with different COTS packages will be explained later

on. The rest of the pipeline execution follows the same basic procedures which have just

been described: the Terminal WS forwards the SOAP request with the newly added out-

put from the Passenger and Luggage WS to the Apron WS, which forwards the request

to the Flight Plan WS and then the Apron Processes WS. The Flight Plan WS passes the

input value from the "scenario" tag on to its interfaced model, so that it may retrieve a

flight plan suitable for that scenario, that then is saved as output in the "flights" section

seen in table 3.1, while omitting the "time-actual-departure", "timedelay- departure",

"time-taxi-out" and "time-wheels-off" tags for the time being. The Apron Processes
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WS then uses exclusively previously generated output values, namely what has been

gathered in the "passengers" and "flights" blocks, to fill out the missing data in each

"flight" tag. Finally, the Apron WS responds to the request sent by the Airport WS,

which then has completed all tasks in its pipeline, and therefore, in turn, forwards a

SOAP message to the Experiment WS. The user who executed it with those parame-

ters, is now in essence in possession of the cumulative data provided by all of the five

sub-models first presented in figure 3.3.

3.4.4 Web Service Interface

The layered style of architecture model pipelines incorporate becomes apparent in fig-

ure 3.6. It demonstrates schematically how the Passenger WS interface with its denom-

inated model in MATLAB SimEvents.
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The layered style of architecture model pipelines incorporate 
becomes apparent in figure 8. It demonstrates schematically 
how the Passenger WS interface with its denominated model 
in MATLAB SimEvents. The WS receives a SOAP request 
from another WS or an external application and processes the 
information according to its programming. The message is 
composed of XML data which can easily be sampled for 
appropriate input values. That information, if found, is then 
translated without further interpretation into a format 
comprehensible for the destined simulator, in this case 
MATLAB SimEvents. The WS initiates the execution of the 
model within the simulator according to the translated input. 

The model thereupon produces a corresponding output, 
which the WS receives. The data must now be transformed 
into XML, so that it may be sent to the requesting client as a 
SOAP response. The procedure is fundamentally the same for 
each atomic WS. 

 

6. WEB-BASED INTERACTION 

One further requirement of the "Airport2030" project was to 
develop a usable web-interface so that every involved partner  
would be able to manipulate the overall simulation. The 
obvious implementational advantages of web-based solutions 
to realize distributed simulation have already been outlined: 
platform independence, maintenance minimization, 
reusability, interoperability and the ability to share expensive 
computational resources over the limitations of geographical 
distance [14]. But the World Wide Web (WWW) has also 
been the most attractive and important infrastructure in these 
past years to facilitate the exchange of specialized expert 
knowledge between collaborating parties. Appelt summarized 
the advantages that the WWW brings to the table as the basis 
for tools which support the sharing of information in a 
collaborative environment [15]: 

 Browsers provide access to information on the WWW 
in a platform independent manner. 

 Browsers offer a simple and consistent user interface. 

 Browsers are an integral part of most operating systems. 

 Web servers are commonplace and have become easy to 
set up and maintain. 

Given the circumstances of the "Airport2030" project, and in 
general, situations where the employment of model pipelines 
becomes valid, it seems web-based User Interfaces (UI) are 
the way to go to offer a graphically driven user interaction 
platform. Web servers and client/server technology allow 
model pipelines to expose simulation models to the WWW, 
and web-UIs enables cooperating individuals to experiment 
with them via an easily accessible common interface. 

As it happens, web-UIs are a strong point of the orbeon forms 
platform used in model pipelines, because it implements the 
W3C XForms standard [16]. XForms is an XML format for 
the specification of a data processing models for XML and 
offers users the ability to create interfaces for that data, such 
as web forms. According to the W3C, the XForms standard 
exhibits several advantages [17]: 

 Improved usability:   

It is possible in XForms to specify the data type of the 
form fields, and to designate which ones are mandatory, 
or how they relate to each other. The browser is 
therefore able to check a lot of the inputs for the user, 
even as the user is making an entry. 
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FIGURE 3.6: Passenger WS Interfacing with its External Model

The WS receives a SOAP request from another WS or an external application and pro-

cesses the information according to its programming. The message is composed of

XML data which can easily be sampled for appropriate input values. That information,
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if found, is then translated without further interpretation into a format comprehensible

for the destined simulator, in this case MATLAB SimEvents. The WS initiates the ex-

ecution of the model within the simulator according to the translated input. The model

thereupon produces a corresponding output, which the WS receives. The data must

now be transformed into XML, so that it may be sent to the requesting client as a SOAP

response. The procedure is fundamentally the same for each atomic WS.

3.5 Web-Based Interaction

Because of their nature, WSs are a perfectly suited to be controlled by web applications,

making it possible to relatively easily offer web-based User Interfaces (UI) to interact

with model pipelines. Their advantages shall be illustrated below. Their implementa-

tional details as well as their operation is the ulterior subject of this section.

3.5.1 Interface Choice

One further requirement of the Airport2030 project was to develop a usable web-

interface so that every involved partner would be able to manipulate the overall sim-

ulation. The obvious implementational advantages of web-based solutions to realize

distributed simulation have already been outlined: platform independence, maintenance

minimization, reusability, interoperability and the ability to share expensive computa-

tional resources over the limitations of geographical distance [GSW00]. But the World

Wide Web (WWW) has also been the most attractive and important infrastructure in

these past years to facilitate the exchange of specialized expert knowledge between col-

laborating parties. Appelt summarized the advantages that the WWW brings to the

table as the basis for tools which support the sharing of information in a collaborative

environment [APP99]:

• Browsers provide access to information on the WWW in a platform indepen-

dent manner.

• Browsers offer a simple and consistent user interface.
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• Browsers are an integral part of most operating systems.

• Web servers are commonplace and have become easy to set up and maintain.

Given the circumstances of the Airport2030 project, and in general, situations where

the employment of model pipelines becomes valid, it seems web-UIs are the way to go

to offer a graphically driven user interaction platform. Web servers and client/server

technology allow model pipelines to expose simulation models to the WWW, and web-

UIs enables cooperating individuals to experiment with them via an easily accessible

common interface.

3.5.2 Characteristics

As it happens, web-UIs are a strong point of the Orbeon Forms platform used in model

pipelines, because it implements the W3C XForms standard [XFO09]. XForms is an

XML format for the specification of a data processing models for XML and offers users

the ability to create interfaces for that data, such as web forms. According to the W3C,

the XForms standard exhibits several advantages [XFO03]:

• Improved usability:

It is possible in XForms to specify the data type of the form fields, and to

designate which ones are mandatory, or how they relate to each other. The

browser is therefore able to check a lot of the inputs for the user, even as the

user is making an entry.

• XML integration:

Data collected by XForms is in the XML format and is submitted as XML,

enabling true end-to-end XML.

• Combination of XML technologies:

XForms builds upon existing XML technologies, such as XML Path Lan-

guage (XPath) [XPA99], XML Schema Definition (XSD) [XML00] or Ex-

tensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) [XSL99], facilitating

the implementation of XForms programs.
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• Platform independence:

XForms can provide web forms to a wide audience, as they can be delivered

as is to nearly all currently established platforms.

3.5.3 Interface Interaction

As WS consume and produce XML data, it is easy to develop appropriate forms for them

using XForms. The more so as both, the web forms and the WS, can been authored in

the same platform. The result of an effort to create a web-UI in the shape of a web form

for the Airport WS can be seen in figure 3.7, with the example being shown of the input

fields for the data relevant to the Experiment WS.

FIGURE 3.7: Input Form for the Airport2030 Project Model Pipeline

Due to the capabilities of XForms, the form is able to build its required input fields in

accordance to a standard SOAP request to the Airport WS, much like the one presented

schematically beforehand in figure 5. All the major input categories seen there have

been implemented as tabs to maximize the clarity of the UI. Each tab displays input

fields corresponding to the XML tags shown in figure 6. Complex XML elements like
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"terminals" which are composed of several other elements, are displayed using graph-

ical artifacts called accordions, which can be expanded and collapsed at will to further

the usability. Since this tag, and the "check-ins" it includes, can appear multiple time

per request, the functionality to add or remove instance of those inputs has been imple-

mented. An idea of how this is used in the Web-UI can be seen in figure 3.8.

FIGURE 3.8: Complex Element Display in the Input Form

Once all inputs have been entered in the form, the user can issue his request to the

Airport pipeline by activating the "submit" button. The XForms page now converts the

values supplied to the form into an actual SOAP request, which is sent to the Experiment

WS (and consequently forwarded to the Airport WS), as it would happen if the WS

would have been addressed by any other third party application. Once the distributed

simulation has been executed, the Experiment WS responds to the original requestor

with a response containing the results, as expected. The Web-UI reacts to this response

by changing the page view from an input form to a categorized view of the results as

seen in figure 3.9.
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FIGURE 3.9: Output View for the Airport2030 Project Model Pipeline

FIGURE 3.10: SVG Graph Display in the Output View
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The interface is able to display the information in that fashion, by relying heavily on

applying XSLT operations on the received SOAP response. After execution of a WS,

the web-UI shows the input and output values, as well as plotted graphs and the raw

XML data in different tabs. The input and output tabs contain a tabular view of the

information that was entered by the user and produced in the simulation respectively.

The "plotting" tab displays a selection of values as graphs. This is made possible by

transforming portions of the data contained in the SOAP response into the Scalable

Vector Graphics (SVG) format, which is a language for describing two-dimensional

vector graphics in XML [SVG11]. Since the data from the model pipeline is already in

XML, the conversion poses no problems, as shown in figure 3.10.

Lastly, the output view the web-UI offers, can also display the raw XML information

that was exchanged during the execution of the model pipeline, and allows to save that

data locally as an XML file, for use in third party applications (figure 3.11).

FIGURE 3.11: Raw XML Display in the Output View



Chapter 4

Feedback Capabilities of Model

Pipelines

4.1 Basic Concepts

This chapter deals with the feedback capabilities of the model pipeline approach. To

properly introduce the subject, the first order of business is to summarize the most basic

concepts relevant to the subject in relation to the simulation field. The first step is to

distinguish between the three notions of time that are commonly used in the context of

simulation. According to Fujimoto, these are defined as follows [FUJ00]:

1. Physical time:

The time in the physical system being modeled (e.g. 01.01.2013).

2. Simulation time:

The abstraction of time used in the simulation to represent the physical time

(e.g. the number of minutes in a specific day, modeled as integer value).

3. Wall-clock time:

The real time that has elapsed during the execution of a simulation (e.g. the

number of elapsed milliseconds since the start of the simulation).

67
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Obviously, the relation between physical time and wall-clock time is entirely dependent

upon the simulation, the execution parameters and the hardware environment. Physical

time is generally mapped one-to-one to simulation time. But simulation time may not

exhibit any specific relationship with wall-clock time. This depends on the mode of

execution of the simulation:

1. Scaled real-time execution:

Scaled real-time executions have a simulation time that is linear proportional

to the wall-clock time. This means that the simulation time is slower or faster

than the wall-clock time by a constant factor.

2. Real-time execution:

This mode of execution is a special case of the scaled real-time execution,

because he simulation time advances in sync with the wall-clock time. For

each time unit of time elapsed in simulation time, the wall-clock time also

advances one unit.

3. As-fast-as-possible execution:

As the name suggests, in as-fast-as-possible executions the simulation is exe-

cuted as fast as the computing speed of the hardware allows it to. Therefore,

no relationship between simulation and wall-clock time is maintained.

The manner in which states are changed within a model while advancing simulation

time, is a further classification subject of importance. In discrete simulation, there are

two so called time flow mechanisms that are most commonly used [FUJ00]:

1. Time-stepped execution:

In this case, the simulation time is sub-divided in equal-sized time steps,

which the simulation uses to advance its execution. Each time step, a new

state for the simulation is calculated, even if it remains unchanged.
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2. Event-driven execution:

To avoid computing a new state in each time step, it is generally more efficient

to wait for the execution a specific event in the simulation. An event is an

abstraction of a real-life process occurring in the physical system that the

simulation is supposed to represent. The point in time when the event occurs

is marked by a timestamp within the simulation.

In distributed simulations, the exchange of events between processors has to be carefully

coordinated. To this end, there are multiple types of delivery mechanisms that can be

applied at runtime, with two of them being implemented more commonly [PER06]:

1. Receive-order delivery:

The events sent by various processors to a receiving processor are ordered

by the time they have been received. This method has the advantage that the

exchange of events generally has a lower latency in comparison to timestamp-

order systems.

2. Timestamp-order delivery:

This approach requires events received by a processor to be buffered first, to

undergo a runtime check to order the received events in a specific time frame,

according to their timestamp in an ascending fashion. While this comes with

the price of higher latencies, the timestamp-order delivery system can guar-

antee the temporal ordering of events, and thus preserve their potential causal

relationships.

4.2 Synchronization Techniques

With the basics established, this thesis will now touch upon the important concept of

synchronization. In distributed (and parallel) simulation theory, the use of spatial de-

composition is the most widely applied technique (in contrast to temporal decompo-

sition) [PER06]. In this approach, a system is viewed as a composition of interacting

physical processes. These are modeled as logical processes and the interactions between

them are made possible by the exchange of time-stamped events. Each logical process
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performs a sequence of computations referred to as events, which may lead to an alter-

ation of state variables or the scheduling of new events. What has come to be known

as synchronization problem, describes the issue that every logical process is required

to execute its events in time stamp order, even those generated by other processes. In

response to this problem, several approaches have been developed, of which the most

prevalent are presented in this section.

4.2.1 Conservative Approach

Conservative synchronization algorithms strictly avoid processing events out of time

stamp order [CHM79]. To that end, logical processes have to guarantee that no new

event can be received with a smaller time stamp as the last computed one. Either such

processes execute only the event with the globally smallest timestamp, or potential fu-

ture interactions between processes must be predicted. The way to accomplish this, is

to determine a property called lookahead for a simulation, which designates a time win-

dow specific to every simulation that uses a conservative synchronization mechanism,

where it is safe to compute existing events, because no new events can be generated

by other processes with a smaller time stamp. This property is however rather hard to

establish with increasingly complex simulations [PRL89], although the implementation

of its associated algorithm is comparatively easy in regards to other synchronization

techniques.

4.2.2 Optimistic Approach

Optimistic synchronization algorithms do not block processes to make them wait for

the expiration of a lookahead window [JEF85]. Instead, the simulation assumes that

the time stamps are in order and no causality errors can occur. Events can therefore

be processed when they are first created, allowing the lookahead to even be defined as

zero, without affecting the runtime performance too much [PER06]. In the event of a

temporal inconsistency, optimistic synchronization mechanisms provide compensation

procedures such as rolling the simulation back to a safe state, to undo modifications
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to state variables. This method, called state-saving, logs the state of these variables at

specific checkpoints, before changes can affect them. When an error has been caught

and computations have to be negated, the simulation can fetch the previous safe state

variable from that checkpoint log. Alternatively, with reverse computation, it is also

possible to roll back the simulation to a safe state by invoking perfect inverses of the

event computations that changed the state variables [CPF99]. The issue of extracting

a viable lookahead value is eliminated with this synchronization approach, but instead

compensating code has to be implemented for the described roll back procedures.

4.2.3 Relaxed Approach

With relaxed synchronization, the processing of events is not strictly bound to their

temporal order [RTR98]. If two or more events exhibit almost identical time stamps,

it becomes acceptable to compute either of them. Although this approach provides a

simpler implementation of a synchronization algorithm, the validity and repeatability

of the simulation can become an issue. Because in this case, it may be possible for

multiple executions of the simulation to output differing results, special care has to be

taken for every simulation individually to foreclose such effects.

4.2.4 Combined Approach

There is also an approach called combined synchronization, which combines elements

of the previous algorithms. Parts of a simulation can be execute conservatively be-

cause the compensation mechanisms are hard to implement or the lookahead has a large

value. While another part of the simulation can be executed optimistically when an ap-

propriate lookahead is hard to assess, or so low that it may affect computation time too

greatly [RAT93]. The HLA actually is a prime example of such a combined approach

to synchronization.

In the case of heterogeneous distributed simulations, it is often the case that the vari-

ous involved models feature varying levels granularity and different model paradigms.
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To force the use of a single synchronization method onto one such simulation, would

imply either that the modelers have to convene to determine a specific approach before

coupling their models, or the reimplementation of a number of the models to match the

new synchronization algorithm. Furthermore, any new additions to the underlying cou-

pling framework would cause costly overhauls to the whole system. These are clearly

unfavorable conditions for distributed simulation in heterogeneous environments, like

in joint projects. Therefore, frameworks that incorporate several synchronization ap-

proaches have been developed, that promise to remain impervious to changes to the

distributed simulations for which they actuate the coupling. The HLA for example,

is such a framework. It has been designed to accommodate multiple simulator types,

which however has made the HLA more suited to couple coarse-grained simulators,

and makes the high-performance execution of fine-grained simulations more challeng-

ing according to Perumalla [PER06].

4.3 Coupling Mechanisms

Now that a better understanding of the most widespread synchronization concepts have

been established, this section will describe what the classical and model pipeline cou-

pling mechanisms look like, as well as what their differences are. This will illustrate

the advantages and drawbacks of the novel approach presented in this thesis.

4.3.1 Classical Coupling

Shared variables and message passing are the two dominant forms of communications

used in parallel and distributed simulation [FUJ00]. Shared variables can obviously

be accessed through shared memory, while message passing algorithms can be imple-

mented using shared memory by implementing shared queues to hold the exchanged

messages. Therefore, on shared memory machines, distributed event driven simula-

tions are analogous to the execution of parallel programs, because events that propagate
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between processes of a simulation, can be seen as accesses to variables of a shared

memory [RIC95].
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exchange information in a distributed environment. That data 
can be described as "global", because it is freely accessible to 
all of the models, as if they were accessing it on a shared 
memory system. That global data area permits all models to 
communicate with one another with no restrictions but those 
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As has been discussed previously, the runtime system has 
generally the task to synchronize the progression of the local 
wall-clock times of each model, to warrant the sanity of the 
local and global data being handled. In classical coupling 
methodology, simulating a specific time frame implies that 
all involved models will run concurrently, meaning that the 
wall-clock times of the different models will overlap, as seen 
in figure 2. 

Model pipelines however, have a unique way to avoid having 
to employ advanced synchronization algorithms. 
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Figure 3 demonstrates that contrary to classical coupling, the 
wall-clock times of the individual models in a model pipeline 
do not overlap during the same simulation time, because they 
are executed sequentially. The input fed to the distributed 
simulation is constantly being expanded upon by adding and 
substituting information from the execution of the individual 
models until an output has been produced, as seen in figure 4. 
It makes therefore no sense to use synchronization points to 
ensure that state variables have been altered correctly. 
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M1 has to be executed in its entirety and compute its output 
for the modeled simulation time for the overall simulation to 
advance. Only then is it possible for M2 to be executed. 
Similarly, M2 has to finish its execution before M3 can 
accept an input at its interface. Himstedt and Wittmann have 
therefore identified that models in a pipeline have a so called 
"before" relation [11].  

Obviously, this does not mean that models of a model 
pipeline do generally not need to be synchronized in some 
manner. The problem is that the message passing capabilities 
of model pipelines is somewhat hampered by the sequential 
nature of their architecture, and therefore the global sanity of 
state variables is not always guaranteed. It is not possible for 
events to be processed out of time stamp order by a model, as 
long as they have been generated in a model previously 
executed in the pipeline, since it was executed to completion, 
and therefore all necessary information to ensure proper  
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FIGURE 4.1: Data Access in Classical Coupling Mechanisms (confer [WHM09])

Figure 4.1 depicts the usual way in which multiple models exchange information in a

distributed environment. That data can be described as "global", because it is freely

accessible to all of the models, as if they were accessing it on a shared memory system.

That global data area permits all models to communicate with one another with no

restrictions but those imposed by the employed synchronization approach.
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As has been discussed previously, the runtime system has generally the task to synchro-

nize the progression of the local simulation times of each model in correlation with the

wall-clock time, to warrant the sanity of the local and global data being handled. In

classical coupling methodology, simulating a specific time frame with a time-stepped

execution implies that all involved models will run concurrently, meaning that the sim-

ulation times of the different models will overlap, as seen in figure 4.2.

4.3.2 Pipeline Coupling

Model pipelines however, have a unique way to avoid having to employ advanced syn-

chronization algorithms.
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Similarly, M2 has to finish its execution before M3 can 
accept an input at its interface. Himstedt and Wittmann have 
therefore identified that models in a pipeline have a so called 
"before" relation [11].  

Obviously, this does not mean that models of a model 
pipeline do generally not need to be synchronized in some 
manner. The problem is that the message passing capabilities 
of model pipelines is somewhat hampered by the sequential 
nature of their architecture, and therefore the global sanity of 
state variables is not always guaranteed. It is not possible for 
events to be processed out of time stamp order by a model, as 
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executed in the pipeline, since it was executed to completion, 
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FIGURE 4.3: Distinct Wall-Clock Times in the Pipeline Coupling Mechanism (confer
[WHM09])

Figure 4.3 demonstrates that contrary to classical coupling, the wall-clock times of the

individual models in a model pipeline do not overlap during the same simulation time,

because they are executed sequentially. The input fed to the distributed simulation is

constantly being expanded upon by adding and substituting information from the exe-

cution of the individual models until an output has been produced, as seen in figure 4.4.

It makes therefore no sense to use synchronization points to ensure that state variables

have been altered correctly.
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execution of parallel programs on shared memory machines, 
because events that propagate between processes of a 
simulation, can be seen as accesses to variables of a shared 
memory [9]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Data access in classical coupling mechanisms    
(confer [10]) 

 

Figure 1 depicts the usual way in which multiple models 
exchange information in a distributed environment. That data 
can be described as "global", because it is freely accessible to 
all of the models, as if they were accessing it on a shared 
memory system. That global data area permits all models to 
communicate with one another with no restrictions but those 
imposed by the employed synchronization approach. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Overlapping wall-clock times                                      
in classical coupling mechanisms (confer [10]) 

 

As has been discussed previously, the runtime system has 
generally the task to synchronize the progression of the local 
wall-clock times of each model, to warrant the sanity of the 
local and global data being handled. In classical coupling 
methodology, simulating a specific time frame implies that 
all involved models will run concurrently, meaning that the 
wall-clock times of the different models will overlap, as seen 
in figure 2. 

Model pipelines however, have a unique way to avoid having 
to employ advanced synchronization algorithms. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Distinct wall-clock times in                                       
the pipeline coupling mechanism (confer [10]) 

 

Figure 3 demonstrates that contrary to classical coupling, the 
wall-clock times of the individual models in a model pipeline 
do not overlap during the same simulation time, because they 
are executed sequentially. The input fed to the distributed 
simulation is constantly being expanded upon by adding and 
substituting information from the execution of the individual 
models until an output has been produced, as seen in figure 4. 
It makes therefore no sense to use synchronization points to 
ensure that state variables have been altered correctly. 
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M1 has to be executed in its entirety and compute its output 
for the modeled simulation time for the overall simulation to 
advance. Only then is it possible for M2 to be executed. 
Similarly, M2 has to finish its execution before M3 can 
accept an input at its interface. Himstedt and Wittmann have 
therefore identified that models in a pipeline have a so called 
"before" relation [11].  

Obviously, this does not mean that models of a model 
pipeline do generally not need to be synchronized in some 
manner. The problem is that the message passing capabilities 
of model pipelines is somewhat hampered by the sequential 
nature of their architecture, and therefore the global sanity of 
state variables is not always guaranteed. It is not possible for 
events to be processed out of time stamp order by a model, as 
long as they have been generated in a model previously 
executed in the pipeline, since it was executed to completion, 
and therefore all necessary information to ensure proper  
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FIGURE 4.4: Data Access in the Pipeline Coupling Mechanism (confer [WHM09])

M1 has to be executed in its entirety and compute its output for the modeled simula-

tion time for the overall simulation to advance. Only then is it possible for M2 to be

executed. Similarly, M2 has to finish its execution before M3 can accept an input at its

interface. Himstedt and Wittmann have therefore identified that models in a pipeline

have a so called "before" relation [HIW10].

Obviously, this does not mean that models of a model pipeline do generally not need to

be synchronized in some manner. The problem is that the message passing capabilities

of model pipelines is somewhat hampered by the sequential nature of their architec-

ture, and therefore the global sanity of state variables is not always guaranteed. It is

not possible for events to be processed out of time stamp order by a model, as long

as they have been generated in a model previously executed in the pipeline, since it

was executed to completion, and therefore all necessary information to ensure proper

processing is available to all following models from the get go. The situation is more

intricate if a model is generating events of interest to other models situated before itself

in the pipeline. This becomes obvious when observing figure 4.4: all events generated

in M1 and M2 will be known to M3 when it is executed, and no inconsistencies with

its state variables should occur. But if M3 now generates new events relevant to M1

and M2, the output they previously produced would very likely be faulty. Since this

is unacceptable for a distributed simulation architecture, two feedback algorithms have

been implemented to allow models to seamlessly communicate within pipelines, and

thus avoid conflicting data.
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4.4 Feedback Algorithms

The feedback algorithms in model pipelines are loosely based on the principle of rolling

back simulations to restore them to a consistent state. It has been explained that opti-

mistic synchronization solutions usually employ such an approach in conjunction with

state-saving methods. These provide mechanisms to keep a copy of the overall state of

the system at certain intervals or before the computations of particular events. If the sys-

tem has to be rolled back due to data inconsistencies, one of the restore points created

beforehand can be used. According to Perumalla however, the management of these

points can cause a non-negligible memory overhead [PER06]. Already their creation

turns out to be extremely complex. It is thusly not surprising that currently even a lot of

CSPs do not provide sophisticated mechanisms to memorize a model’s state or provide

the ability to return to previous states [SSL07].

4.4.1 Iteratively Driven Simulation

The idea of Himstedt and Wittmann is to use the start of the simulation as the only

restore point of a model pipeline simulation [HIW10] and advance its simulation time

run by run, thereby avoiding the management of universal restore points.
 
 

     

 

 

 0…1 1…2 2…3 3…4 4…5 n-1…n 

Run 1 Input → M1 → M2 → M3 → Output[0…1]      

Run 2 Input ∪ Output[0…1] → M1 → M2 → M3 → Output[0…2]     

Run 3 Input ∪ Output[0…2] → M1 → M2 → M3 → Output[0…3]    

Run 4 Input ∪ Output[0…3] → M1 → M2 → M3 → Output[0…4]   

Run 5 Input ∪ Output[0…4] → M1 → M2 → M3 → Output[0…5]  

Run n Input ∪ Output[0…n-1] → M1 → M2 → M3 → Output[0…n] 

Fig. 5. Iteratively Driven Simulation (confer [12]) 

 

processing is available to all following models from the get 
go. The situation is more intricate if a model is generating 
events of interest to other models situated before itself in the 
pipeline. This becomes obvious when observing figure 4: all 
events generated i M1 and M2 will be known to M3 when it 
is executed, and no inconsistencies with its state variables 
should occur. But if M3 now generates new events relevant to 
M1 and M2, the output they previously produced would very 
likely be faulty. Since this is unacceptable for a distributed 
simulation architecture, two feedback algorithms have been 
implemented to allow models to seamlessly communicate 
within pipelines, and thus avoid conflicting data. 

 

5. FEEDBACK ALGORITHMS 

The feedback algorithms in model pipelines are loosely based 
on the principle of rolling back simulations to restore them to 
a consistent state. It has been explained that optimistic 
synchronization solutions usually employ such an approach 
in conjunction with state-saving methods. These provide 
mechanisms to keep a copy of the overall state of the system 
at certain intervals or before the computations of particular 
events. If the system has to be rolled back due to data 
inconsistencies, one of the restore points created beforehand 
can be used. The basic approach is therefore to provide 
feedback capabilities, by using multiple simulation runs, each 
of which can rely on virtually any recovery points in the 
simulation. According to Perumalla however, the 
management of these points can cause a non-negligible 
memory overhead [2]. Already their creation turns out to be 
extremely complex. It is thusly not surprising that currently 
even a lot of CSPs do not provide sophisticated mechanisms 
to memorize a models state or provide the ability to return to 
previous states [13]. 

The idea of Himstedt and Wittmann is to use the start of the 
simulation as only restore point of a model pipeline 
simulation [11] and advance its simulation time run by run, 
thereby avoiding the management of universal restore points. 

Figure 5 serves to illustrate this principle, called Iteratively 
Driven Simulation (IDS), for a distributed simulation 
involving three distinct models M1, M2 and M3. In the first 
run, the simulation is executed for the interval between the 
time units 0 and 1 of the overall simulation time, with the 
initial parameters as input. The output created that way is 
identified as Output[0...1]. In the second run, those output 
values are added to the initial parameters to form the new 
input. This time, the interval between the time units 0 and 2 is 
simulated. This allows to repeat the previous run, while all 
the models have the results generated between the time units 
0 and 1 already at their disposal. Through that feedback 
mechanism, models gain the ability to exchange information 
with preceding models of the pipeline. In this specific 
example, the second iteration of the simulation enables M3 to 
relay any relevant event generation logged in Output[0...1] 
created in the first iteration to M1 and M2. The principle is 
the same for all following runs. Generally speaking, the 
simulated simulation time frame is incremented by one time 
unit in each run. That allows every model in the run n to have 
access to the results of Output[0...n-1], even if those results 
contain data generated by models executed after them in the 
layout of the pipeline. To avoid data inconsistencies, it is 
however not possible for any model to use information that 
was generated in the future from its perspective: in the fifth 
run for example, M1 cannot access the output generated by 
M3 in the time interval between 3 and 4, when itself is still 
computing the results of the time interval between 2 and 3. 

Because of the reiteration of runs during the simulation, the 
advantage of forgoing state-saves and restore points comes at 
the cost of execution time and additional data transport costs. 
This represents an unnecessary hindrance for simulations 
with few or no need for feedbacks. For this reason Widemann 
et al. have developed the Optimistic Iteratively Driven 
Simulation (OIDS) [14]. 

As has been discussed previously, to execute a simulation 
with model pipelines it is necessary to send a SOAP message 
to the Experiment WS with the appropriate information. 
Alongside the input parameters, this specific WS also 

Simulation Time 

TABLE 4.1: Iteratively Driven Simulation (confer [WFH12])

Table 4.1 serves to illustrate this principle, called Iteratively Driven Simulation (IDS),

for a distributed simulation involving three distinct models M1, M2 and M3. In the

first run, the simulation is executed for the interval between the time units 0 and 1 of
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the overall simulation time, with the initial parameters as input. The output created that

way is identified as Output[0...1]. In the second run, those output values are added to the

initial parameters to form the new input. This time, the interval between the time units 0

and 2 is simulated. This allows to repeat the previous run, while all the models have the

results generated between the time units 0 and 1 already at their disposal. Through that

feedback mechanism, models gain the ability to exchange information with preceding

models of the pipeline. In this specific example, the second iteration of the simulation

enables M3 to relay any relevant event generation logged in Output[0...1] created in the

first iteration to M1 and M2. The principle is the same for all following runs. Generally

speaking, the simulated simulation time frame is incremented by one time unit in each

run. That allows every model in the run n to have access to the results of Output[0...n-1],

even if those results contain data generated by models executed after them in the layout

of the pipeline. To avoid data inconsistencies, it is however not possible for any model

to use information that was generated in the future from its perspective: in the fifth run

for example, M1 cannot access the output generated by M3 in the time interval between

3 and 4, when itself is still computing the results of the time interval between 2 and 3.

Because of the reiteration of runs during the simulation, the wall-clock time increases

with the amount of necessary simulation runs, and is therefore directly correlated to the

simulation time. Thus, the advantage of forgoing state-saves and restore points comes

at the cost of execution time, as well as additional data transport costs. This represents

an unnecessary hindrance for simulations with few or no need for feedbacks. For this

reason Widemann et al. have developed the Optimistic Iteratively Driven Simulation

(OIDS) [WFH11].

As has been discussed previously, to execute a simulation with model pipelines it is nec-

essary to send a SOAP message to the Experiment WS with the appropriate information.

Alongside the input parameters, this specific WS also requires instructions on how to

perform feedbacks, as seen in the code snippet 3.1. The "iteration" tag allows for two

possible input strings: "pessimistic" and "optimistic". While entering the word "pes-

simistic" signalizes the Experiment WS to use the IDS approach, "optimistic" serves to

execute the OIDS principle.
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4.4.2 Optimistic Iteratively Driven Simulation

The OIDS is pursuing the idea of equipping the experiment WS as an administrative

component with an additional functionality, so it can decide for itself when a run has to

be repeated. For this purpose, the WS analyzes the output of the overall simulation and

initiates a targeted search for feedback events without ever interpreting the values of the

XML content, which respects the black-box nature of the sub-models. The description

of relevant events feedback is handled by the simulation developers using appropriate

conventions at the interfaces of the sub-models.

<feedbacks> 

  <feedback> 

    <step/> 

    <ws/> 

    <tags> 

      <tag> 

        <name/> 

        <value/> 

      </tag> 

      ... 

    </tags> 

    <processed/> 

  </feedback> 

  ... 

</feedbacks> 

CODE 4.1: Complex XML Data Type for Feedback Events

The code snippet 4.1 shows an example of how feedback events are described and sig-

naled in model pipelines using XML tags. The associated XML data type contains

the information to process feedbacks within a pipeline model. It includes the simula-

tion step in which the feedback is generated ("step"), which WS created the feedback

event ("ws"), the tags from the affected target WS ("name"), the corresponding value

("value"), and an indication of whether the feedback event has already been processed

or not ("processed").
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requires instructions on how to perform feedbacks, as seen in 
figure 5 of chapter 2. The "iteration" tag allows for two 
possible input strings: "pessimistic" and "optimistic".  While 
entering the word "pessimistic" signalizes the Experiment 
WS to use the IDS approach, "optimistic" serves to execute 
the OIDS principle. 

The OIVS is pursuing the idea of equipping the experiment 
WS as an administrative component with an additional 
functionality, so it can decide for itself when a run has to be 
repeated. For this purpose, the WS analyzes the output of the 
overall simulation and initiates a targeted search for feedback 
events without ever interpreting the values of the XML 
content, which respects the black-box nature of the sub-
models. The description of relevant events feedback is 
handled by the simulation developers using appropriate 
conventions at the interfaces of the sub-models. 

Figure 6 shows an example of how feedback events are 
described and signaled in model pipelines using XML tags. 
The associated XML data type contains the information to 
process feedbacks within a pipeline model. It includes the 
simulation step in which the feedback is generated ("step"), 
which WS created the feedback event ("ws"), the tags from 
the affected target WS ("name"), the corresponding value 
("value"), and an indication of whether the feedback event 
has already been processed or not ("processed"). 

 

<feedbacks>  
   <feedback>  
      <step/>  
      <ws/>  
      <tags>  
         <tag>  
            <name/>  
            <value/>  
         </tag>  
         ...  
      </tags>  
      <processed/>  
   </feedback>  
   ...  
</feedbacks> 

Fig. 6. Complex XML data type for feedbacks 

 

Figure 7 illustrates the data flow inside of a model pipeline 
simulation, first with the feedbacks being handled by the IDS 
approach, then with OIDS. The algorithm for IDS works as 
follows: 

1) The input data is specified over the Experiment WS. 

2) The Experiment WS passes the information to the 
Simulation WS, to initialize the actual simulation. 

3) The Simulation WS passes the information to its sub-
WS, so that the data may get processed sequentially. 

4) The data is returned by the Simulation WS to the 
Experiment WS, which then monitors if the necessary 
numbers of iterations have been executed. 

5) If the simulation still needs reruns, the initial input 
data is expanded with the current output and is fed 
back into the Simulation WS. The algorithm continues 
with step 2. 

6) Otherwise, the Experiment WS delivers the final 
results of the simulation. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the IDS and OIDS approaches 

 

With the OIDS approach, the last steps of the process differ 
slightly. There is no fixed number of iterations that the 
Simulation WS has to go through. Instead, the Experiment 
WS checks if one of the Sub-WS has generated any feedback 
requests, by analyzing the produced output: 

4) The data is returned by the Simulation WS to the 
Experiment WS, which then checks if the output 
contains feedback requests, without evaluating the 
values however. 

5) If the output contains unprocessed feedback events, 
the initial input data is expanded with the current 
output and is fed back into the Simulation WS. The 
algorithm continues with step 2. 

6) Otherwise, the Experiment WS delivers the final 
results of the simulation. 
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FIGURE 4.5: Comparison of the IDS and OIDS Approaches

Figure 4.5 illustrates the data flow inside of a model pipeline simulation, first with the

feedbacks being handled by the IDS approach, then with OIDS. The algorithm for IDS

works as follows:

1. The input data is specified over the Experiment WS.

2. The Experiment WS passes the information to the Simulation WS, to initialize

the actual simulation.

3. The Simulation WS passes the information to its sub-WS, so that the data may

get processed sequentially.

4. The data is returned by the Simulation WS to the Experiment WS, which then

monitors if the necessary numbers of iterations have been executed.
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5. If the simulation still needs reruns, the initial input data is expanded with the

current output and is fed back into the Simulation WS. The algorithm continues

with step 2.

6. Otherwise, the Experiment WS delivers the final results of the simulation.

With the OIDS approach, the last steps of the process differ slightly. There is no fixed

number of iterations that the Simulation WS has to go through. Instead, the Experiment

WS checks if one of the Sub-WS has generated any feedback requests, by analyzing the

produced output:

4. The data is returned by the Simulation WS to the Experiment WS, which then

checks if the output contains feedback requests, without evaluating the values

however.

5. If the output contains unprocessed feedback events, the initial input data is ex-

panded with the current output and is fed back into the Simulation WS. The algo-

rithm continues with step 2.

6. Otherwise, the Experiment WS delivers the final results of the simulation.

Faster execution times compared to IDS are to be expected in particular for simulations

with a small number of feedback events. But there are still situations where the IDS

principle would perform better than OIDS. The following section will identify those

situations through a series of measurements.

4.5 Measurements Comparison

The test environment used for the measurements in this section is the prototypical model

pipeline for the simulation of airport-related processes developed for the Airport2030

project discussed in chapter 3. The airport simulation is designed to simulate the pro-

cesses in and around an airport for one whole day for varying parameters. A relatively
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coarse granularity has been chosen for this simulation by partitioning the day into hourly

time steps, i.e. a total of 24 time steps have to be computed to fully execute the sim-

ulation. All values were determined using soapUI, a comprehensive and widely used

tool for testing WS [EVI11]. As a reference, the specifics of the computer with the test

environment are listed below:

• Windows 7 Professional 64-bit

• Intel Core i5 750 @ 2.67 GHz

• 8 GB DDR3 RAM

4.5.1 Measurements

At first, it is important to examine the additional time needed to execute a full run of

the simulation with IDS, in comparison to an execution without feedback capabilities.

In order to illustrate how the wall-clock time increases with the number of iterations,

the model pipeline has been executed several times, each time with decreasing time

step sizes, thus increasing the number of reruns. Since 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 24

are all multiples of 24, they are valid step sizes for the Airport2030 simulation. The

quotients of the various step sizes with 24 represent the amount of iterations necessary

to complete the simulation in its entirety. A summary of the results produced by this

series of measurements is shown in table 4.2.

An execution with a step size of 24 and only one iteration produces a wall clock time

as low as 9,2 seconds. But an execution with three runs by choosing a step size of

8 already doubles the wall-clock time, increasing it to 19,8 seconds. This trend can

observed up to the execution of the simulation with a step size of 1, thus forcing it to

run 24 times, which puts the wall-clock time at 124.9 seconds. The graph in figure 4.6

clearly demonstrates how the computation time linearly increases in direct proportion

to the amount of iterations necessary to execute the simulation. For simulations with a

long simulation time and high granularity, translating to small time intervals to compute

for a numerous amount of runs, the wall-clock time can become quite big relatively fast.
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Number of iterations Wall-clock time (in seconds)

1 9,2

2 14,3

3 19,8

4 25,2

6 35,3

8 44,8

12 64,7

24 124,9

TABLE 4.2: Wall-Clock Times of IDS with Growing Number of Iterations

 
 

     

 

 

Fig. 8. Growing wall-clock times with increasing number of iterations for IDS 

 

Faster execution times compared to IDS are to be expected in 
particular for simulations with a small number of feedback 
events. But there are still situations where the IDS principle 
would perform better than OIDS. The following section will 
identify those situations through a series of measurements. 

 

6. MEASUREMENT COMPARISON 

The test environment used for the measurements in this 
section is the prototypical model pipeline for the simulation 
of airport-related processes developed for the "Airport2030" 
project discussed in the previous chapter. The airport 
simulation is designed to simulate the processes in and  
around an airport for one whole day for varying parameters. 
A relatively coarse granularity has been chosen for this 
simulation by partitioning the day into hourly time steps, i.e. 
a total of 24 time steps have to be computed to fully execute 
the simulation. All values were determined using soapUI, a 
comprehensive and widely used tool for testing WS [15]. As 
a reference, the specifics of the computer with the test 
environment are listed below: 

• Windows 7 Professional 64-bit 

• Intel Core i5 750 @ 2.67 GHz 

• 8 GB DDR3 RAM 

At first, it is important to examine the additional time needed 
to execute a full run of the simulation with IDS, in 

comparison to an execution without feedback capabilities. In 
order to illustrate how the wall-clock time increases with the 
number of iterations, the model pipeline has been executed 
several times, each time with decreasing time step sizes, thus 
increasing the number of reruns. Since 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 
24 are all multiples of 24, they are valid step sizes for the 
"Airport2030" simulation. The quotients of the various step 
sizes with 24 represent the amount of iterations necessary to 
complete the simulation in its entirety. A summary of the 
results produced by this series of measurements is shown in 
figure 9. 
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IDS
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The OIDS approach on the other hand, will only initiate reruns of the simulation each

time a feedback event was generated. In the next series of tests, the simulation was

therefore executed with artificially induced feedbacks to successfully regulate the mea-

surements. On the first execution with OIDS no feedbacks requests where created, after

that however the simulation contained 6, 12, 18 and 24 requests respectively for each

measurement series. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed within this study that only

one feedback event can occur during each run of the simulation, i.e. that the number of

feedbacks corresponds to the number of iteration cycles in one execution of the Exper-

iment WS. The comparative values used for the IDS approach come from the already

presented measurements for it, with the minimal simulation time step size of 1. One

can see in table 4.3 that for simulations with OIDS and without or few feedbacks, the

wall-clock times are significantly lower than with IDS, while the IDS approach works

faster if 12 or more feedback events occur in a simulation with OIDS.

Feedback algorithm Wall-clock time (in seconds)

IDS 124,9

OIDS with 0 feedbacks 10,4

OIDS with 6 feedbacks 73,7

OIDS with 12 feedbacks 138,3

OIDS with 18 feedbacks 179,1

OIDS with 24 feedbacks 247,2

TABLE 4.3: Wall-Clock Times of IDS and OIDS

To clarify, the average wall-clock times are shown again in the form of a column chart

in figure 4.7. The first column corresponds to the wall-clock time of the model pipeline

with IDS, and the remaining columns show the runtime with OIDS with an increasing

number of feedback events.

4.5.2 Analysis

Since the model pipeline using IDS has to execute exactly 24 runs regardless of the

actual number of generated feedback requests, the wall-clock time remains constant.
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Fig. 9. Wall-clock times of IDS 
with growing number of iterations 

 

 

Fig. 10. Comparison of the wall-clock times of IDS and OIDS 

 

An execution with a step size of 24 and only one iteration 
produces a wall clock time as low as 9,2 seconds. But an 
execution with three runs by choosing a step size of 8 already 
doubles the wall-clock time, increasing it to 19,8 seconds. 
This trend can observed up to the execution of the simulation 
with a step size of 1, thus forcing it to run 24 times, which 
puts the wall-clock time at 124,9 seconds. The graph in figure 
8 clearly demonstrates how the computation time linearly 
increases in direct proportion to the amount of iterations 
necessary to execute the simulation. For simulations with a 
long simulation time and high granularity, translating to 
small time intervals to compute for a numerous amount of 
runs,  the wall-clock time can become quite big relatively 
fast. 

The OIDS approach on the other hand, will only initiate 
reruns of the simulation each time a feedback event was 
generated. In the next series of tests, the simulation was 
therefore executed with artificially induced feedbacks to 
successfully regulate the measurements. On the first 
execution with OIDS no feedbacks requests where created, 
after that however the simulation contained 6, 12, 18 and 24 
requests respectively for each measurement series. For the 

sake of simplicity it is assumed within this study that only 
one feedback event can occur during each run of the 
simulation, i.e. that the number of feedbacks corresponds to 
the number of iteration cycles in one execution of the 
Experiment WS. The comparative values used for the IDS 
approach come from the already presented measurements for 
it, with the minimal simulation time step size of 1. One can 
see in figure 11 that for simulations with OIDS and without 
or few feedbacks, the wall-clock times are significantly lower 
than with IDS, while the IDS approach works faster if 12 or 
more feedback events occur in a simulation with OIDS. 
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OIDS with 6 feedbacks 73,7 

OIDS with 12 feedbacks 138,3 
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FIGURE 4.7: Comparison of the Wall-Clock Times of IDS and OIDS

However, a single run of the model pipeline will not simulate the whole simulation time

of 24 hours, but instead increment the simulated time frame step by step, as seen in table

4.1. By leaving aside the comparatively negligible overhead produced by the increased

communication needs, the wall-clock time L can be calculated by using the Gaussian

sum formula:

L =
(a

n

)
∗1+ ...+

(a
n

)
∗n =

n

∑
k=1

(a
n

)
∗ k =

1
2
∗a∗ (n+1) (4.1)

Where a is the duration of a single simulation run with the maximum simulation time,

and n is the maximum number of runs at the selected step size. The wall-clock times of

the model pipeline with OIDS are dependent on the number of feedback events, which

is why they increase steadily with the growing numbers of triggered iterations. If the
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additional communications overhead is ignored again, the wall-clock time L can be

calculated via the following formula:

L = a+a∗ x = a∗ (1+ x) (4.2)

Where x is the number of runs necessary to process all feedback events. To now de-

termine when the OIDS approach is superior to the IDS, the solution to the following

equation has to be found:

1
2
∗a∗ (n+1) = a∗ (1+ x)⇔ x =

n−1
2

(4.3)

This result is confirmed by the observations of figure 4.7. For the prototypical imple-

mentation of the model pipeline l = 24 In that case x =
(23

2

)
= 11.5. The fourth series

of measurements indeed shows that the execution time for OIDS with 12 feedback re-

quests actually only is slightly larger than for the first series of measurements with IDS.

The application of a model pipeline using OIDS is therefore useful until the number of

runs needed to process all the feedbacks exceeds half the maximum number of iterations

IDS would produce for the smallest simulation time step size.





Chapter 5

The Model Pipeline Framework

5.1 Runtime Environment

In the two previous chapters, this thesis has explained how model pipelines operate.

This chapter will now present an in-depth analysis of the model pipeline framework

used to build them, mostly studying the conceptual and implementational details of

this new technology. To introduce the subject, this section will describe the runtime

environment model the framework is based upon.

As has already been pointed out, the Orbeon Forms platform has been chosen as the

basic frame to build the XPL Model Pipeline Framework (XMPF) [ORB11]. Or-

beon Forms is an open source, standard-based web forms solution, which is built

around a user-friendly Ajax-based XForms engine. It also implements a mature, high-

performance XML pipeline engine for the processing of XML data. Therefore, this

architecture emerges as perfectly suited option for the tasks of capturing, processing

and presenting simulation data expressed in XML form.

Figure 5.1 depicts the three levels of interaction with information required by XMPF

that have all been catered to by the Orbeon Forms platform:

• The handling of large quantities of data is available through an implementation of

the eXist XML database, which supports XPath and XQuery [ORB11].
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Fig. 1. Capturing, Processing and Presenting Information in 
Orbeon Forms 

 

Figure 1 depicts the three levels of interaction with 
information required by XMPF, that have all been catered to 
by the Orbeon Forms platform: 

• The handling of large quantities of data is available 
through an implementation of the eXist XML 
database, which supports XPath and XQuery [2].  

• Thanks to the different built-in XPL processors 
which encapsulate logic to perform generic 
functions, applicational logic is readily available for 
accessing databases using SQL, calling WSs and 
executing XSLT operations. For more advanced 
tasks, JAVA processors are able to call, compile and 
execute external JAVA classes.  

• The presentation of information is handled by 
XHTML [3] and XForms [4], which are applications 
of XML for the specification of user interfaces. 

The page flow controller is at the center of every Orbeon 
Forms web application. It dispatches incoming user requests 
to individual pages built out of models and views, following 
the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture first thought 
of by Reenskaug [5], and then applied for the first time in 
Smalltalk-80 by Krasner and Pope [6]. The MVC design 
pattern divides an application into three categories of 
components: 

• Model:   

The model contains the information represented by the 
view, and the logic necessary to react to the users 
manipulations. 

• View:   

The view uses the data contained in the model to 
generate and output a specific representation. 

• Controller:   

The controller is the component allowing the user to 
interact with the model state and thus change the view's 
representation of it. 

Web-applications, like other interactive software systems, 
can benefit by being architected with the MVC design pattern 
shown in Figure 2, and adaptations for a lot of the major 
programming languages have been developed [7]. 
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FIGURE 5.1: Capturing, Processing and Presenting Information in Orbeon Forms

• Thanks to the different built-in XPL processors which encapsulate logic to per-

form generic functions, applicational logic is readily available for accessing

databases using SQL, calling WSs and executing XSLT operations. For more

advanced tasks, JAVA processors are able to call, compile and execute external

JAVA classes.

• The presentation of information is handled by XHTML [XHT10] and XForms

[XFO09], which are applications of XML for the specification of user interfaces.

The page flow controller is at the center of every Orbeon Forms web application. It

dispatches incoming user requests to individual pages built out of models and views,

following the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture first thought of by Reen-

skaug [REE79], and then applied for the first time in Smalltalk-80 by Krasner and Pope

[KRG88]. The MVC design pattern divides an application into three categories of com-

ponents:

1. Model:

The model contains the data represented by the view, and the logic necessary

to react to the users manipulations.
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2. View:

The view uses the data contained in the model to generate and output a specific

representation.

3. Controller:

The controller is the component allowing the user to interact with the model

state and thus change the view’s representation of it.

Web-applications, like other interactive software systems, can benefit by being archi-

tected with the MVC design pattern shown in Figure 5.2, and adaptations for a lot of

the major programming languages have been developed [LER01].

 
 

     

 

 

 

Fig. 2. MVC Architecture 

The Orbeon Forms platform can be installed on a multitude 
of application servers and therefore behaves like any other 
client-server architecture.  

 

3. WEB SERVICE STRUCTURE 

In regards to model pipelines, further structural constants can 
be identified. Besides the page flow controller, every model 
pipeline built by the XMPF features a WS schema, a WS 
description, an XPL pipeline and usually employs a JAVA 
processor. 

 

/ws-url/ Model WS Pipeline 

/ws-url/wsdl/ View WS Description 

/ws-url/schema/ View WS Schema 

Fig. 3. Structure of the Page Flow Controller for a Model 
Pipeline WS 

 

Each page flow controller has the same basic make-up shown 
in figure 3, which allows to describe the pages offered by a 
model pipeline and their locations on the server: the XPL 
pipeline of the WS, its description and the matching schema. 
The XPL pipeline holds the logic of the WS and thus 
represents the model of the application, while the WS 
description and schema both are declared as views to enable 
the WS to be exposed, because they need to be "viewable" to 
allow the WS to be recognized as such by external 
applications. 
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Fig. 4. Structure of the XML Schema for a Model Pipeline 
WS 

 

Employing XML schemata is a common and successful 
practice to formulate the structural constraints of XML 
documents. The XMPF uses this approach to isolate the XML 
structure of the WSs SOAP request and response from the 
WS description and configuration. Figure 4 describes the 
general structure of an XML Schema found in a XMPF WS. 
First, the different XML data types used in a specific WS are 
declared. Those range from base types, over simple types, to 
the complex types. The so called base types here, are derived 
from the native XML base types like integers or strings. They 
allow to restrict the input to certain values, like only 
permitting integer values between 0 and 23 to express the 
hour of the day for example. Next, the complex types are 
declared. These can be composed of simple types and/or 
other complex types that may make use of the previously 
described base types. Finally, the model structure is defined 
at the end of the XML schema file. It is comprised of its own 
simple types and the aforementioned complex types. It serves 
to provide the WS description with the make-up of the SOAP 
request and response. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Structure of a WS Description 

 

The XMPF employs WSDL to describe the functionality 
offered by its WS. It allows to instruct external programs how 
the WS can be called, what parameters it expects, and what 
data structures it returns. Figure 5 schematically shows how 
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FIGURE 5.2: MVC Architecture

The Orbeon Forms platform can be installed on a multitude of application servers and

therefore behaves like any other client-server architecture.

5.2 Web Service Structure

In regards to model pipelines, further structural constants can be identified. Besides the

page flow controller, every model pipeline built by the XMPF features a WS schema, a

WS description, an XPL pipeline and usually employs a JAVA processor. Their exact

interaction is described near the end of this section. Furthermore, several WS types can
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be built with the aforementioned files, which will be introduced as the very last topic of

discussion.

5.2.1 Page Flow Controller

Each page flow controller has the same basic make-up shown in figure 5.3, which allows

to describe the pages offered by a model pipeline and their locations on the server: the

XPL pipeline of the WS, its description and the matching schema.

Location on server MVC category Functionality provided

/ws-url/ Model WS Pipeline

/ws-url/wsdl/ View WS Description

/ws-url/schema/ View WS Schema

FIGURE 5.3: Structure of the Page Flow Controller for a Model Pipeline WS

The XPL pipeline holds the logic of the WS and thus represents the model of the appli-

cation, while the WS description and schema both are declared as views to enable the

WS to be exposed, because they need to be "viewable" to allow the WS to be recognized

as such by external applications.

5.2.2 XML Schema

Employing XML schemata is a common and successful practice to formulate the struc-

tural constraints of XML documents. The XMPF uses this approach to isolate the XML

structure of the WS’s SOAP request and response from the WS description and configu-

ration. Figure 5.4 describes the general structure of an XML Schema found in a XMPF

WS.

First, the different XML data types used in a specific WS are declared. Those range

from base types, over simple types, to the complex types. The so called base types, are

derived from the native XML base types like integers or strings. They allow to restrict
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Base Types Complex Types Model Structure

Simple Types Simple Types

Complex Types

FIGURE 5.4: Structure of the XML Schema for a Model Pipeline WS

the input to certain values, as in only permitting integer values between 0 and 23 to

express the hour of the day for example. Next, the complex types are declared. These

can be composed of simple types and/or other complex types that may make use of the

previously described base types. Finally, the model structure is defined at the end of

the XML schema file. It is comprised of its own simple types and the aforementioned

complex types. It serves to provide the WS description with the make-up of the SOAP

request and response.

5.2.3 Web Service Description

The XMPF employs WSDL to describe the functionality offered by its WS. It allows to

instruct external programs how the WS can be called, what parameters it expects, and

what data structures it returns. Figure 5.5 schematically shows how such a WDSL file

is structured.

The WS description is partitioned as follows:

• Types: Provides data types definition used to describe ex-

changed messages. A XMPF WS schema is imported

at this point.

• Message: Abstract representation of the data being transmitted

through the WS. In the XMPF this refers solely to the

unique WS request and WS response.
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FIGURE 5.5: Structure of a WS Description

• Port Type: Usually a set of abstract operations. However, the XMPF

only defines only one port type referring the input mes-

sage (request) to the output message (response).

• Binding: Specifies a concrete protocol and data format specifica-

tion for the operation and messages defined by a partic-

ular port type.

• Service: Used to aggregate a set of ports which describe an ad-

dress for a binding, thus defining a single communica-

tion endpoint (the WS URL).

5.2.4 XPL Pipeline

The XPL pipeline in a model pipeline WS has two distinct, not mutually exclusive tasks:

it gets a SOAP request and either redirects it to a CSP or another WS. This can be done

directly or by calling a JAVA class. Afterwards, it transforms the result into a SOAP

conform response, and outputs the generated XML.

Figure 5.6 shows the different steps of this procedure, which each utilize distinct Or-

beon Forms processors. The generators are part of a special category of processors that

have no XML data inputs, only outputs. The request generator is used at the top of an
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such a WDSL file is structured. The WS description is 
partitioned as follows: 

• Types:  provides data types definition used to 
  describe exchanged messages. A XMPF 
  WS schema is imported at this point. 

• Message: abstract representation of the data being 
  transmitted through the WS. In the XMPF 
  this refers solely to the unique WS request 
  and WS response. 

• Port Type: usually a set of abstract operations.  
  However, the XMPF only defines only one 
  port type referring the input message 
  (request)  to the output message (response). 

• Binding: specifies a concrete protocol and data 
  format specification for the operation and 
  messages defined by a particular port type.  

• Service: used to aggregate a set of ports which 
  describe an address for a binding, thus 
  defining a single communication endpoint 
  (the WS URL). 
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The XPL pipeline in a model pipeline WS has two distinct, 
not mutually exclusive tasks: it gets a SOAP request and 

either redirects it to a CSP or another WS. This can be done 
directly or by calling a JAVA class. Afterwards, it transforms 
the result into a SOAP conform response, and outputs the 
generated XML. Figure 6 shows the different steps of this 
procedure, which each utilize distinct Orbeon Forms 
processors. The generators are part of a special category of 
processors that have no XML data inputs, only outputs. The 
request generator is used at the top of an XPL pipeline to 
generate XML data from a non-XML source by streaming 
XML from the current HTTP request. The URL generator 
now fetches a document from the temporary URL created by 
the request generator and produces an XML output 
document. Afterwards an identity processor is called, which 
aggregates chosen parts of this XML document to ensure that 
only relevant data is transferred to the next processor.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Structure of the JAVA processor for a Model Pipeline 
WS 

 

The next step in an XPL pipeline offers three options. Either 
the data is processed and transferred to a CSP in the pipeline 
itself through the use of the different processors that the 
Orbeon Forms platform offers. But generally the XML data 
has to undergo some major transformations and/or 
interpretation before it can be handled by external simulators. 
For this reason XPL pipelines call upon custom JAVA 
processors that enable the user to easily implement operations 
on that data in a flexible manner. It also allows for a larger 
range of possibilities to pass the information to CSPs (file 
transfer, TCP/UDP data streaming, etc.). Another possibility 
is calling upon other, possibly non-XMPF implemented, WS 
to handle the processing. This is done by making a so called 
XForms submission, which allows to call services like model 
pipeline WSs from XPL without the need to create dedicated 
XForms pages, as it normally would be required by Orbeon 
Forms. Whatever the type of processing opted for, the output 
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FIGURE 5.6: Structure of the XPL Pipeline for a Model Pipeline WS

XPL pipeline to generate XML data from a non-XML source by streaming XML from

the current HTTP request. The URL generator now fetches a document from the tem-

porary URL created by the request generator and produces an XML output document.

Afterwards an identity processor is called, which aggregates chosen parts of this XML

document to ensure that only relevant data is transferred to the next processor.

The next step in an XPL pipeline offers three options. Either the data is processed and

transferred to a CSP in the pipeline itself through the use of the different processors

that the Orbeon Forms platform offers. But generally the XML data has to undergo

some major transformations and/or interpretation before it can be handled by external

simulators. For this reason XPL pipelines call upon custom JAVA processors that en-

able the user to easily implement operations on that data in a flexible manner. It also

allows for a larger range of possibilities to pass the information to CSPs (file transfer,
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TCP/UDP data streaming, etc.). Another possibility is calling upon other, possibly non-

XMPF implemented, WS to handle the processing. This is done by making a so called

XForms submission, which allows to call services like model pipeline WSs from XPL

without the need to create dedicated XForms pages, as it normally would be required

by Orbeon Forms. Whatever the type of processing opted for, the output of the current

processor is then used in an XSLT processor to create a SOAP response conforming the

specifications of the WSDL file. The data is then finally handed to the XML serializer.

Contrary to generators, serializers do not output XML. Therefore, instead of reading

from of URL like the URL generator does, the XML serializer writes its data input as

XML into a temporary URL that is exposed as SOAP message.

5.2.5 JAVA Processor

Figure 5.7 represents the basic make-up of the previously mentioned JAVA processors.
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FIGURE 5.7: Structure of the JAVA Processor for a Model Pipeline WS

At first, the necessary libraries needed by the JAVA class for the interaction with Orbeon

Forms and XML data are imported. Afterwards the XML input is read and saved in
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structured lists of strings. Then, if present, the feedback requests of interest to this

specific WS are read and handled, creating the appropriate responses by altering the

original processor input. The input is then processed and sent to a model in an external

CSP where a simulation is executed according to that information. Once the simulation

is done, the data is transferred back to the processor where optional feedback requests

to other WS in a model pipeline are generated. The results of the simulation and the

feedback requests are finally written to the output of the processor.

5.2.6 Overall Structure

Figure 5.8 is a representation of how all the previously described components work

together.

In an XMPF model pipeline, to generate a response to a specific request, the WS in-

terface to an external CSP uses a page flow controller to reserve and specify the URL

addresses on the server for all the files needed by the WS. The service discloses the

data types and their structure with the help of a WS description and the WS schema

it imports. The XPL pipeline accepts the messages sent to the WS and sends them to

an actual simulator, most probably through the use of an optional JAVA processor, or

invoke a WS. After the external simulation or service has been executed with the condi-

tioned data from the request, an output is produced and sent back to the XPL pipeline,

which transforms the received information into a SOAP response adhering to the spec-

ifications of the WS description.

5.2.7 Web Service Types

The XMPF feature three distinct types of WS which all make use of this architecture:

atomic WS, composite WS and the unique Experiment WS. So called atomic WS are

services directly interfacing with an external CSP. They usually make use of the JAVA

processor to interpret the XML data and send them in an appropriate format to the

external simulator. So called composite WS serve to chain several atomic WS together
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of the current processor is then used in an XSLT processor to 
create a SOAP response conforming the specifications of the 
WSDL file. The data is then finally handed to the XML 
serializer. Contrary to generators, serializers do not output 
XML. Therefore, instead of reading from of URL like the 
URL generator does, the XML serializer writes its data input 
as XML into a temporary URL that is exposed as SOAP 
message. 

Figure 7 represents the basic make-up of the previously 
mentioned JAVA processors. At first, the necessary libraries 
needed by the JAVA class for the interaction with Orbeon 
Forms and XML data are imported. Afterwards the XML 
input is read and saved in structured lists of strings. Then, if 
present, the feedback requests of interest to this specific WS 
are read and handled, creating the appropriate responses by 
altering the original processor input. The input is then 
processed and sent to a model in an external CSP where a 
simulation is executed according to that information. Once 
the simulation is done, the data is transferred back to the 
processor where optional feedback requests to other WS in a 
model pipeline are generated. The results of the simulation 
and the feedback requests are finally written to the output of 
the processor. 

 

Fig. 8. Overall Structure of a Model Pipeline WS 

 

Figure 8 is a representation of how all the previously 
described components work together. In an XMPF model 
pipeline, to generate a response to a specific request, the WS 
interface to an external CSP uses a page flow controller to 
reserve and specify the URL addresses on the server for all 
the files needed by the WS. The service discloses the data 
types and their structure with the help of a WS description 

and the WS schema it imports. The XPL pipeline accepts the 
messages sent to the WS and sends them to an actual 
simulator, most probably through the use of an optional 
JAVA processor, or invoke a WS. After the external 
simulation or service has been executed with the conditioned 
data from the request, an output is produced and sent back to 
the XPL pipeline, which transforms the received information 
into a SOAP response adhering to the specifications of the 
WS description. 

The XMPF feature three distinct types of WS which all make 
use of this architecture: atomic WS, composite WS and the 
unique Experiment WS. So called atomic WS are services 
directly interfacing with an external CSP. They usually make 
use of the JAVA processor to interpret the XML data and 
send them in a appropriate format to the external simulator. 
So called composite WS serve to chain several atomic WS 
together to create composed simulation. These generally call 
the other WS directly from their XPL pipeline. The 
Experiment WS is unique in that it serves the purpose to offer 
the user a consistent interface to model pipelines. It provides 
the feedback capabilities of model pipelines, allows the user 
to run multiple consequent runs of different model pipelines, 
and implements a way to control simulation runtimes. To 
provide all this functionality requires the use of a JAVA 
processor as shown in figure 8. Every server running model 
pipelines is required to have exactly one instance of it 
running, and those instances are consistently equal across all 
servers, as the Experiment WS does not implement any 
simulation specific functionality.   
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to create composed simulation. These generally call the other WS directly from their

XPL pipeline. The Experiment WS is unique in that it serves the purpose to offer the

user a consistent interface to model pipelines. It provides the feedback capabilities of

model pipelines, allows the user to run multiple consequent runs of different model

pipelines, and implements a way to control simulation runtimes. To provide all this

functionality requires the use of a JAVA processor as shown in figure 5.8. Every server

running model pipelines is required to have exactly one instance of it running, and

those instances are consistently equal across all servers, as the Experiment WS does not

implement any simulation specific functionality.

Figure 5.9 schematically demonstrates how the discussed components of a model
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of the current processor is then used in an XSLT processor to 
create a SOAP response conforming the specifications of the 
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and the feedback requests are finally written to the output of 
the processor. 
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pipeline achieve to create a distributed simulation. The experimentator calls upon the

Experiment WS to start the composite WS of his choice with the appropriate parame-

ters. The composite WS now transfer its input the atomic WSs it incorporates, starting

with the atomic WS 1. That WS chooses the information that is relevant to it and passes

it on to the model it is interfacing with after conditioning the data. The model creates an

output that the atomic WS 1 retrieves and messages its requestor with it. The requestor

here being the composite WS now forwards the original input with the newly obtained

output to the atomic WS 2. The same procedure is repeated until the composite WS

receives an output from the atomic WS 3 and passes the information back to the Ex-

periment WS, which will check if reruns of the composite WS are necessary to process

open feedback events, or if the user wanted to execute additional runs with different

parameters. After all runs have been completed, the experimentator receives the end

results of his simulation.
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5.3 Web Interface Structure

The XMPF also offers the possibility to create web-based graphical user interfaces for

operators of model pipeline simulations. These are based upon XHTML technology

and use the model pipeline simulations like any other third party application would.

The framework however is able to automatically build the content of the web interfaces

by knowing the structure of the WS they should cater to. This functionality of the

XMPF makes the creation of GUIs for distributed simulations as easy and intuitive as

the implementation of model pipelines themselves.

A model pipeline web-GUI is built with four constant files: the page flow controller

needed by every Orbeon Forms application, a form view to operate the simulation, a

result view which shows the generated output, and an XPL pipeline to delegate the data

processing to an appropriate WS.

5.3.1 Page Flow Controller

Figure 5.10 demonstrates what the make-up of a standard page flow controller for an

XMPF web-GUI looks like.

Location on server MVC category Functionality provided

/gui-url/ View Form View

/gui-url/result/ View Result View

/gui-url/result/ Model GUI Pipeline

FIGURE 5.10: Structure of the Page Flow Controller for an XMPF Web-GUI

It features only two different URLs: one where the form view is declared as view for

the experimentator to input the starting parameters for the simulation, and one view

where the results are shown, while a model handles the processing, following the MVC

architecture.
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5.3.2 Form View

Figure 5.11 shows the structure all form views have in the XMPF. They have been

dubbed this way because they are actually represented as forms for the user to input

their simulation parameters.
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Like most XHTML documents, it features a header and a 
body. The header is used for all the so called instance 
declarations. A complete declaration of a specific experiment 
is always required, to inform the form view of the general 
XML structure of the simulation data. Furthermore, all 
simple and complex types which can occur an indefinite 
amount of times in the XML construct must also be declared. 
The body holds the information on how to present the 
instances declared in the header. For each of the top-level 
types which build a model (see figure 4), the web-GUI is 
instructed to create a tab which holds all the other types it 
comprises, as seen in figure 12. The instances of recurring 
types declared in the header are used to give the web-GUI the 
capability to add and/or remove them to the XML data which 
builds the experiment. 
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The XHTML document for the result view shown in figure 
13 is very similar to the form view. It does however not come 
as a form, since the output is not editable. The other 
differences here are that there is no need for instance 
declarations of the XML data structure in the header, since it 
is not built dynamically by the operator of the model pipeline, 
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FIGURE 5.11: Structure of the Form View for an XMPF Web-GUI

Like most XHTML documents, it features a header and a body. The header is used for

all the so called instance declarations. A complete declaration of a specific experiment is

always required, to inform the form view of the general XML structure of the simulation

data. Furthermore, all simple and complex types which can occur an indefinite amount

of times in the XML construct must also be declared. The body holds the information

on how to present the instances declared in the header. For each of the top-level types

which build a model (see figure 5.4), the web-GUI is instructed to create a tab which

holds all the other types it comprises, as seen in figure 5.12. The instances of recurring

types declared in the header are used to give the web-GUI the capability to add and/or

remove them to the XML data which builds the experiment.
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5.3.3 Result View

The XHTML document for the result view shown in figure 5.13 is very similar to the

form view. It does however not come as a form, since the output is not editable. The

other differences here are that there is no need for instance declarations of the XML data

structure in the header, since it is not built dynamically by the operator of the model

pipeline, but is instead a fixed input to the result view. Furthermore, this web page

partitions the information in the body into input, output and XML. For each of those

categories a tab is created holding the correspondent information, again in a tabbed

manner, except for the XML tab which hold the raw XML message sent by the model

pipeline as output.

5.3.4 XPL Pipeline

For the sake of completeness, figure 5.14 shows how the GUI pipeline is made up sim-

ilarly to figure 5.6. The structure is obviously a lot simpler, as it basically holds only

one command: the XForms submission processor to delegate the processing of the sim-

ulation data to the model pipeline the web-GUI was implemented for.
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The overall GUI pipeline structure uses all those files to 
present the user with an effective way to conduct experiments 
with any given model pipeline built with the XMPF. As seen 
in figure 15, the set up is pretty straight forward: 

1) The web-GUI is called and opens up the form view as 
starting page. 

2) The experimentator enters the input data for the 
simulation into the form. 

3) That input is submitted through the page flow controller 
to the GUI pipeline, which passes the XML data to the 
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4) The resulting XML created as response by the model 
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5. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION 

The XMPF principally is a cooperation of JAVA classes 
designed to create model pipelines relying on the Orbeon 
Forms Platform to operate. JAVA has been chosen as the 
programming language of choice for this project for its 
simple grammar, portability, flexibility and prevalence. 
Furthermore it is understandably easier to generate JAVA 
code out of a native JAVA application, which is needed in 
this framework.  

The WS and GUI interfaces for model pipelines have been 
streamlined to such an extent, that the users need for input 
concerning their implementation has been severely reduced. 
Only two different sets of instructions are required to be 
specified by an operator of the XMPF to design new model 
pipelines: the data types used in the simulation and the logic 
in the JAVA processors to communicate the SOAP requests 
to the actual simulators. Since the application logic will differ 
greatly between the external CPSs, its implementation cannot 
be fully automated, and user input will always be required to 
a certain extent. However, with the specification of the 
correct types to use in a simulation, everything else can be 
generated by the framework. The different data types that can 
be declared within the scope of a model pipeline have already 
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FIGURE 5.14: Structure of the XPL Pipeline for an XMPF Web-GUI

5.3.5 Overall Structure

The overall GUI pipeline structure uses all those files to present the user with an effec-

tive way to conduct experiments with any given model pipeline built with the XMPF.

As seen in figure 5.15, the setup is pretty straight forward:

1. The web-GUI is called and opens up the form view as starting page.
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FIGURE 5.15: Overall Structure of a Web-GUI

2. The experimentator enters the input data for the simulation into the form.

3. That input is submitted through the page flow controller to the GUI pipeline,

which passes the XML data to the external model pipeline WS.

4. The resulting XML created as response by the model pipeline is then presented

in the result view of the web-GUI.

5.4 Framework Description

The XMPF principally is a cooperation of JAVA classes designed to create model

pipelines based upon the previously discussed structures and mechanics that rely on

the Orbeon Forms Platform to operate. Its functionality is described in this section.

JAVA has been chosen as the programming language of choice for this project for its
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simple grammar, portability, flexibility and prevalence. Furthermore it is understand-

ably easier to generate JAVA code out of a native JAVA application, which is needed in

this framework.

The WS and GUI interfaces for model pipelines have been streamlined to such an ex-

tent, that the users need for input concerning their implementation has been severely

reduced. Only two different sets of instructions are required to be specified by an oper-

ator of the XMPF to design new model pipelines: the data types used in the simulation

and the logic in the JAVA processors to communicate the SOAP requests to the actual

simulators. Since the application logic will differ greatly between the external CPSs, its

implementation cannot be fully automated, and user input will always be required to a

certain extent. However, with the specification of the correct types to use in a simula-

tion, everything else can be generated by the framework. The different data types that

can be declared within the scope of a model pipeline have already been introduced in

figure 5.4. These shall be examined more closely in the following passage.

5.4.1 Base Types

A number of the data types are derived from XML data constructs. Base types are a

representation of what is known as simple types in XML [XML00]. They constrain the

values that may appear in an XML element. Apart from a name, the XMPF needs a

base type to be specified with schema, a base, and a list of attributes, as seen in table

5.1.

The schema currently can only refer to the XSD to make use of the primitive data types

it offers, which can be specified in the base attribute. At the moment of writing the base

can either be the string, integer or double data type. It is however planned to expand

the range of bases available and add the option to specify user generated schemata. The

list of attributes each base type requires can have two distinct representations, one for

textual bases (string) and one for numerical bases (integer, double). The attribute list for

strings is an enumeration of different textual values that restrict the input for a simple

type with that base type as base to a specific choice. The attributes for a numerical
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Base Type

Attribute Value

Name name of the base type

Schema XSD

Base string, integer, double

Attributes list of attributes for that type

TABLE 5.1: Structure of a Base Type

base type only holds two elements: a minimum and maximum value. A simple type

with that base type as base could therefore only hold numerical values between that

minimum and maximum.

5.4.2 Simple Types

Simple types are a derivation of what is known as a complex type element in XML. Like

base types, these also need a name, schema and base. The schema and base may be from

the standard XSD library, but can also use any of the base types previously defined

either in this model pipeline, another model pipeline, or even from third party WSs.

Furthermore, instead of attributes it is necessary to specify a minimal and maximal

number of occurrences, and the use, as seen in table 5.2. The minimal and maximal

number of occurrences define how often a simple type may come up in an XML request

to the model pipeline. The use clarifies in what circumstances this simple type is used.

It is either used in the input parameters, the outputted results, or internally to build

complex types which in turn appear in the input, output or internally.

5.4.3 Complex Types

A lot of the attributes used in simple types also make an appearance in complex types

shown in table 5.3, which are derived from XML complex types.
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Simple Type

Attribute Value

Name name of the simple type

Schema XSD, user created schema

Base string, integer, user created data type

Min. Occurrence minimal amount of times that type may occur

Max. Occurrence maximal amount of time that type may occur

Use input, output, internal

TABLE 5.2: Structure of a Simple Type

Complex Type

Attribute Value

Name name of the complex type

Origin schema that type is defined in

Min. Occurrence minimal amount of times that type may occur

Max. Occurrence maximal amount of time that type may occur

Use input, output, internal

Simple Elements list of simple types in that type

Complex Elements list of complex types in that type

TABLE 5.3: Structure of a Complex Type

What changes here, is that a complex type does not rely on a schema and base for its

content, but on a list of simple and/or other complex data types that must have been

declared beforehand. The origin is the schema that the type originates in, which can be

from the model pipeline currently being built in the XMPF, another already available

one, or an external WS.
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5.4.4 Feedback Events

Specifying feedback requests and responses is only necessary if the XMPF model

pipeline being built will feature models interacting with each other, which cannot be

sequenced in an appropriate order in the pipeline, and if the pessimistic feedback ap-

proach is not desired, as that mechanic does not require to distinguish the concerned

simulation data (see chapter 3).

Feedback Request

Attribute Value

WS WS to request a feedback from

Tags list of concerned tags of the above WS

TABLE 5.4: Structure of a Feedback Request

The structure of feedback requests is shown in table 5.4. The attributes needed are the

name of the WS that shall receive the feedback request, and a list of tags of that WS that

are concerned by this request. A feedback response, as shown in table 5.5 only requires

a tag name for the XML element that may be influenced by a feedback request and thus

generate a reaction.

Feedback Response

Attribute Value

Tag name of the tag that is eligible to generate a response

TABLE 5.5: Structure of a Feedback Response

5.4.5 Import Sources

Import sources have to be introduced with their name, the URL of their schema and of

their WSDL description, as seen in table 5.6.

They can be used in any model pipeline, but become especially relevant for composite

WS. They allow to declare import sources for other XML schemata that are to be used
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Import Sources

Attribute Value

Name name of the base type

Schema URL of the WS schema file to import

Service URL of the WS WSDL file to import

TABLE 5.6: Structure of an Import Source

in the current model pipeline, so that data types do not have to be redundantly specified.

Since composite WSs use a combination of atomic and/or other composite WSs, the

input and output data types of the overall chain of WSs will already have been declared

at some point in the WSs directly interfacing with the external models, and declaring

them again in each new composite WS is unnecessary.

5.4.6 Automated Construction

The XMPF saves the details entered by the user concerning the different data types in

a dedicated class for it. This class is implemented as a singleton, which is a design

pattern that restricts the instantiation of that class to exactly one object. Thus, the same

information is made available to the rest of the framework, which task it is to generate

model pipelines and their GUIs, in a uniform and consistent manner.

Figure 5.16 shows a rough diagram of the XMPF architecture’s implementation. As a

singleton, only one instance of the data class which is holding all the user defined data

types can be created. That object is then used by the packages for the creation of the

Experiment WS, model pipelines and Web-GUIs. Each of those packages implement

classes to create the contents for the individual files these categories require, which have

been analyzed previously:

1. Experiment:

Specialized model pipeline page flow controller, WS schema, WS description,

XPL pipeline and JAVA processor.
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Feedback Response 

Attribute Value 

Tag name of the tag that is eligible to generate a 
response 

Fig. 20. Structure of a Feedback Response 

 

Specifying feedback requests and responses is only necessary 
if the XMPF model pipeline being built will feature models 
interacting with each other, that cannot be sequenced in an 
appropriate order in the pipeline, and if the pessimistic 
feedback approach is not desired,  as that mechanic does not 
require to distinguish the concerned simulation data (see 
chapter 3). The  structure of feedback requests is shown in 
figure 19. The attributes needed are the name of the WS that 
shall receive the feedback request, and a list of tags of that 
WS that are concerned by this request. A feedback response, 
as shown in figure 20 only requires a tag name for the XML 
element that may be influenced by a feedback request and 
thus generate a reaction. 

 

Import Sources 

Attribute Value 

Name name of the base type 

Schema URL of the WS schema file to import 

Service URL of the WS WSDL file to import 

Fig. 21. Structure of an Import Source 

 

Import sources can be used in any model pipeline, but 
become especially relevant for composite WS. They allow to 
declare import sources for other XML schemata that are to be 
used in the current model pipeline, so that data types do not 
have to be redundantly specified. Since composite WSs use a 
combination of atomic and/or other composite WSs, the input 
and output data types of the overall chain of WSs will already 
have been declared at some point in the WSs directly 
interfacing with the external models, and declaring them 
again in each new composite WS is unnecessary. Import 
sources have to be introduced with their name, the URL of 
their schema and of their WSDL description, as seen in figure 
21.  

The XMPF saves the details entered by the user concerning 
the different data types in a dedicated class for it. This class is 
implemented as a singleton, which is a design pattern that 
restricts the instantiation of that class to exactly one object. 
Thus, the same information is made available to the rest of 
the framework, which task it is to generate model pipelines 
and their GUIs, in a uniform and consistent manner. 

 

Fig. 22. Architecture of the XMPF implementation 

 

Figure 22 shows a rough diagram of the XMPF architecture's 
implementation. As a singleton, only one instance of the data 
class which is holding all the user defined data types can be 
created. That object is then used by the packages for the 
creation of the Experiment WS, model pipelines and Web-
GUIs. Each of those packages implement classes to create the 
contents for the individual files these categories require, 
which have been analyzed previously:  

• Experiment:   

Specialized model pipeline page flow controller, WS 
schema, WS description, XPL pipeline and JAVA 
processor. 

• Model Pipeline:   

Generic model pipeline page flow controller, WS 
schema, WS description, XPL pipeline and JAVA 
processor for atomic WSs.  

• Web-GUI:   

Generic web-GUI page flow controller, GUI pipeline, 
form view and result view. 

Each one of these classes uses fairly similar algorithms to 
iterate over the data types held by the data class object to 
generate XML, XSD, XPL, WSDL and JAVA program code 
in a string format. A very simplified example of this 
procedure is shown in figure 23 in the form of pseudo-code. 
The procedure iterates over all the complex data types 
entered in the data class instance by an operator of the 
framework. For each simple data type included in that 
complex data type, the appropriate code is generated. For 
each complex data type included in that complex data type, 
the same procedure is called recursively, until the complex 
data types present are only built upon simple data types. The 
contents generated in the classes of those distinct packages is 
then written to actual, usable files, using a file writer class. 
The files created in that fashion can then be used on any 

Experiment Web-GUI 

File Writer 

Data 

Model 
Pipeline 

FIGURE 5.16: Architecture of the XMPF Implementation

2. Model Pipeline:

Generic model pipeline page flow controller, WS schema, WS description,

XPL pipeline and JAVA processor for atomic WSs.

3. Web-GUI:

Generic web-GUI page flow controller, GUI pipeline, form view and result

view.

Each one of these classes uses fairly similar algorithms to iterate over the data types

held by the data class object to generate XML, XSD, XPL, WSDL and JAVA program

code in a string format. A very simplified example of this procedure is shown in figure

5.16 in the form of pseudo-code. The procedure iterates over all the complex data

types entered in the data class instance by an operator of the framework. For each

simple data type included in that complex data type, the appropriate code is generated.

For each complex data type included in that complex data type, the same procedure is

called recursively, until the complex data types present are only built upon simple data

types. The contents generated in the classes of those distinct packages is then written

to actual, usable files, using a file writer class. The files created in that fashion can

then be used on any server running the Orbeon Forms Platform to function as model

pipelines or their GUIs. The interested reader may find it useful to take a look at the
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UML (Unified Modeling Language) diagrams of the classes that make up the XMPF

presented in appendix B [UML12].

PROCEDURE create code for all complex data types 

FOR each complex data type in the data class object 

    FOR each simple data type in that complex data type 

      create appropriate code 

        FOR each complex data type in that complex data type 

      CALL PROCEDURE create code for all complex data types 

CODE 5.1: Code Creation for Complex Data Types in the XMPF

The only element missing that currently still requires a programmers manual interven-

tion, is a relatively small part of the JAVA processor, that communicates the XML data

to the external CSP and transforms the information back into XML after the CSP’s

execution. It is however technically possible and therefore planned to streamline that

process by using modules for established simulators in the framework that would be

able to quasi-automate that process.

5.5 Development Tool

Since one of the main objectives of the XMPF is to provide a way to create distributed

simulations in heterogeneous environments in an especially simple and user-friendly

way, a prototypical GUI for the framework has been implemented to even further im-

prove upon the ease-of-use, which will be presented in the following.

Figure 5.17 shows the main and currently only window of the XMPF development GUI.

The menu bar has two entries:

1. File:

Allows to start, save and load a model pipeline project. Projects are saved as

XML files adhering to an XMPF specific schema.
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FIGURE 5.17: XMPF IDE

2. Run:

Allows the user to create different kinds of XMPF specific services accord-

ing to the entries made to the program. Possible choices are the experiment,

atomic and composite service, as well as the web interface, which have all

been previously discussed.

Start/
End

Group

Decision Process I/O

User
input

File

FIGURE 5.18: Flow Diagram Legend

The main work area is divided into two parts:
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1. Input form:

Provides input options for all the data types presented previously, that are

required by the framework to build a model pipeline.

2. Data tree:

Provides a visual representation of the data types that make up the currently

designed model pipeline.

Changes to the entered data types can be done by navigating the tree listing them, and

selecting either the "rename" or "remove" option from the context menu. The menu is

implemented in such a way that each entry only lists valid menu options, e.g. a simple

type needs a name and thus that specific node would not be eligible for removal.

Figure 5.19 is a flow diagram describing how to use the XMPF development GUI by

using the elements shown in figure 5.18. At first, the user has a choice of either starting

with a new project, or opening a saved one. While a fresh project requires the general

information to be entered and new data types to be defined first, opening a previous

project allows the user to directly jump into editing the data tree. Afterwards, the new

project or edited old project should be saved. That concludes the data input phase of

the process. Then come the file creation phase, where the user has to choose what to do

with the entered information. If no Experiment WS has been created until now, this has

to be done first, as model pipelines require one for feedback handling and automated

sequential runs. After that, one can choose whether to create an atomic or composite

WS, and an according web-GUI if desired. For simplicity’s sake, the diagram omits the

writing of the involved files. But this process is directly linked to the base capabilities

of the XMPF and was thus explained in the previous passage. Lastly, the user has to

decide whether he wants to continue working with the development interface, or exit

the program.

The prototype does not yet implement a view of the actually produced program code

when creating services or interfaces. However it is planned to add such a feature, es-

pecially for the ability to save manual changes the user may want to make to the code.

These are after all still necessary to the JAVA processors, as already noted, to create a

functioning interface to the external CSPs within most atomic WS.
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FIGURE 5.19: Flow Diagram for the Usage of the XMPF Development GUI



Chapter 6

Transferring a HLA Simulation to

Model Pipelines

6.1 The Dry Port Federation

This chapter aims at comparing model pipelines to the HLA, being the current state-of-

the-art of distributed simulation, to demonstrate the differences, advantages and draw-

backs. The Sushi Restaurant federation is one of the most advanced and complete ex-

amples to demonstrate the capabilities of the HLA, since it uses a large number of the

services the HLA provides [MWK12]. Kuhl et al. have authored an in-depth description

of this federation [KWD99] and others have had use for it in their research [PER05],

[HRX12].

Although the Sushi Restaurant example is very suitable for teaching purposes, its practi-

cal relevance is more questionable. One of the many projects handled by the Computer

Engineering Research Group of the University of Hamburg does however show that

practical relevance, while being adaptable to the Restaurant federation example. This

refers to the subject of dry ports.

113
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6.1.1 Basic Structure

The project "Container & Underground" (C&U) has the aim to relieve the existing trans-

port infrastructure of the Hamburg port, while improving the productivity to match the

projected future increase in cargo turnover. The creation of dry ports in the hinterland

is a sensible strategy to maintain the performance of terminals in the port itself, if they

have only limited expansion capabilities [ROL10]. Efficient simulation algorithms are

required for a controlled planning and faster implementation of that idea. Therefore, a

basic HLA simulation has been developed for this subject, based on the Production -

Transport - Consumption plot present in the Sushi Restaurant federation. A complete

rewrite of the HLA-coupling was however not necessary, since the basic processes and

structures have proven to be fairly similar. The original example was thus only adapted

and extended into the new Dry Port federation presented in the following.

An analysis of the Dry Port concept has helped to identify three basic type of events.

First, the arrival of goods in form of containers at the port. Secondly, the transport

of those containers to the depot. Thirdly, the storing of goods in a dry port depot.

Consequently, to simulate a dry port, there must be a Harbor model simulating the

arrival of new goods at the port, a Transport model that represents the transport of

containers, and a Warehouse model that computes the receipt and storage of goods, as

depicted schematically in figure 6.1.

 
 

     

 

Federates go through a message exchange phase 
until they all agree to advance the simulation time. 

However, with the HLA there is a problem remaining 
regarding coordination. The architecture does not have any 
specific initialization policies to accommodate the joining 
and resignation of federates throughout the federation 
execution. There is no control over the order in which 
federates join, initialize and finally begin advancing time. For 
conservatively synchronized federations it is therefore easier 
to introduce a phased initialization, to guarantee that all 
federates have joined before any of them begins to advance 
time. The phases for the example of the Restaurant federation 
have been defined as follows: 

1) Preliminaries:  All federates join, set time 
  switches and perform publications 
  and subscriptions. 

2) Populating:  Each federate registers their initial 
  object instances. 

3) Running:  The federates now start advancing 
  time. 

4) Post-processing:  Time advancement is topped and 
  the federates are given time to 
  finish processing any open 
  messages. 

5) Resigning:  All the federates resign from the 
  federation so it can shut down. 

 

3. DRYPORT HLA FEDERATION 

Although the Sushi Restaurant example is very suitable for 
teaching purposes, its practical relevance is more 
questionable and inappropriate in the context of a scientific 
paper. One of the many projects handled by the Computer 
Engineering Research Group of the University of Hamburg 
does however show that practical relevance, while being 
adaptable to the Restaurant federation example. This refers to 
the subject of dry ports. The project "Container & 
Underground" (C&U) has the aim to relieve the existing 
transport infrastructure of the Hamburg port, while improving 
the productivity to match the projected future increase in 
cargo turnover. The creation of dry ports in the hinterland is a 
sensible strategy to maintain the performance of  terminals in 
the port itself, if they have only limited expansion capabilities 
[5]. Efficient simulation algorithms are required for a 
controlled planning and faster implementation of that idea. 
Therefore, a basic HLA simulation has been developed for 
this subject, based on the Production - Transport - 
Consumption plot present in the Sushi Restaurant federation. 
A complete rewrite of the HLA-coupling was however not 
necessary, since the basic processes and structures have 
proven to be fairly similar. The original example was thus 
only adapted and extended into the new Dry Port federation 
presented in the following. 

An analysis of the dry port concept has helped to identify 
three basic type of events. First, the arrival of goods in form 
of containers at the port. Secondly, the transport of those 
containers to the depot.  Thirdly, the storing of goods in a dry 
port depot. Consequently, to simulate a dry port, there must 
be a Harbor model simulating the arrival of new goods at the 
port, a Transport model that represents the transport of 
containers, and a Warehouse model that computes the receipt 
and storage of goods, as depicted schematically in figure 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Schematic Structure of the Dry Port Simulation 

 

Similarly to the Dry Port, the Restaurant federation also has 
three basic events of importance: the creation of sushi 
servings by the cook (production), the transport of those 
servings on a transport belt (transport), and the consumption 
of said servings by customers (consumption). Due to this 
structural similarity, the dry port concept is easily applicable 
on the Sushi Restaurant federation example. The models 
making up the federates only have to be adapted to the 
operations of a dry port: 

 The Production model must be adapted to create 
containers with goods instead of sushi servings. 

 The Transport model has to be changed to transport 
containers on trucks driving on a road instead of 
servings on plates riding on a transport belt. 

 The Consumption model has to store containers in a 
warehouse instead of having the sushi getting eaten 
by customers. 

In the style of figure 1, figure 6 shows how the Dry Port 
federation after the conversion of the Sushi Restaurant 
federation. However, due to some technical characteristics of 
the dry port concept,  certain aspects of the original restaurant 
example have to be extended. First, the quantitative 
termination condition of the restaurant concept, i.e. the 
federation execution ending after a certain number of 
servings, makes little sense in a dry port. This condition has 
to converted into a temporal scheduling so that the simulation 
ends after a specifiable time frame. Additionally, in the Sushi 
Restaurant federation, no queues where considered in what 
makes up the Transport model in the Dry Port federation. 
This topic is however of great importance here to represent 
reality in a correct fashion. An plate might travel on the 
transport belt for an indefinite time until it is used for a  

Transport 

 Truck

Truck  Truck

 Harbor Ware-
house 

FIGURE 6.1: Schematic Structure of the Dry Port Simulation
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6.1.2 Modeled Processes

Similarly to the Dry Port, the Sushi Restaurant federation also has three basic events

of importance: the creation of sushi servings by the cook (production), the transport

of those servings on a transport belt (transport), and the consumption of said servings

by customers (consumption). Due to this structural similarity, the Dry Port concept is

easily applicable on the Sushi Restaurant federation example. The models making up

the federates only have to be adapted to the operations of a dry port:

• The Production model must be adapted to create containers with goods instead of

sushi servings.

• The Transport model has to be changed to transport containers on trucks driving

on a road instead of servings on plates riding on a transport belt.

• The Consumption model has to store containers in a warehouse instead of having

the sushi getting eaten by customers.

 
 

     

 

 

Fig. 5. State Transition Diagram for the Transport Model 

 

serving of sushi, or a serving is removed from it, since it 
comes at no additional costs. However, a truck will not travel 
to the warehouse without a load, or to the harbor without one, 
but instead wait until being loaded with cargo or unloaded 
respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 6. The Dry Port Federation 

 

Since the HLA uses the RTI as a medium for federates to 
interact, two additional channels of communications have to 
be created in regards to the queuing problem, so that the 
Harbor and Warehouse models can signal the Transport 
model whether a truck is free to travel or not. The best option 
within the HLA is with the use of interactions. Both the 
Harbor and Warehouse models have therefore a method to 
check with each step in the simulation if a truck is within 

reach. If that is the case, a specific interaction is published to 
the RTI, to which the Transport model is subscribed. This 
interaction is then evaluated by either the Harbor or 
Warehouse model. Encapsulated within the interaction is a 
set of parameters which allow the Harbor model to clearly 
identify a truck that is currently in the vicinity of the harbor 
or warehouse. Thereafter, its status is checked. If the truck is 
unloaded and at the harbor, and the harbor has no new cargo 
ready for transportation, the truck is queued there. Similarly, 
the truck is queued at the warehouse, if the truck has cargo 
and is at the warehouse, but the warehouse has invested all 
available capacity to unloading other trucks. If the Harbor 
model has new cargo available, or the Warehouse model 
ready to unload a new truck, the first truck of the local queue 
is handled accordingly. Figure 5 illustrates the process. The 
algorithms for the Harbor and Warehouse models are slightly 
less complex, but each feature two processes running 
parallely. Figures 7 and 8 depict their respective 
functionalities. 

To analyze the inner workings of the Dry Port federation, the 
presented state flow diagrams shall be summarized in an step 
by step format hereafter: 

1) All federate initialize at the same time. This means 
for the Harbor federate that it starts generating new 
cargo and listening for empty trucks, while the 
Transport federate is loading the trucks in the 
system, starting at them at the harbor, and the 
Warehouse federate is listening for loaded trucks. 

2) The Harbor federate generates new cargo after a 
specific time interval. It checks for empty trucks in 
its queue and loads the cargo on it as soon as it finds 
one. Internally, this means for the RTI that a new 
cargo object instance is registered by the Harbor 
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FIGURE 6.2: The Dry Port Federation

Figure 6.2 shows how the Dry Port federation after the conversion. However, due to

some technical characteristics of the Dry Port concept, certain aspects of the original
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Sushi Restaurant example have to be extended. First, the quantitative termination con-

dition of the restaurant concept, i.e. the federation execution ending after a certain

number of servings, makes little sense in a dry port. This requirement has to be con-

verted into a temporal scheduling so that the simulation ends after a specifiable time

frame. Additionally, in the Sushi Restaurant federation, no queues where considered in

what makes up the Transport model in the Dry Port federation. This topic is however

of great importance here to represent reality in a correct fashion. A plate might travel

on the transport belt for an indefinite time until it is used for a serving of sushi, or a

serving is removed from it, since it comes at no additional costs. However, a truck will

not travel to the warehouse without a load, or to the harbor without one, but instead wait

until being loaded with cargo or unloaded respectively.

6.1.3 Federation Configuration

Since the HLA uses the RTI as a medium for federates to interact, two additional chan-

nels of communications have to be created in regards to the queuing problem, so that the

Harbor and Warehouse models can signal the Transport model whether a truck is free to

travel or not. The best option within the HLA is with the use of interactions. Both the

Harbor and Warehouse models have therefore a method to check with each step in the

simulation if a truck is within reach. If that is the case, a specific interaction is sent to

the RTI, to which the Transport model is subscribed. This interaction is then evaluated

by either the Harbor or Warehouse model. Encapsulated within the interaction is a set

of parameters which allow the Harbor model to clearly identify a truck that is currently

in the vicinity of the harbor or warehouse. Thereafter, its status is checked. If the truck

is unloaded and at the harbor, and the harbor has no new cargo ready for transporta-

tion, the truck is queued there. Similarly, the truck is queued at the warehouse, if the

truck has cargo and is at the warehouse, but the warehouse has invested all available

capacity to unloading other trucks. If the Harbor model has new cargo available, or the

Warehouse model ready to unload a new truck, the first truck of the local queue is han-

dled accordingly. Figure 6.3 illustrates the process. The algorithms for the Harbor and
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Warehouse models are slightly less complex, but each feature two processes running

parallely. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 depict their respective functionalities.
 
 

     

 

 

Fig. 5. State Transition Diagram for the Transport Model 

 

serving of sushi, or a serving is removed from it, since it 
comes at no additional costs. However, a truck will not travel 
to the warehouse without a load, or to the harbor without one, 
but instead wait until being loaded with cargo or unloaded 
respectively. 
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Since the HLA uses the RTI as a medium for federates to 
interact, two additional channels of communications have to 
be created in regards to the queuing problem, so that the 
Harbor and Warehouse models can signal the Transport 
model whether a truck is free to travel or not. The best option 
within the HLA is with the use of interactions. Both the 
Harbor and Warehouse models have therefore a method to 
check with each step in the simulation if a truck is within 

reach. If that is the case, a specific interaction is published to 
the RTI, to which the Transport model is subscribed. This 
interaction is then evaluated by either the Harbor or 
Warehouse model. Encapsulated within the interaction is a 
set of parameters which allow the Harbor model to clearly 
identify a truck that is currently in the vicinity of the harbor 
or warehouse. Thereafter, its status is checked. If the truck is 
unloaded and at the harbor, and the harbor has no new cargo 
ready for transportation, the truck is queued there. Similarly, 
the truck is queued at the warehouse, if the truck has cargo 
and is at the warehouse, but the warehouse has invested all 
available capacity to unloading other trucks. If the Harbor 
model has new cargo available, or the Warehouse model 
ready to unload a new truck, the first truck of the local queue 
is handled accordingly. Figure 5 illustrates the process. The 
algorithms for the Harbor and Warehouse models are slightly 
less complex, but each feature two processes running 
parallely. Figures 7 and 8 depict their respective 
functionalities. 

To analyze the inner workings of the Dry Port federation, the 
presented state flow diagrams shall be summarized in an step 
by step format hereafter: 

1) All federate initialize at the same time. This means 
for the Harbor federate that it starts generating new 
cargo and listening for empty trucks, while the 
Transport federate is loading the trucks in the 
system, starting at them at the harbor, and the 
Warehouse federate is listening for loaded trucks. 

2) The Harbor federate generates new cargo after a 
specific time interval. It checks for empty trucks in 
its queue and loads the cargo on it as soon as it finds 
one. Internally, this means for the RTI that a new 
cargo object instance is registered by the Harbor 
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FIGURE 6.3: State Transition Diagram for the Transport Model

 
 

     

 

federate and the ownership of that instance is then 
transferred to the Transport federate. 

3) The Transport federate then moves the truck with a 
certain speed along a specific distance from the 
harbor to the warehouse. 

4) The Warehouse federate listens for arriving trucks 
with cargo and tries to unload them. Since the 
unloading process consumes a set amount of time, 

every loaded  truck arriving during that process will 
be placed into a queue that will be processed over 
time. Each time a truck is processed, the RTI 
transfers the ownership of an according cargo 
instance to the Warehouse federate, which will 
delete the instance once handled. 

5) After processing in the Warehouse federate, a truck 
is then moved once again by the Transport federate, 
this time from the warehouse back to the harbor. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. State Transition Diagram for the Harbor Model 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. State Transition Diagram for the Warehouse Model 
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FIGURE 6.4: State Transition Diagram for the Harbor Model

To analyze the inner workings of the Dry Port federation, the presented state flow dia-

grams shall be summarized in a step by step format hereafter:

1. All federate initialize at the same time. This means for the Harbor federate that

it starts generating new cargo and listening for empty trucks, while the Transport
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FIGURE 6.5: State Transition Diagram for the Warehouse Model

federate is loading the trucks in the system, starting them at the harbor, and the

Warehouse federate is listening for loaded trucks.

2. The Harbor federate generates new cargo after a specific time interval. It checks

for empty trucks in its queue and loads the cargo on it as soon as it finds one.

Internally, this means for the RTI that a new cargo object instance is registered by

the Harbor federate and the ownership of that instance is then transferred to the

Transport federate.

3. The Transport federate then moves the truck with a certain speed along a specific

distance from the harbor to the warehouse.

4. The Warehouse federate listens for arriving trucks with cargo and tries to unload

them. Since the unloading process consumes a set amount of time, every loaded

truck arriving during that process will be placed into a queue that will be pro-

cessed over time. Each time a truck is processed, the RTI transfers the ownership

of an according cargo instance to the Warehouse federate, which will delete the

instance once handled.

5. After processing in the Warehouse federate, a truck is then moved once again by

the Transport federate, this time from the warehouse back to the harbor.

All these steps are actually running simultaneously during the federation execution. The

HLA keeps them synchronized and they are using the previously interactions explained

in the next section to interact over the RTI.
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# dryport_1.props:

# properties for dry port federation

Federation.initialTime=0.0

Federation.timeToDo=240

...

Federation.Cargo.numberOfTypes=3

Federation.Cargo.Name.0=Container_100

Federation.Cargo.Name.1=Container_200

Federation.Cargo.Name.2=Container_500

Federation.Cargo.meanManufactureTime.0=25.0

Federation.Cargo.meanManufactureTime.1=30.0

Federation.Cargo.meanManufactureTime.2=50.0

Federation.Cargo.produceSize.0=100

Federation.Cargo.produceSize.1=200

Federation.Cargo.produceSize.2=500

Federation.Cargo.warehousingTime.0=40.0

Federation.Cargo.warehousingTime.1=30.0

Federation.Cargo.warehousingTime.2=45.0

...

Transport.numberOfTrucks=4

Transport.distanceUnit=100

Transport.Trucks.rate=3.0

...

CODE 6.1: Excerpt of the Dry Port Federation Properties File

It is worth mentioning that, using the Sushi Restaurant federation as template, the Dry

Port federation makes use of a properties file to define several parameters of the exe-

cution. Those include the aforementioned simulation runtime, the distance the trucks

have to cover and their speed. But other values have been specified here as well: cargo

types, sizes, their generation intervals and handling times for example. An excerpt of

the properties file is shown in the code snippet 1. This obviously influences how the

federation runs and the produced output values.
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6.2 HLA Federation Execution

The various simulations making up the federates now in existence are assumed to have

been modeled by distinct parties. For this reason, the programming paradigms of those

simulations may differ greatly, and their execution is assumed to take place from dif-

ferent geographical locations to leave them in control of the original creators. It is

furthermore assumed that they are HLA-compliant and that there is little need for modi-

fications for them to act as federates. The HLA allows to combine those simulations into

a combined federation, acting as an interface to mask the disparate model structures.

6.2.1 Federation Management

The first step in managing a federation, is to create an execution associated with a

FOM. The FOM of the Dry Port example will have two classes of importance that serve

as template for objects: Container and Truck. Classes like Harbor and Warehouse have

been implemented internally in the models, but are of little interest to the federation as

a whole, since they play no role in the interaction of the federates. Objects are defined

by Kuhl et al. as simulated entities of interest to more than one federate that persist for

some interval of simulated time [KWD99]. Container is designed to represent and create

several pieces of cargo for the federation, that can be manipulated by all its federates.

Trucks are also an interaction medium for all the federates, as they represent the mode

of transport for the Container objects. There is no need to declare classes for Harbor

and Warehouse in the FOM because none of these objects interact in any way with other

federates, although they may be modeled internally in the appropriate simulations. The

other form of data in the FOM are so called interactions, which represent simulated

occurrences. The only interaction in this example is a command to end the federation

execution when a predetermined amount of simulation time has passed.
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6.2.2 Federate Interactions

The federates then join the federation, which in turn is then defined to the RTI, that is

required to run before a federation can be executed. To share interactions during an

execution, a federate sends an interaction, The RTI delivers it to subscribing federates,

which then receive it. The procedure is slightly more complex for objects. First, a

federate has to register a new instance of an object class. The RTI is now aware that a

new instance is entering the federation execution. It informs the federates subscribed

to certain attributes of that object class, so that they may discover the instance. As the

registering federate updates the values of the instance, subscribing federates are able

to reflect those values. The registering federate may also remove the instance from the

execution. The RTI then deletes the instance and subscribing federates are ordered to

remove it.

This approach of publishing and subscribing federates is illustrated in figure 6.6. While

the federates A and B publish different classes of objects, all three federates are sub-

scribed to some of them. The most important feature of the HLA in this scenario is that

the federate C is unaware of the federates that register the objects it discovers. Much in

the same way that the federates A and B are unaware of the federates that discover the

objects they register.

 
 

     

 

instance. As the registering federate updates the values of the 
instance, subscribing federates are able to reflect those 
values. The registering federate may also remove the instance 
from the execution. The RTI then deletes the instance and 
subscribing federates are ordered to remove it.  

This approach of publishing and subscribing federates is 
illustrated in figure 2. While the federates A and B publish 
different classes of objects, all three federates are subscribed 
to some of them. The most important feature of the HLA in 
this scenario is that the federate C is unaware of the federates 
that register the objects it discovers. Much in the same way 
that the federates A and B are unaware of the federates that 
discover the objects they register. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Publish and Subscribe (excerpt of [2]) 

 

The next important mechanism of the HLA to analyze, now 
that the publish and discover idea has been explained, is that 
of ownership and its transfer. In the restaurant federation, it 
plays a role during the modeling of Serving entities, since 
their attributes are updated in all federates. The change in 
ownership of such an Serving instance is depicted in figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Ownership Evolution (excerpt of [2]) 

 

The different occurrences that are of significance to the 
concept are numbered below the diagram. Their meaning is 
listed below: 

1) Serving instance is registered 

2) Serving instance is loaded onto a plate 

3) Serving instance is taken from the plate 

4) Serving instance is consumed 

5) Serving instance is deleted 

The production federate is responsible for modeling the 
Serving instances and as such retains the original ownership 
of the instance attributes. The ownership of the position 
attribute that tracks the instances movement on the transport 
belt is passed to the Transport federate as soon as the instance 
is loaded onto a plate. When a Serving instance is taken from 
a plate from a customer, the ownership of the position 
attribute is passed on to the Consumption federate. Also 
given to the Consumption federate, is the ownership of the 
deletion privilege when an instance is consumed and thus 
should be removed from the simulation run. The type of a 
Serving instance is always owned by the Production federate, 
since that attribute does not need updates after the instance's 
registration. 

The last relevant topic for the overview of HLA federation 
executions presented here is synchronization and time 
management in general. The HLA ensures that events of a 
federation execution are delivered to the federates in the 
correct order. This is a challenge considering the various 
design paradigms of the models,  the computers where the 
models are running from and their quite possibly differing 
performances, and their distribution across a network. 
Unregulated, the order in which events arrive at federates 
thus couldn't be guaranteed if all the federates simulated their 
events in real time. That would disrupt the cause and effect 
order, and executions of a same federation could produce 
different outputs. Time managements services in the HLA 
disregard real time or wall clock time, but instead manipulate 
the logical time also know as simulation time. As defined by 
Kuhl et al. [2]:  

"Time management services coordinate the advance of 
logical time within the federation and the delivery of time-
stamped data." 

While the Sushi Restaurant federation is conservatively 
synchronized, the time management services of the HLA 
support a variety of time management schemes.. 

 No explicit time management 

 Conservative synchronization 

No federate can advance the simulation time except 
when it is guaranteed not to receive  past events. 

 Optimistic synchronization 

Federates can compute future events, but receiving 
past events causes a roll back to an earlier state. 

 Activity scan 

Runtime  
Infrastructure 

Federate A 
Registers 1 

Discovers 2, 3 

Federate B 
Registers 2, 3 
Discovers 1 Federate C 

Discovers  
1, 2, 3 

      1                             2                            3     4                              5 

FIGURE 6.6: Publish and Subscribe (confer of [KWD99])
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The next important mechanism of the HLA to analyze, now that the publish and discover

idea has been explained, is that of ownership and its transfer. In the restaurant feder-

ation, it plays a role during the modeling of Container entities, since their attributes

are updated in all federates. The change in ownership of such a Container instance is

depicted in figure 6.7. The instance attributes are shown on the left, and the life of a

container instance progresses from left to right.
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Fig. 8. Ownership Evolution (excerpt of [2]) 

 

The different occurrences that are of significance to the 
concept are numbered below the diagram. Their meaning is 
listed below: 

1) Container instance is registered 

2) Container instance is loaded onto a truck 

3) Container instance is taken from the truck 

4) Container instance is stored away 

5) Container instance is deleted 

The production federate is responsible for modeling the 
Container instances and as such retains the original 
ownership of the instance attributes. The ownership of the 
position attribute that tracks the instances movement on the 
transport route is passed to the Transport federate as soon as 
the instance is loaded onto a truck. When a Container 
instance is delivered by a truck, the ownership of the position 
attribute is passed on to the Warehouse federate. Also given 
to the Warehouse federate, is the ownership of the deletion 
privilege when an instance is stored away and thus should be 
removed from the simulation run. The type of a Container 
instance is always owned by the Harbor federate, since that 
attribute does not need updates after the instance's 
registration. 

The last relevant topic for the overview of HLA federation 
executions presented here is synchronization and time 
management in general. The HLA ensures that events of a 
federation execution are delivered to the federates in the 
correct order. This is a challenge considering the assumed 
various design paradigms of the models,  the computers 
where the models are running from and their quite possibly 
differing performances, and their distribution across a 
network. Unregulated, the order in which events arrive at 
federates thus couldn't be guaranteed if all the federates 
simulated their events in real time. That would disrupt the 
cause and effect order, and executions of a same federation 
could produce different outputs. Time managements services 
in the HLA disregard real time or wall clock time, but instead 
manipulate the logical time also know as simulation time. As 
defined by Kuhl et al. [2]:  

"Time management services coordinate the advance of 
logical time within the federation and the delivery of time-
stamped data." 

While the Sushi Restaurant federation is conservatively 
synchronized, the time management services of the HLA 
support a variety of time management schemes.. 

• No explicit time management 

• Conservative synchronization 

No federate can advance the simulation time except 
when it is guaranteed not to receive  past events. 

• Optimistic synchronization 

Federates can compute future events, but receiving 
past events causes a roll back to an earlier state. 

• Activity scan 

Federates go through a message exchange phase 
until they all agree to advance the simulation time. 

However, with the HLA there is a problem remaining 
regarding coordination. The architecture does not have any 
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FIGURE 6.7: Ownership Evolution (excerpt of [KWD99])

The different occurrences that are of significance to the concept are numbered below

the diagram. Their meaning is listed below:

1. Container instance is registered.

2. Container instance is loaded onto a truck.

3. Container instance is taken from the truck.

4. Container instance is stored away.

5. Container instance is deleted.

The production federate is responsible for modeling the Container instances and as such

retains the original ownership of the instance attributes. The ownership of the position

attribute that tracks the instances movement on the transport route is passed to the Trans-

port federate as soon as the instance is loaded onto a truck. When a Container instance

is delivered by a truck, the ownership of the position attribute is passed on to the Ware-

house federate. Also given to the Warehouse federate, is the ownership of the deletion

FIGURE 6.7: Ownership Evolution (excerpt of [KWD99])

The different occurrences that are of significance to the concept are numbered below

the diagram. Their meaning is listed below:

1. Container instance is registered.

2. Container instance is loaded onto a truck.

3. Container instance is taken from the truck.

4. Container instance is stored away.

5. Container instance is deleted.

The production federate is responsible for modeling the Container instances and as such

retains the initial ownership of the instance attributes. The ownership of the position at-

tribute that tracks the instances movement on the transport route is passed to the Trans-

port federate as soon as the instance is loaded onto a truck. When a Container instance
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is delivered by a truck, the ownership of the position attribute is passed on to the Ware-

house federate. Also given to the Warehouse federate, is the ownership of the deletion

privilege when an instance is stored away and thus should be removed from the simu-

lation run. The type of a Container instance is always owned by the Harbor federate,

since that attribute does not need updates after the instance’s registration.

6.2.3 Synchronization

The last relevant topic for the overview of HLA federation executions presented here

is synchronization and time management in general. The HLA ensures that events of a

federation execution are delivered to the federates in the correct order. This is a chal-

lenge considering the assumed various design paradigms of the models, the computers

where the models are running from and their quite possibly differing performances, and

their distribution across a network. Unregulated, the order in which events arrive at fed-

erates thus could not be guaranteed if all the federates simulated their events in real time.

That would disrupt the cause and effect order, and executions of a same federation could

produce different outputs. Time managements services in the HLA disregard real time

or wall clock time, but instead manipulate the logical time also known as simulation

time. As defined by Kuhl et al. [KWD99]:

"Time management services coordinate the advance of logical time within the federation

and the delivery of time stamped data."

While the Dry Port federation is conservatively synchronized, the time management

services of the HLA support a variety of time management schemes.

• No explicit time management.

• Conservative synchronization:

No federate can advance the simulation time except when it is guaranteed not

to receive past events.

• Optimistic synchronization:

Federates can compute future events, but receiving past events causes a roll

back to an earlier state.
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• Activity scan:

Federates go through a message exchange phase until they all agree to advance

the simulation time.

However, with the HLA there is a problem remaining regarding coordination. The ar-

chitecture does not have any specific initialization policies to accommodate the joining

and resignation of federates throughout the federation execution. There is no control

over the order in which federates join, initialize and finally begin advancing time. For

conservatively synchronized federations it is therefore easier to introduce a phased ini-

tialization, to guarantee that all federates have joined before any of them begins to

advance time. The phases for the example of the Dry Port federation have been defined

as follows:

1. Preliminaries: All federates join, set time switches and perform publi-

cations and subscriptions.

2. Populating: Each federate registers their initial object instances.

3. Running: The federates now start advancing time.

4. Post-processing: Time advancement is stopped and the federates are given

time to finish processing any open messages.

5. Resigning: All the federates resign from the federation so it can shut

down.

6.3 Dry Port Model Pipeline

The previously outlined Dry Port HLA federation now needs to be transposed into a

model pipeline simulation. To this end the operational data is analyzed to extrapolate

the information relevant to the transfer. Afterwards, the process of building a matching

pipeline is described. Finally, the execution of the resulting simulation is studied.
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6.3.1 Data Analysis

In order to realize the Dry Port federation as a model pipeline simulation, the input and

output variables, the interactions between the distinct models as well as their specific

mode of operation have to be identified. That information can be extracted from the

source code and the aforementioned properties file of the HLA federation. The results

of the analysis of those documents can be found in the tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.

Harbor model

Input variables

Container types

Generation times for all container types

Output variables

Container generation time stamps

Interactions

Ownership transfer request of container instances to the Transport model

Messages the Transport model that truck instances are in reach to enable queuing
for empty trucks

Operation

Generation of container types at time specified time intervals

No new containers  can  be  generated  while  there  is  still  cargo present  at  the
harbor

No trucks can be loaded without containers at the harbor or during container
generation

Empty trucks en route to the harbor are queued here

Trucks from the queue are loaded with cargo before leaving for the warehouse

TABLE 6.1: Analysis of the Harbor Model
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Transport model

Input variables

Trucks

Container instances from the Harbor model

Output variables

Departure and arrival times of trucks at the harbor or warehouse

Container type loaded on the trucks

Interactions

Acceptance of ownership transfer of container instances from the Harbor model

Listens for messages from the Harbor  model that truck instances are in reach of
the harbor

Listens for messages from the Warehouse  model that truck instances are in reach
of the warehouse

Operation

Container transport

Only one container instance per truck

TABLE 6.2: Analysis of the Transport Model

6.3.2 Model Pipeline Design

With the help of this data, the goal is now to create the Harbor, Transport and Warehouse

atomic WSs to act as interface for each of the models respectively, as well as a Dry Port

composite WS to couple them into a distributed simulation executed by the already

presented Experiment WS. The actual models themselves are the same ones that are in

use in the Dry Port federation, although they have been stripped down of all their HLA

functionalities. For simplicity’s sake, these have been implemented directly into the

WSs as JAVA processors, but act the same way models of external CSPs would. Since

the expected input and output data of the original federation is known, the XMPF can

be used to create all the necessary files for the model pipelines. All in all, six different
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Warehouse model

Input variables

Processing times for all container types

Container instances from the Transport model

Output variables

Container storing time stamps

Interactions

Acceptance  of  ownership  transfer  of  container  instances  from  the  Transport
model

Messages the Transport model that truck instances are in reach to enable queuing
for loaded trucks

Operation

Storing of  a  container  for the specified time interval,  when a truck from the
queue can be processed 

No trucks can be unloaded while a container is being stored away

Loaded trucks en route to the warehouse are queued here

Trucks from the queue are unloaded before leaving for the harbor

TABLE 6.3: Analysis of the Warehouse Model

complex XML types have been generated with the help of the framework, which are at

the heart of every model pipeline simulation:

• container-type:

Defines a container type and its generation cycle within the Harbor model.

• container-creation:

Specifies a unique identification number for a container, as well as its type

and time of creation.

• truck-information:

Sets an identification number for a truck, its traveling speed and distance.
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• truck:

Holds a truck process identification, with the information for the container

identification of the currently loaded cargo, and the respective arrival times at

the harbor and warehouse.

• container-handling:

Defines a handling duration for a specific container type.

• container-storage:

Determines the time of storage for a container with a specific type and identi-

fication.

The resulting SOAP message used to communicate with the Dry Port WS is shown in

tabular form in table 6.4. The interaction in between the Experiment WS, the composite

WS and the atomic WSs are all handled by the data flowing through the pipeline like

has been shown in chapter 3.

6.3.3 Model Pipeline Execution

A schematic representation of the approach for the Dry Port model pipeline example is

shown in figure 6.8. 
 

     

 

 

Fig. 13. Data Flow in the Dry Port Model Pipeline 
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     storage-timestamp 

Fig. 14. SOAP Message for the Dry Port WS 

Therefore the pessimistic feedback approach presented in 
chapter 3 has been applied to the dry port example, since it 
has already been established that it is more performant in 
those situations in comparison to the optimistic feedback 
mechanism, which should be used in low feedback situations. 

In the Dry Port model pipeline, the feedback events are 
occurring between the Transport and Harbor WSs because of 
two restriction identified previously in the mode of operation 
of the Harbor model: no trucks can be loaded with cargo 
while the harbor is generating new containers, and no new 
containers can be generated while there is still cargo at the 
harbor. Therefore, the Harbor model must be informed 
equally about its own processes as well as those from the 
Transport model. Concretely, this means that the Harbor 
model must be aware of its past activities and the current 
position of the trucks to control its internal processes 
properly. To extend the model's knowledge base, the Harbor 
WS is reading the output data produced in previous runs to 
acquire the necessary additional information concerning 
previous container creation and truck activities, and their 
respective timestamps. The "generation-timestamp" of past 
container generations allows the Harbor model to cross-check 
with the current runtime if new containers can be produced, 
so that generating cargo remains impossible while old cargo 
has not been loaded onto a truck. Similarly, the "harbor-
arrival" of the truck data type allows the Harbor model to 
detect if an unloaded truck has arrived at the harbor and 
entered the waiting queue. 

As seen in chapter 3, the Experiment WS is able to propagate 
information about already computed output from the Harbor 
and Transport models back to the Harbor WS with the help of 
the IDS approach. It starts the simulation in a time frame of 0 
to 1 time units, and then steadily increases that time frame 
with each run of the simulation, until it reaches the 
requirement originally set by the user in the "runtime" tag of 
the SOAP request sent to the Experiment WS. While this 
principle allows to recreate the interactions and general 
functionality of the Dry Port federation in model pipelines,  
repercussions concerning the execution times of the 
simulation are to be expected.  

Experiment WS 

Dry Port WS 

Harbor WS Transport WS Warehouse WS 

container-types 
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FIGURE 6.8: Data Flow in the Dry Port Model Pipeline

All the necessary input parameters are delivered to the Dry Port interface with an ac-

cording request to the Experiment WS. The information about container types is sent

to the Harbor WS, which generates the container creation times after the execution of
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model

name

description

runtime

parameters

parameter

container-types

container-type

type-designation

generation-interval

truck-informations

truck-information

truck-id

truck-speed

travel-distance

container-handlings

container-handling

handling-designation

handling-duration

outputs

output

container-creations

container-creation

container-id

container-designation

generation-timestamp

trucks

truck

truck-id

container-id

harbor-arrival

warehouse-arrival

container-storages

container-storage

storage-id

storage-designation

storage-timestamp

TABLE 6.4: SOAP Message for the Dry Port WS
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its model. Together with the truck information, the Transport WS is then in turn able to

execute its model to calculate the truck travel time stamps that record their processes.

With the container handling data from the original input, the Warehouse WS can execute

the model it interfaces with to compute the container storage times. All the produced

output data is then delivered by the Dry Port WS to the Experiment WS, which creates

an according SOAP response for the simulation user. This is the basic procedure for

one run of the model pipeline simulation with no feedbacks.

It is however apparent that feedbacks between the models are occurring and are actu-

ally quite numerous. This is because in the model pipeline concept the models are not

running concurrently and thus need to loop back information in the pipeline to commu-

nicate certain events to each other. Therefore the pessimistic feedback approach pre-

sented in chapter 5 has been applied to the Dry Port example, since it has already been

established that it is more performant in those situations in comparison to the optimistic

feedback mechanism, which should be used in low feedback situations.

In the Dry Port model pipeline, the feedback events are occurring between the Trans-

port and Harbor WSs because of two restriction identified previously in the mode of

operation of the Harbor model: no trucks can be loaded with cargo while the harbor

is generating new containers, and no new containers can be generated while there is

still cargo at the harbor. Therefore, the Harbor model must be informed equally about

its own processes as well as those from the Transport model. Concretely, this means

that the Harbor model must be aware of its past activities and the current position of

the trucks to control its internal processes properly. To extend the model’s knowledge

base, the Harbor WS is reading the output data produced in previous runs to acquire

the necessary additional information concerning previous container creation and truck

activities, and their respective timestamps. The "generation-timestamp" of past con-

tainer generations allows the Harbor model to cross-check with the current runtime if

new containers can be produced, so that generating cargo remains impossible while old

cargo has not been loaded onto a truck. Similarly, the "harbor-arrival" of the truck data

type allows the Harbor model to detect if an unloaded truck has arrived at the harbor

and entered the waiting queue.
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As seen in chapter 4, the Experiment WS is able to propagate information about already

computed output from the Harbor and Transport models back to the Harbor WS with

the help of the IDS approach. It starts the simulation in a time frame of 0 to 1 time

units, and then steadily increases that time frame with each run of the simulation, until

it reaches the requirement originally set by the user in the "runtime" tag of the SOAP re-

quest sent to the Experiment WS. While this principle allows to recreate the interactions

and general functionality of the Dry Port federation in model pipelines, repercussions

concerning the execution times of the simulation are to be expected.

6.4 Simulation Runs and Load Tests

In this section the Dry Port simulation that now has an implementation available both

with the HLA and model pipeline approach, are analyzed by studying their respective

capabilities and general performance.

6.4.1 Data Comparison

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 are respective screen captures of the Dry Port federation and model

pipeline after their execution.

These are obviously quite different. The HLA federation uses a viewer federate to

display the processes of the simulation. It is has been adapted from the Sushi Restaurant

example, and is basically just a passive recipient of the simulation data of the federation.

The ring in the middle is a representation of the road the trucks navigate to go from the

harbor to the warehouse and back. The harbor is displayed on the left hand side and the

warehouse can be found on the right. Trucks also have a pictorial representation: while

loaded trucks have a cargo icon displayed, empty trucks do not. During the federation

execution, the viewer updates the display with each step using the newest information

concerning the positioning of the trucks. The display for the model pipeline version of

the Dry Port simulation is not quite as elaborate, since the XMPF has not the possibility

to display real time data in a graphical animation due to the architecture’s concept of
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FIGURE 6.9: Viewer Federate of the Dry Port HLA Federation

having the models run sequentially. However, the SoapUI software used in chapter 4 is

able to present the end results of a simulation run, which are enough to compare both

coupling strategies. The screen capture shows the view the application offers after a

successful run of the model pipeline. The comparison of that SOAP response with the

log files of the Dry Port federation after it’s execution show that the two simulations

produce the same outputs, as demonstrated in table 6.5.

It shows the container generation times of the Harbor model for both coupling

paradigms after the execution of a simulation run with the following parameters:

• A runtime of 600 time units.

• Three container types C1, C2 and C3 with a respective generation interval of 25,

30 and 50 time units and a respective handling duration of 20, 30 and 45 time

units.

• Four trucks that drive at a speed of 60 distance units per time unit.
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FIGURE 6.10: SOAP Response of the Dry Port Model Pipeline

• A road with a length of 500 distance units to get from the harbor to the warehouse

and back.

The first column, generation-number, is just a way to identify each line and is not part

of any output. The container-designation and generation-timestamp column however

are directly taken from the model pipeline output, while the logfile-timestamp column

is taken from the federation execution log files, as the name suggests. One can see

that the generation timestamps for the containers from the model pipeline match those

from the HLA federation. The HLA simulation uses doubles as data type to hold the

timestamps. This was just an arbitrary choice made during the implementation, and it

turned out that there was no added value to the information, which becomes apparent

in the table. Therefore the decimal numbers present in the HLA output are not visible

anymore in the model pipeline output, because of a change in data type from double to

integer during the XML formatting specific to WSs. The matching of results can also
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generation-
number

container-
designation

generation-
timestamp

logfile-  
timestamp

1 C1 26 26.1

2 C1 52 52.1

3 C3 103 103.1

4 C1 129 129.1

5 C3 180 180.1

6 C3 231 231.1

7 C2 262 262.1

8 C3 313 313.1

9 C3 364 364.1

10 C1 390 390.1

11 C1 416 416.1

12 C2 447 447.1

13 C3 498 498.1

14 C3 549 549.1

15 C2 580 580.1

TABLE 6.5: Container Generation Times in the HLA and Model Pipeline Simulations

be observed for the Transport and Warehouse models but were omitted here, because

they would offer very little additional information.

6.4.2 Performance Analysis

Now the relevant output dimensions have been compared and it has been ensured that

both approaches deliver the same results, the next step is to compare the performance of

the Dry Port model pipeline and federation. A total of five runs for each of the chosen

runtimes of 25, 50, 100, 200 and 400 time units have been executed and measured

for both approaches. That way a more conclusive interpretation of the performance
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can be extracted from the mean wall-clock time. The collected readings are displayed

in table 6.6 and 6.7. The measurements were made on a machine with the following

specifications:

• Windows 7 Professional 32-bit

• Intel Core 2 Duo @ 1.83 GHz

• 4 GB DDR2 RAM

Runtime (tu) 25 50 100 200 400

Run 1 (ms) 3463 4368 5405 7124 12655

Run 2 (ms) 3433 4238 5687 7261 11142

Run 3 (ms) 3688 4076 5536 7714 11684

Run 4 (ms) 3356 4050 5668 7974 11524

Run 5 (ms) 3359 4033 5487 7792 11404

Mean value (ms) 3459.8 4153 5556.6 7573 11681.8

Variation
coefficient (%)

0.04 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.05

TABLE 6.6: Execution Times for The Dry Port Federation

The measurements for the model pipeline and the HLA federation both show a linear

trend for the execution times, which indicates a complexity of O(n). However, while

the HLA federation execution time only grows by approximately 0.02 seconds per time

unit increment, the model pipeline requires an additional 0.31 seconds. So in retrospect,

both approaches do show a desirable complexity, but the HLA still has the advantage

of a better performance. The coefficient of variation was calculated to verify that no
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Runtime (tu) 25 50 100 200 400

Run 1 (ms) 6979 13628 26934 56119 123497

Run 2 (ms) 6585 13510 28228 56929 125525

Run 3 (ms) 6865 13582 26536 55950 118545

Run 4 (ms) 7206 13322 29025 57361 122884

Run 5 (ms) 6874 13504 27405 55894 128351

Mean value (ms) 6901.8 13509.2 27625.6 56450.6 123760.4

Variation
coefficient (%)

0.03 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03

TABLE 6.7: Execution Times for The Dry Port Model Pipeline

fluctuations were able to distort the different runs in any major fashion. Based on the

measurements, the development of the mean execution time for the two architectures in

the case of the Dry Port example is shown graphically in the figure 6.11.

6.4.3 Application field

In conclusion it can be stated that a transfer of an HLA federation to a model pipeline

coupling is possible. But one has to accept a relatively significant decrease in per-

formance because of the indirect communication approach in between the models of a

pipeline. The questions arises for which context the model pipeline approach is suitable.

Choosing the right approach for a distributed simulation depends on this context and

the application environment. Due to the comparably poor performance measurements

in contrast to the HLA, it seems reasonable to favor the HLA for the Dry Port subject.

On the other hand, performance is not always the decisive issue, as other aspects can

play a more important role. In the HLA, the simulation logic is strongly intertwined
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FIGURE 6.11: Graph of the Execution Times for The Dry Port Simulation

with the synchronization and messaging routines of the RTI. The addition of new fed-

erates to a federation is not a simple matter in practice. It requires a relatively extensive

analysis and interpretation of the simulation inputs, outputs and processes. As has been

shown in this chapter, the implementation of the Dry Port example as model pipeline

was rather fast and simple with the already available models from the HLA federates.

The resulting WS interfaces generated a lot less and simpler code compared to the Dry

Port federation. While all in all, the model pipelines have created 2319 lines of code, of

which most is automatically generated by the framework, the HLA federation requires

9884 lines of code. This fact is of interest mainly in practical applications due to pos-

sible time and cost constraints. There seems to be a trade-off between performance and

ease of use, and the integration of the approach. That trade-off can change according

to the application context and environment, and therefore may justify the choice of the

approach. In the defense sector for example, where high performance simulations are

used to simulate war scenarios, performance obviously play an essential role. In the

case of commercial issues however, where short development cycles of products re-

quire to rely on minimal training and short implementation phases, easy handling and

low integration problems have priority over fast execution times.





Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook

7.1 Summary

This section is a recapitulation of the subjects touched in this doctoral thesis. It en-

compasses the discussion of the first chapter concerning the current state-of-the-art, the

demonstration of a working model pipeline prototype found in chapter two, the descrip-

tion of the synchronization concepts developed for model pipelines presented in chapter

three, as well an explanation of the framework created to build model pipelines in chap-

ter four, and the comparison of model pipelines with the HLA that took place in the

previous chapter.

7.1.1 State-of-the-Art

Distributed simulation has been an important subject in the field of computer science

since the late 70’s [COS95]. Regarding the industrial and corporate world, it is repre-

sents an attractive approach to designing, managing and optimizing business and man-

ufacturing processes [LAK00], because it promotes integrability, interoperability, scal-

ability and reusability amongst other characteristics.

Distributed simulation plays a major role in the concept of distributed collaboration,

due to the facilitated sharing of information and research. It allows to share expert

139
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knowledge, which industrial and corporate organizations are heavily reliant on, across

space and time [COM99]. Distributed collaborations therefore feature the advantages of

an increased reach, responsiveness, adaptiveness and cost effectiveness. However, the

concept also comes with some drawbacks. Information sharing in the corporate world,

even more than in any other environment, is a touchy subject. Information security has

to be ensured to protect an organization’s assets. To that end, the LISI model defines

five levels of interoperability that describe how an increased degree of information en-

tanglement affects the way data is being shared [IWG98]. The model pipeline approach

presented in this thesis adheres to the level 2 of interoperability according to that scale,

to allow for a satisfactory level of interaction, while preserving the ability of the data

holders to individually manage their own information. This falls under the category

of interoperability on a conceptual level following the LCIM, which is based upon the

LISI model and the NMI, which is a representation of the relation between the degrees

of interoperability and its dimensions [TOM03]. This means that the dimension of com-

posability is reached in the case of model pipelines, composability being the ability to

combine modules in order to build semantically and syntactically correct simulation

systems. To actualize interoperability however, one needs to understand the specifics

and differences between the CSPs participating in a distributed simulation. The CSPI

PDG has simplified that effort by releasing the current four IRM types, which allow on

the one hand to identify the CSP interoperability capabilities of an existing distributed

simulation, and on the other, specify the CSP interoperability requirements of a planned

distributed simulation.

As already mentioned, distributed simulation allows for the reuse of software compo-

nents, an idea introduced in the late 60’s [MBN68]. It has gained a lot of acclaim in the

corporate world, because it enables organizations to lower costs, reduce production time

and increase quality. The most important factors in making components reusable are a

high level of abstraction to separate implementation and interface of an application,

and standards to allow components to interact. Two reuse strategies are currently used

by software engineers: white-box and black-box reuse, the difference between the two

being that white-box reuse allows developers to alter the code of a component. Black-

box reuse does not expose any code and relies instead on interfaces, this eliminates the
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need for complex documentations. Model pipelines therefore have incorporated that

last approach for a simpler, streamlined development process.

Model pipelines are however not only an implementation, but an architecture. This the-

sis has therefore examined the most commonly used and well known structural patterns

of architectures, the most relevant concepts being summarized in the following list:

• Pipes and filters pattern:

A filter accepts a certain data input, transforms it, and produces an output that

is transported over a pipe to the next filter.

• Object-oriented pattern:

Components are made of instances of abstract objects that encapsulate data

and methods. They communicate through explicit invocation of those meth-

ods.

• Event-based pattern:

Modules can communicate by broadcasting events that implicitly invoke pro-

cedures. Those components are said to be in a publisher-subscriber relation-

ship.

• Layered pattern:

Hierarchical composition of layered systems interacting with each other

through specific interfaces.

• Component based pattern:

Encapsulated code artifacts communicating with each other to exchange data

and provide an otherwise not available functionality.

• Service-oriented pattern:

Units of program logic defined as services working autonomously, communi-

cating trough specific set of common standards.

The model pipelines architecture, dubbed XMPF, is a heterogeneous composition of

several of those patterns. First and foremost, it is based upon a component-based,

service-oriented architecture. Simulation models are encapsulated in individual ser-

vices that can be composed into bigger, more complex distributed simulations. The
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services themselves are linked using the pipes and filter architecture, but internally ex-

hibit the layered pattern, with the WS serving as a client for other WS in a pipeline,

while providing a service to the underlying external CSP models.

In comparison, the HLA, which is an established architecture for the coupling of mod-

els in heterogeneous distributed simulations since its development for the DoD in 1996,

uses a very different approach [DFW97]. It works as a layered system of object-oriented

components interoperating through the implicit publish-and-subscribe mode of method

invocation. A distributed simulation that uses the HLA is called a federation and con-

sists of four components: the RTI, a SOM, FOM and external models know as federates.

Both the federation and federates have to adhere to a strict set of federate and federation

rules to be able to interact. However according to some sources, the bloated federate

interface specification, can result in complex and error-prone implementations [STR06]

[HHH12]. Model pipelines and the XMPF are a novel approach to realize distributed

simulations in heterogeneous environments, which specifically aim to create a simple

and reliable tool for collaborative efforts, like joint projects.

7.1.2 Model Pipeline Prototype

One such undertaking is the Airport2030 cluster of excellence project, commissioned by

the FMER, which has served in this thesis as an example to show how a model pipeline

operates. In the context of that project, new technological advances are being developed

to improve upon the current ground handling procedures at the airport Hamburg. This

currently represents a very pressing matter because of the projected increase of 300%

in air traffic within the next 20 years, with minimal to no possibility of expansion of the

local airport infrastructure [AIR11]. To this end, industry and research organizations

have partnered up to generate models for the airport transit connection, terminal and

apron with their unique expertise in the according fields. Ultimately, the goal is to

combine those models into a simulation allowing the analysis of future advancements

for the time horizons 2015 and 2030.
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Each of the models of the simulation have been developed with different CSPs, each

with varying modeling paradigms, detail and time resolutions. The TUHH developed

a multi-modal traffic generation model for the transit connection, able to offer a repre-

sentation the whole local traffic in and around the city of Hamburg. The results for a

selected pre-cast of runs of that very complex model have been integrated as database

into the model pipeline. The UHH has modeled the passenger and luggage flow in the

two airport terminals of the Hamburg airport using MATLAB and the built-in SimEvent

library. The apron model was modeled by the DLR, which calculates handling and

travel times of vehicles on the runway and apron using MATLAB.

The model pipeline prototype has allowed to couple these models in a hierarchical fash-

ion. The individual models are interfaced with WSs and grouped into a composed

simulation for the airport as a whole using pipelines, which is also features a WS. That

WS is controlled by the Experiment WS. It is at the root of every model pipeline sim-

ulation and serves as a common interface to conduct simulation runs with that new

technology. It allows to sequentially execute and describe multiple runs, engage post-

processing procedures and is responsible for performing the feedback processes in the

model pipeline architecture.

A standard execution of the airport model chain with the model pipeline prototype

works as follows (see figure 3.5 of chapter 3):

1. A SOAP request is sent to the Experiment WS.

2. The Experiment WS relays that message to the Airport WS.

3. The Airport WS in turn, relays the message to the WS of the first model in the

pipeline, which is the transit connection model.

4. The transit connection model determines an appropriate scenario from the input,

consisting of passenger data arriving at the airport terminals, to produce as output.

5. That output is delivered back to the airport WS, which contacts the next WS in

the pipeline.
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6. The terminal WS receives the output produced by the transit connection model

and creates its own results based upon them, consisting of passenger and luggage

time stamps generated during their travels inside the terminals.

7. Again, that output is delivered back to the airport WS, which contacts the apron

WS, which is the final WS in the pipeline.

8. Based upon the passenger and luggage time stamps from the terminal model, the

apron model calculates the vehicle movements on the apron.

9. That information is sent back to the airport WS.

10. Finally, the airport WS sends the results of the whole chain back to the Experi-

ment WS.

11. The Experiment WS is now able to build a SOAP response to the original request

from the model pipeline user.

To facilitate the operation of the model pipeline prototype for the user, the XMPF frame-

work provides the ability to generate custom web-GUIs matching specific pipelines.

Such a web-GUI was implemented for the Airport2030 project so that all the partici-

pating partners could access the simulation from everywhere over the Internet, over a

standardized form. Adding that functionality to the XMPF was relatively easy due to the

fact that WSs, which are a central part of model pipelines, produce and consume XML.

Input and output representation as forms can be derived from that data using XForms to

generate XHTML web pages and SVG graphics.

7.1.3 Feedback Mechanisms

Although the information flow in the model pipeline prototype for the Airport2030

project is generally forward-oriented, the technology itself also offers the possibility

for models of a distributed simulation to interact with each other, even if they are not

ordered chronologically in the chain they build, thanks to the implemented feedback

mechanisms.
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To establish some basics, this thesis has summarized the different notions of times used

in simulation: physical, simulation and wall-clock time. Afterwards, the execution

modes of simulations have been listed, which are scaled real-time, real-time and as-fast-

as-possible. Then, the most common time-flow mechanisms for discrete simulations

have been touched upon: time-stepped and event-driven executions. Similarly, receive-

order and timestamp-order delivery have been described, being two of the most widely

applied delivery mechanisms. Finally, synchronization techniques such as conservative,

optimistic, relaxed and combined synchronization have been discussed.

More importantly, the two dominant forms of communication in distributed simulation

have been presented, to establish the fundamentals to compare classical coupling mech-

anisms to the approach used by model pipelines. It has been established that message

passing can in fact be implemented using shared memory and is at its core very similar

to communication with shared variables. In that case, models of a distributed simulation

exchange information using a global data area accessible to all participants. The draw-

back with that concept is that since the models all run concurrently, the runtime system

has to synchronize all their local wall-clock times. Model pipelines can avoid that addi-

tional effort by running the models they couple sequentially, resulting in an overall less

complex architecture. This simplification however comes at a price. Models generating

information of importance to other models situated before in the pipeline, cannot make

that data available to them without feedback capabilities.

The feedback approaches implemented in model pipelines are based upon the idea of

rolling back a simulation to a state were all variables hold consistent values, called state-

saving. Since creating and managing such save-states is rather complicated [PER06],

and model pipelines aim to build a simple and straightforward architecture, the imple-

mented approach limits restore points to the start of a simulation [HIW10]. The concept

comes in two versions that tackle the feedback problem slightly differently: IDS and

OIDS. The IDS, as seen in table 4.1 of chapter 4, uses multiple runs that incrementally

advance the simulation time. With each consecutive run, the output of all previous runs

is added as input to the new run, so that the interfaces of the individual models of the

overall simulation can adapt the parameters for their sequential execution. Due to the

reiteration of previous runs during a simulation however, the advantage of foregoing
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restore points comes at the cost of processing time and bandwidth. This effect can be

toned down for simulations with an expectedly low amount of feedback events with

OIDS. This approach also uses reruns of a pipeline to handle feedback requests, but

only initiates these reruns under certain circumstances. The Experiment WS as an ad-

ministrative component, is empowered to detect whether a feedback loop is in order or

not. To do so, it scans the final output of each run for feedback requests in the produced

XML file. Should a WS interface have created such a request, and it was not handled

before the end of the run, the Experiment WS re-executes the model pipeline fully, so

that the addressee may process that request. The downside is here, is that simulations

with a high occurrence of feedbacks will run even slower than with IDS, since each run

will be executed fully, because the optimistic approach of the OIDS does not expect

such a behavior.

The measurements done in chapter 3 confirm that assumption. The model pipeline pro-

totype created for the Airport2030 project presented in chapter 2 was used to compare

the two different implementations of the idea to use reruns as save-states for simulations.

The wall-clock time was measured using both approaches for the same simulation. It

turned out that the OIDS is performing better for simulations where the following equa-

tion applies:

x <
n−1

2
(7.1)

x is the number of runs necessary to process all feedback events, while n is the maximum

number of runs at a selected step size. That means that with 12 or more reruns to handle

feedback requests with OIDS, the simulation would execute faster with IDS.

7.1.4 Model Pipeline Framework

The XMPF has been built using a multitude of widespread and established technologies,

integrated in the Orbeon Forms platform [ORB11]. Since it implements a mature XML
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pipeline engine introducing XPL, which is a W3C recommendation, it has proven to be a

good choice to build the model pipeline architecture, instead of developing a proprietary

solution. Orbeon Forms is using XHTML and XForms for presentation purposes, XPL,

XSLT and JAVA for the program logic, and XML, XPath and XQuery for the data

management. This is reflected by the fact that the platform is built around the MVC

design pattern, which dictates that each application is divided into three categories of

components: models, views and controllers.

The XMPF is used to build WS interfaces for external models to allow coupling them

over a client-server architecture into a composed simulation. Those WS all feature a

page flow controller, an XML schema, a WS description and an XPL pipeline. Some

WS also employ JAVA processors to build the connection to their model. All these files

have a very standardized structure that can allows them to be built automatically with

relatively little user input. How they interact can be seen in figure 5.8 of chapter 5.

Three types of WS can be distinguished:

1. Experiment WS: Unique WS with managing mechanisms for runtime,

feedbacks and multiple runs of composite WSs

2. Atomic WS: WS interfacing directly with external CSPs

3. Composite WS: WS interfaces to compositions of other WSs, to form a

chain of models

How these WSs work together can be seen in figure 5.9 of chapter 5. Furthermore, the

XMPF can also be used to build web-GUIs for model pipelines. These also come with

a fixed number files with a standardized structure. A page flow controller, a form view,

a result view and an XPL pipeline. Their interaction allows, shown in figure 5.15 of

chapter 5, allows to send input data to a model pipeline though a web form, and display

the output that comes back from it in a easy to read, tabular fashion.

As already mentioned, the XMPF is able to generate all those files with minimal user

input. All that is required, is the specification of base, simple and complex data types,

feedback requests and responses, and import sources that the model pipeline being built

should be able to process. Based on that information, the framework can create the files
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that make up a model pipeline and a matching web-GUI. To facilitate the task for the

user even further, a graphical development tool for the XMPF has been implemented. It

allows to define all the necessary parameters for a new model pipeline from an accessi-

ble form. The application furthermore allows to save and load projects, so that existing

pipelines may be edited more easily when necessary. Further improvements of the cur-

rent prototype are envisaged, to give the user the ability to also record manual changes

to the code of the files that constitute the model pipeline.

7.1.5 HLA Versus Model Pipelines

The main problem with the conversion of an HLA federation to a model pipeline arises

from the conceptual differences between the two distributed simulation approaches. An

HLA federation uses a message based communication to allow the distinct federates

to interact. All those messages are managed by a central unit known as the RTI. The

federates merely register as publisher and subscriber for specific information. They are

then notified about the actions of other models by receiving updates of that information

through the RTI. In the model pipeline approach, such a central managing instance is

not available. The models are instead executed in a stringent sequence. The output of

each model is then delivered as data to feed the input of one of the next models in that

sequence. Regardless, it has been shown that interactions from the HLA can be mapped

to model pipelines thanks to their feedback mechanisms. The only real difference here,

are that they communicate directly, instead of using a central managing instance. This

had only a marginal effect on the distributed simulation conversion, since only a smaller

portion of logic had to be added to each model WS interface to work with the altered

situation. To underline the differences between the two concepts, a description of a

standard scenario for both will be presented in the following:
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• HLA:

The warehouse determines via an internal method that a truck has arrived. If

the warehouse is not busy, it will unload the truck and take responsibility of

the cargo. The warehouse publishes the action to the RTI and starts the storing

process. The RTI distributes a message to all federates that have subscribed

to the cargo object type. The Transport federate receives that message and

changes the state of the truck to "empty", so that it may leave the queue at the

warehouse and drive to the harbor.

• Model Pipelines:

The warehouse is able to detect all the trucks through the XML input. At a

specific point during the execution, the runtime and arrival time at the ware-

house for a truck matches up. If the warehouse is not busy, a storing event

is created and written to the output. At first, the Transport model is unaware

of this. But on the next iteration of the model pipeline execution, the Harbor

model is able to extract from the XML output if a storing event has happened

by analyzing the cargo IDs. If an event has been found with a cargo ID match-

ing the one transported by a truck, it moves that truck from the warehouse to

the harbor.

As one can see with the help this scenario, the processes in the cases of the HLA and

model pipelines are rather similar. First, the warehouse determines if a truck has arrived.

If the warehouse is not occupied it will engage the storing process. In both approaches,

the Transport model is not aware of this at first. In the HLA it is informed thanks to the

publisher-subscriber concept. With model pipelines, the Transport model is able to read

actions from the warehouse from the output it produces. Afterwards both approaches

work identically again: the Transport model removes the truck from the queue at the

warehouse and moves it to the harbor.

The previous example also suggests that model pipelines have a worse performance

than the HLA. A model pipeline has to run several iterations of a simulation for the

feedback mechanisms to work. These are necessary so that the indirect messages lo-

cated in the output can be read by the different models. The HLA however, only creates
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and processes interactions when necessary and at the actual moment a change in the sys-

tem state happens. On the other hand, because model pipelines renounce such a design

choice, they circumvent the need for global time stepping and synchronization. The

load tests run in the last chapter managed to confirm that the presumed loss of perfor-

mance with model pipelines is a reality. In contrast to the HLA, the execution times for

the Dry Port simulation increased rapidly with a prolonged runtime. As already noted,

this can be explained by the additional effort for the processing of previous outputs and

the identification of relevant information.

However, one must reflect upon the operational area of a distributed simulation. In

fields where as-fast-as-possible executions are required, the HLA clearly represents the

better option. On the other hand, if short development times and ease of use are a

priority, model pipelines would seem to be the wiser choice. Indeed, although more

difficult to quantify, experience through research has shown that their implementation

is less time consuming and complex than an HLA approach. Similarly, their operation

is objectively more intuitive because the option to automatically create standardized

web-UI structures.

It is a well-known fact that simulation does not yet find enough appreciation in the

industry. And when it is employed, it is generally implemented with a monolithic ap-

proach [STR06]. Considering the increasing globalization and networking in between

corporations, distributed simulation concepts will be on demand sooner rather than later.

The idea of model pipelines might open new ways to weave this IT specific discipline

into industry standards. The fear of loss of know-how could be mitigated by the encap-

sulation of models through WSs and the general black-box nature of the architecture.

All the actual knowledge is integrated in the models and can only be accessed through

predefined interfaces. Any specifics about the implementation cannot be seen from the

outside, just called upon. Thusly, cross-company collaborations become possible with-

out having to share more information than required. Especially in relation to major

projects, an enormous potential can be identified to optimize company processes and

procedures. Furthermore, the relatively easy integration and connectivity of the model

pipeline services over Internet protocols, makes this technology easily applicable in vir-

tually any situation. Because of the use of the many, well defined WS standards, there
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is no need for dedicated uniform object models, common language or proprietary plat-

forms. Hence, the integration of model pipelines is much easier than, say, supplying the

RTI for several, possibly differing systems. And because of the use of open standards,

it makes the model pipeline approach also more cost-effective.

7.2 Outlook

Finally, this last section is used to discuss the possible future developments of model

pipelines and the XMPF more specifically. This covers modular extensions to the frame-

work, improvements to the automated creation of JAVA processors, ideas to increase the

performance and security of the pipelines, and enhancements to the XMPF IDE.

7.2.1 Modules

Modularity is an important factor in many areas, including technological and organi-

zational systems. Since the 60’s people of the software engineering world have been

using libraries and frameworks to concentrate on the actual logic of their applications,

to shorten the cost and time needed for development [BAC00], [JAC00]. Another ad-

vantage is the improvement of the adaptability of the created software by decoupling

design artifacts, thereby hiding their information [PAR72].

Against this backdrop, the XMPF is prepared to accommodate modules to facilitate

a WS’s communication with external simulators, by providing standardized interfaces

for given CSP’s. The familiar issue of CSP’s having differing programming paradigms

also comes with the problem of offering varying modes of interaction with other ap-

plications, if any at all. To this end, it is often necessary for the XMPF to provide an

interface to the CSP a specific atomic WS is to interact with.

An example for one such module has been introduced briefly in chapter two. The

JaMaLa application is a JAVA-MATLAB server that implements the undocumented

JAVA-MATLAB Interface (JMI) included with MATLAB [KAP10]. It is a standalone
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application that acts as an interface to MATLAB, which is able to be controlled using

appropriate commands sent via the TCP/IP protocol [FWH12]. Figure 7.1 shows a basic

representation of the inner workings of JaMaLa.
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FIGURE 7.1: Functionality of JaMaLa (confer [FWH12])

A master server is responsible for the communication with clients, as well as the distri-

bution and forwarding of requests to worker servers, using a First-In-First-Out (FIFO)

approach. The worker servers execute the simulation models on a MATALAB session

they call and manage. After a simulation has been executed, its output is returned to the

master server, which forwards it to the respective client.

The Java processors that can operate in XMPF pipelines, have currently the option to

call upon the necessary methods to interact with the JaMaLa master server and thus

execute MATLAB models. The sum of these methods, the JaMaLa master server and

worker servers constitute a module that was developed to facilitate the use of Math-

works MATLAB with the XMPF. Other CSPs are not supported by modules at this

point in time, but the library can be extended ad infinitum with interfaces that support

communication over files, messages or even shared memory.
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It is also possible to add post-processing functionalities to model pipelines through

modules offered as WS. In the context of the Airport 2030 project presented in chapter

2 for example, the UHH is currently developing a Soft Computing Framework (SCF)

that will be able to solve optimization problems through approximation [ZAD94]. It is

designed to be called as WS to complement any model pipeline simulation by further

processing their output.

7.2.2 Usability

There is an implementational concept that was adopted for the XMPF in its current

state that would benefit from an overhaul. As it stands, the XML information received

and created by Java processors is stored in multi-dimensional lists. This is fine for

small entities, but the automatically generated code can quickly become convoluted

and unintelligible with the growing complexity of simulation data sets, which makes

creating and managing the Java processors more difficult than it ought to be.
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FIGURE 7.2: UML Diagram of the Terminal Class Containing the Check-In Class

In an effort to improve upon some the main aspects of the XMPF, which are simplicity

and usability, it is planned to update the approach described above by switching from

lists to full-fledged objects. Each data set from the input XML and for the output XML

shall be translated into a matching object class with attributes, which may have a com-

positional inter-class relationship with other classes. Taking as an example the input

parameters for the Airport WS shown in table 3.1 of chapter table 3, a terminal entity

as made up of the terminal-number attribute and check-ins. The idea is therefore for the

future, to let the XMPF create automatically the two classes seen in the UML diagram
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in figure 7.2. It is expected that this should speed up and ease development of custom

Java processors for model pipelines, as well as facilitate their maintenance.

7.2.3 Performance

With growing complexity, a model might eventually need more input, and produce ac-

cordingly more data. With the information transfer in the XMPF being based upon XML

data, transmission times may increase the overall execution time of a model pipeline

simulation. An approach currently being explored to lessen that effect, is to employ

HTTP compression mechanisms.

This mechanisms make it possible for web servers and clients to optimize their band-

width usage to provide greater transmission speeds. The HTTP data is compressed by

the server, the most common principles used currently being Gzip [FSF13] and deflate

[DEU96]. A research report on HTTP compression shows that the average website can

achieve 27 percent in bytes reductions [MCL02]. It must be investigated how much this

reductions can shorten model pipeline execution times.

7.2.4 Security

Security is a concern when using WSs, as the XMPF does. It does not provide yet

protection against security risks like eavesdropping, message tempering or denial-of-

service attacks. There are currently several WS security standards available, including

XML Digital Signatures and Encryption, Security Assertion Markup Language, and

WS-Security [PEL03]. They all try to implement message level integrity and confiden-

tiality for WSs. WS-Security for example, is a family of different specifications, that

allow to identify the origin of a message securely, detect that no one has tampered with

the message data and that only the intended recipients of a message are able to read

them. More information can be found in [WEE05] and [OAS02]. The XMPF is to be

equipped with the according security measures in the future.
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7.2.5 Editor

It would furthermore be interesting to expand upon the XMPF development GUI. As it

stands, the interface is able to visualize the code created by the framework for the dif-

ferent files needed by model pipelines in a tree-like representation. The next step to take

is to facilitate the direct input of user generated code into the automatically created one

through a text-editor, effectively allowing code alterations like in an Integrated Devel-

opment Environment (IDE). This would obviously simplify the design and management

of model pipeline simulation projects.





Appendix A

Example SOAP Request

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

                  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

                  xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

  <soapenv:Header/>

  <soapenv:Body>

    <experiment>

      <date>

        2013-10-20

      </date>

      <description>

        SOAP Request Example

      </description>

      <adress>

        http://134.100.10.53:8080/orbeon/service-airport2/

      </adress>

      <iteration>

        pessimistic

      </iteration>

      <model xsi:type="sch:Model" 

             xmlns:sch="http://134.100.10.53:8080/orbeon/service-airport2/schema">

        <name xsi:type="sch:NameString">

          Airport2030

        </name>

        <description xsi:type="xsd:string">

          Appendix A

        </description>

        <runtime xsi:type="xsd:int">

          24

        </runtime>

        <parameters>

          <parameter>

            <scenario xsi:type="sch1:Scenario">

              <name xsi:type="xsd:string">

                1

              </name>

              <description xsi:type="xsd:string">

                Test

              </description>
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              <weekday xsi:type="sch1:DayString">

                Wednesday

              </weekday>

              <ticket-price xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </ticket-price>

              <areal-connection xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </areal-connection>

              <substitution-effect xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </substitution-effect>

              <demographic-change xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </demographic-change>

              <business-traveller-ratio xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </business-traveller-ratio>

              <enterprise-legislature xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </enterprise-legislature>

              <extension-capabilities xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </extension-capabilities>

              <economical-evolution xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </economical-evolution>

              <class-division xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </class-division>

              <security-legislature xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </security-legislature>

              <emission-legislature xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </emission-legislature>

              <plane-size xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </plane-size>

              <airport-alliances xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </airport-alliances>

              <non-aviation-revenues xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </non-aviation-revenues>

              <arrival-departure-technologies xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </arrival-departure-technologies>

              <apron-technologies xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </apron-technologies>

              <passenger-handling-technologies xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </passenger-handling-technologies>

              <plane-handling-technologies xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </plane-handling-technologies>

              <energy-propulsion-technologies xsi:type="sch1:ScenarioInt">

                1

              </energy-propulsion-technologies>
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            </scenario>

          </parameter>

          <parameter>

            <terminals>

              <terminal xsi:type="sch:Terminal">

                <terminal-number xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </terminal-number>

                <check-ins>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      counter

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      18

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      40

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      automatic

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      30

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      online

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-capacity>
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                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      night-before

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      counter

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      60

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      45

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      5

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      automatic

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      30

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      45

                    </check-in-capacity>
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                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      online

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      night-before

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      luggage

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      35

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      45

                    </check-in-capacity>
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                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      2

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                </check-ins>

              </terminal>

              <terminal xsi:type="sch:Terminal">

                <terminal-number xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  2

                </terminal-number>

                <check-ins>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      counter

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      18

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      40

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      automatic

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      30

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>
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                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      online

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      night-before

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      counter

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      60

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      45

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      5

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>
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                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      automatic

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      30

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      45

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      online

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      3

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      night-before

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      10000

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      0

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>
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                  <check-in>

                    <designation xsi:type="sch:DesignationString">

                      luggage

                    </designation>

                    <check-in-quantity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      35

                    </check-in-quantity>

                    <check-in-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      45

                    </check-in-capacity>

                    <check-in-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      2

                    </check-in-time>

                    <check-in-luggage xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-luggage>

                    <check-in-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                      1

                    </check-in-travel-time>

                  </check-in>

                </check-ins>

              </terminal>

            </terminals>

          </parameter>

          <parameter>

            <gates>

              <gate xsi:type="sch:Gate">

                <gate-number xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </gate-number>

                <passenger-gate-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </passenger-gate-travel-time>

                <luggage-gate-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </luggage-gate-travel-time>

              </gate>

              <gate xsi:type="sch:Gate">

                <gate-number xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  2

                </gate-number>

                <passenger-gate-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </passenger-gate-travel-time>

                <luggage-gate-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </luggage-gate-travel-time>

              </gate>

              <gate xsi:type="sch:Gate">

                <gate-number xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  3

                </gate-number>

                <passenger-gate-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </passenger-gate-travel-time>

                <luggage-gate-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </luggage-gate-travel-time>

              </gate>
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              <gate xsi:type="sch:Gate">

                <gate-number xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  4

                </gate-number>

                <passenger-gate-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </passenger-gate-travel-time>

                <luggage-gate-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  1

                </luggage-gate-travel-time>

              </gate>

            </gates>

          </parameter>

          <parameter>

            <security xsi:type="sch:Security">

              <automatic-security-screening xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </automatic-security-screening>

              <manual-security-screening xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </manual-security-screening>

              <security-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </security-travel-time>

              <security-capacity xsi:type="xsd:int">

                25

              </security-capacity>

              <passport-check xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </passport-check>

              <passport-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </passport-travel-time>

            </security>

          </parameter>

          <parameter>

            <luggage xsi:type="sch:Luggage">

              <automatic-luggage-screening xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </automatic-luggage-screening>

              <level-2-luggage-screening xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </level-2-luggage-screening>

              <luggage-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </luggage-travel-time>

              <sorting-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </sorting-time>

            </luggage>

          </parameter>

          <parameter>

            <shopping xsi:type="sch:Shopping">

              <tourist-distribution xsi:type="xsd:int">

                0.2

              </tourist-distribution>

              <low-cost-distribution xsi:type="xsd:int">

                0.5

              </low-cost-distribution>
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              <scheduled-distribution xsi:type="xsd:int">

                0.3

              </scheduled-distribution>

              <shopping-travel-time xsi:type="xsd:int">

                1

              </shopping-travel-time>

            </shopping>

          </parameter>

        </parameters>

        <outputs>

          <!--0 to 3 repetitions:-->

          <output>

            <!--You have a CHOICE of the next 3 items at this level-->

            <arrivals>

              <!--Zero or more repetitions:-->

              <arrival xsi:type="sch1:Arrival">

                <id xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </id>

                <date xsi:type="xsd:date">

                  ?

                </date>

                <arrival-terminal-hour xsi:type="sch1:HourInt">

                  ?

                </arrival-terminal-hour>

                <arrival-terminal-minute xsi:type="sch1:MinuteInt">

                  ?

                </arrival-terminal-minute>

                <departure-flight-hour xsi:type="sch1:HourInt">

                  ?

                </departure-flight-hour>

                <departure-flight-minute xsi:type="sch1:MinuteInt">

                  ?

                </departure-flight-minute>

                <stay-duration-estimated xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </stay-duration-estimated>

                <check-in xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </check-in>

                <luggage-present xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </luggage-present>

                <gate-cluster xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </gate-cluster>

                <aircraft-type xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </aircraft-type>

                <flight-number xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </flight-number>

                <flight-type xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </flight-type>

                <flight-goal xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </flight-goal>
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                <flight-code xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </flight-code>

                <delay-possible xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </delay-possible>

              </arrival>

            </arrivals>

            <departures>

              <!--Zero or more repetitions:-->

              <departure xsi:type="sch1:Departure">

                <id xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </id>

                <date xsi:type="xsd:date">

                  ?

                </date>

                <arrival-gate-hour xsi:type="sch1:HourInt">

                  ?

                </arrival-gate-hour>

                <arrival-gate-minute xsi:type="sch1:MinuteInt">

                  ?

                </arrival-gate-minute>

                <departure-flight-hour xsi:type="sch1:HourInt">

                  ?

                </departure-flight-hour>

                <departure-flight-minute xsi:type="sch1:MinuteInt">

                  ?

                </departure-flight-minute>

                <stay-duration-actual xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </stay-duration-actual>

                <check-in xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </check-in>

                <luggage-present xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </luggage-present>

                <gate-cluster xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </gate-cluster>

                <aircraft-type xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </aircraft-type>

                <flight-number xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </flight-number>

                <flight-type xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </flight-type>

                <flight-goal xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </flight-goal>

                <flight-code xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </flight-code>

                <delay-possible xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </delay-possible>

              </departure>
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            </departures>

            <flights>

              <!--Zero or more repetitions:-->

              <flight xsi:type="sch1:Flight">

                <flight-number xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </flight-number>

                <flight-code xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </flight-code>

                <aircraft xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </aircraft>

                <gate-cluster xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </gate-cluster>

                <delay-possible xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </delay-possible>

                <date xsi:type="xsd:date">

                  ?

                </date>

                <actual-landing xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </actual-landing>

                <actual-take-off xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </actual-take-off>

                <scheduled-on-block xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </scheduled-on-block>

                <actual-on-block xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </actual-on-block>

                <boarding-start xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </boarding-start>

                <boarding-end xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </boarding-end>

                <forward-unload-start xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </forward-unload-start>

                <forward-unload-end xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </forward-unload-end>

                <forward-load-start xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </forward-load-start>

                <forward-load-end xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </forward-load-end>

                <aft-unload-start xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </aft-unload-start>

                <aft-unload-end xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </aft-unload-end>
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                <aft-load-start xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </aft-load-start>

                <aft-load-end xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </aft-load-end>

                <scheduled-off-block xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </scheduled-off-block>

                <actual-off-block xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </actual-off-block>

                <pax-total xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </pax-total>

                <pax-boarded xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </pax-boarded>

                <pax-last-id xsi:type="xsd:int">

                  ?

                </pax-last-id>

                <pax-last-time xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </pax-last-time>

              </flight>

            </flights>

          </output>

        </outputs>

        <!--Optional:-->

        <feedbacks>

          <!--1 or more repetitions:-->

          <feedback xsi:type="sch:Feedback">

            <step xsi:type="xsd:int">

              ?

            </step>

            <ws xsi:type="xsd:string">

              ?

            </ws>

            <tags>

              <!--1 or more repetitions:-->

              <tag>

                <name xsi:type="xsd:string">

                  ?

                </name>

                <value xsi:type="xsd:anyType">

                  ?

                </value>

              </tag>

            </tags>

            <processed xsi:type="xsd:boolean">

              ?

            </processed>

          </feedback>

        </feedbacks>

      </model>

    </experiment>

  </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

CODE A.1: Example SOAP Request to the Airport2030 Web Service
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XMPF UML Diagrams
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FIGURE B.1: UML Diagram of the Connections Between the XMPF Classes
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FIGURE B.2: UML Diagram of the "type" Class Package
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FIGURE B.3: UML Diagram of the "create" Class Package

FIGURE B.4: UML Diagram of the "gui" Class Package
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FIGURE B.5: UML Diagram of the "util" Class Package

FIGURE B.6: UML Diagram of the "experiment" Class Package
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